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Abstract
As the size and complexity of modern IT systems increases, there is greater

need for automatic recovery from failures. Recently, self-adaptive control loops have
started to replace human oversight as means to ensure high availability of software
systems. Two critical pieces of the self-adaptive loop for high availability are failure
identification and fault localization. Failure identification – figuring out that some-
thing is not working – is a challenging activity as (1) the monitoring is not done at
the same abstraction level as the failures manifest themselves, and (2) because sys-
tems perform several activities concurrently, incorrect behavior will appear mixed
with correct behavior. Identifying faults, pinpointing the source of the failure, is also
challenging as (1) there may be multiple explanations for a fault and (2) diagnosis
must be performed in a useful time frame. In this thesis, we propose to improve self-
diagnosis through a framework that allows a system to identify failures and pinpoint
the corresponding faulty parts in a running system. This framework is based on two
key principles: reasoning about the system’s behavior at the software architecture
level and providing a declarative approach to describe system behavior. The use of
architectural models allows the diagnostic infrastructure to scale gracefully, supports
efficient run-time execution of common fault localization algorithms, and supports
failure diagnosis of system-level properties such as end-to-end performance. The
use of a declarative approach to behavior allows one to systematically specify rules
for bridging the gap between low-level monitoring and higher-level problem detec-
tion. It also supports reuse across systems that share a common architectural style or
implementation infrastructure.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today’s complex computer systems form the significant core of many businesses. For many of
these systems, an increasingly important characteristic is high availability, as downtime is ex-
tremely costly. For example, Google’s advertising revenues for 2022 were around 224B: this
means that downtime has a direct cost of more than 1K$ per second. However, in Google’s data
centers, thousands of servers fail over a year, sometimes many dozens at the same time [56].
Still, Google serves over 10 billion searches every month in the United States with almost no
downtime [77]. Google is an extreme example, but many other companies like Netflix or entire
industries such as banking or air transportation share similar requirements. Even simple ser-
vices from a mobile application, such as authentication, may require high availability for some
businesses.

Preventing downtime in these systems is a challenging task. Modern systems are built from
hundreds, or even thousands, of components that interact with each other in many different ways.
Many of these components are independently developed by third-parties: some are off-the-shelf,
some are custom-built and some are even upgraded without control of the owner of the system.
Many components will eventually fail unpredictably and many will be subject to unexpected
loads. And, many components may be subject to an open-ended set of internal and external
cyber attacks.

The traditional way to address availability, still widely used, relies on human oversight. While
humans provide a great deal of flexibility and adaptability, they are expensive, slow to process
information, slow to react, unpredictable and prone to disastrous mistakes. Two high profile
examples of failures due to human error was the Amazon’s cloud services unavailability in 2011
and 2017 and Meta’s massive outage in 2021. In the all cases incorrect change of network
configuration by a human administrator ultimately led to the failure of the entire data centers
for Amazon [72, 73] and the entire Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram and Oculus services for
Meta [51].

A different, complementary, technique, also widespread, is the use of local recovery mecha-
nisms such as timeouts, load balancing and retries. For example, Google’s file system [34] is a
system in which this technique is used extensively: system components are designed assuming
frequent communication and hardware failures. These automatic solutions avoid having humans
manage the system, but need to be built into the system itself, which is not always possible. Also,
they are expensive to develop as they require a significant amount of handcrafted code and they
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increase the system’s complexity. And because they are local, they don’t always produce the
appropriate systemic (non-localized) behavior. For example, Netflix’s internal system flooding
due to the system’s own retry mechanisms in 2011 [7] shows how local recovery may, in fact,
result in increased system downtime. In Netflix’s case, a slowdown in a group of servers trig-
gered a flood of retries from the dependent servers, starting a feedback spiral that ultimately led
to service unavailability. These failures are so common that Google published document a few
years later about this [64].

For complex systems that require high availability in spite of component failures and en-
vironmental unpredictability, a different approach can be taken that, in a way, leverages the
strengths of both traditional approaches – human oversight and automated recovery – reducing
their weaknesses. This approach consists in using a second system that monitors and adapts
the main system in response to failures and environmental changes: it mimics humans by exter-
nally observing and changing the system, but it is fully automated. This approach is generally
known as autonomic computing [45], and systems following this approach are often referred to
as self-adaptive systems [20, 28].

Autonomic computing is based on a form of closed-loop control in which a base system
provides the business-related services and a controller system monitors the base system, and, by
monitoring its behavior, decides when to perform changes and what to change. In this scenario,
the controller has to perform a set of four top-level activities which naturally follow from its
responsibility. These activities consist in monitoring the system, analyzing the monitored data
to detect the need for adaptation, planning how to adapt and executing the plan. These activities
are depicted in figure 1.1 in what is sometimes referred to as the MAPE loop [39].

A considerable amount of research has been done in autonomic computing over the last
decade [20, 28]. While significant research has been performed in the areas of planning and
execution, the monitoring and analysis parts of the MAPE loop have received significantly less
attention. Here, three activities become critical in the design of this stage: (1) deciding what to
monitor – choosing where to look, (2) identifying failures – figuring out that something is not
working properly; and (3) identifying faults – determining what are the sources of those failures.

Deciding what to monitor in a system is a complex task, whether designing a new probing
infrastructure or reusing an existing one. Designing a probing infrastructure forces a tradeoff be-

Base System

Monitor

Analyze Plan

Execute

inputs outputs

monitor update

Controller

Figure 1.1: The MAPE loop.
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tween monitoring cost and the benefits of the observation. For example, monitoring the latency
of a web server may introduce an additional point of failure, reducing system availability. Us-
ing an existing probing infrastructure forces a discussion on adequacy: can the existing probes
provide enough information to feed the MAPE loop?

Identifying failures in a running system is challenging. First, while failures commonly man-
ifest themselves at a high level of abstraction, like degradation of quality of service below mini-
mum thresholds or violation of high-level protocols, monitoring is usually performed at a lower
level. Hence, we need to bridge the gap between these two levels. For example, two of the top
2021 web attack categories, identification and authentication failures (number 7) and injection
(number 3) [58], appear to be correct behavior when solely observing their corresponding low-
level network traffic. Only by analyzing higher level interactions between users and the systems
can we identify these attacks. Second, today’s systems perform multiple activities concurrently.
These activities, even if they are unrelated to each other, will appear mixed to an observer. For
example, an observer of a web server will notice multiple file open and close operations, which
are not easily related to client requests that are currently being served.

Identifying faults is also challenging, even assuming that failures are correctly identified.
First, there can be multiple possible explanations for a failure. For example, a system slowdown
may be caused by a slow database, a denial of service attack, or a faulty network connection. Sec-
ond, identification has to be performed within a useful time frame. For example, if identification
takes too long to detect a denial of service attack, system availability may be compromised.

Given the difficulty of addressing these challenges, detection and diagnosis are typically
associated with high development cost, low quality or both. Cost arises from the large amount
of special-purpose and handcrafted code that has to be produced from scratch for each system.
For example, there are thousands of lines of code in Hadoop just to detect server failures. Low
quality arises from the locality of diagnosis which disregards systemic properties and emergent
behavior, from the inability to ensure coverage of all behavior that may signal failures, and from
the lack of efficient but accurate algorithms that systematically determine and order the possible
causes of the detected failures.

In this thesis we present an approach that simultaneously improves diagnosis quality and
also lowers its cost by introducing a diagnostic framework1 that can be easily instantiated for
specific systems. This framework is based on two key principles. The first principle is reasoning
about the system’s behavior at the software architecture level instead of the code level. As we
will argue, because architectural models provide a high-level perspective on system behavior,
architecture models simplify the reasoning process for fault diagnosis, scale to large and com-
plex systems, support the detection of systemic (non-localized) faults, and provide a foundation
to reason about repair. The second principle is providing a declarative approach to describe
system behavior, including failure conditions, reducing the cost of specifying the behavior of
individual systems and providing specification reuse, where general behavioral descriptions can
be specialized to individual systems and then analyzed for properties of interest. With this ap-
proach, systems can be built and analyzed incrementally, reusing previous systems’ behavior
specifications.

1By framework we mean a library of reusable code, a set of tools, algorithms and design principles.
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It is possible to lower cost while improving the quality of autonomic diagnosis by providing
a general, scalable and practical framework that can identify failures and map them to their
sources at the software architecture level.

Thesis Statement

The key claims in this statement involve cost, quality, generality, scalability and practicality.
Let us expand each of these individual claims.

Cost: The framework will improve cost with respect to:
1. Code Reuse. Through the introduction of reasoning about behavior at different abstraction

levels and the reuse of probes and behavioral patterns associated with architectural styles,
much of the development can be transferred from project to project. Although the amount
of reuse will vary from project to project, for systems that use common styles, we achieve
over 50% reuse of the diagnosis code.

2. Probing Costs. The framework will reduce run-time costs by providing reasoning about
unobserved behavior and supporting dynamic reconfiguration of probe deployment. Rea-
soning about unobserved behavior allows reducing the number of deployed probes that
are needed to monitor the system. Reasoning about dynamic probe placement – adjust-
ing which probes are deployed depending on context – allows even further optimization
deploying probes only when needed.

Quality: The framework will have higher quality than an equivalent handcrafted code for a
specific system with respect to:

1. Systemic property support. Reasoning about diagnosis in the framework allows taking
systemic properties, such as performance or availability, into consideration.

2. Guarantee of behavior coverage. The framework will provide a perfect behavior classifier,
with respect to the provided behavior model. All incorrect behavior, and only incorrect
behavior, will be flagged as such.

3. Systematic finding and ordering of failure cases. The framework will provide a well-
defined, systematic fault identification and ordering algorithm.

4. Probe adequacy. The framework detects probes whose output is not needed for diagnosis
and detects missing probes in the system.

5. Localization algorithms. The framework ships with a localization algorithm but allows
other algorithms to be plugged in, provided they can operate on the same set of observed
data.

Generality: The framework will be general with respect to four dimensions:
1. Style of system. It will work with a range of different domains such as web systems,

databases, and distributed systems.

2. Problem classes. It will detect failures both in functional requirements and quality at-
tributes such as performance, security, and dependability.

3. Implementation technology. The framework will be applicable to systems developed in
Java, C, and other languages. It will be independent of the platform in which the system
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executes.
Scalability: The framework will be scalable with respect to three dimensions:

1. Size of the system: The framework will be capable of performing diagnosis in systems with
possibly thousands of components.

2. Monitoring data volume: The framework will be capable of performing diagnosis in sys-
tems with more than one thousand monitored communication events per second.

3. Monitoring overhead: The framework will impose low monitoring overhead in the base
system.

Practicality: The framework will be practical insofar as designers of autonomic systems will be
able to use it without requiring fundamental knowledge other than standard state-of-the-practice
in software engineering. Further, by supporting incremental construction, the framework will
provide incremental diagnosis in complex systems as software developers will not need to build
the whole diagnosis system in a single cycle.

Contributions
The contributions of this work are:

• A formalization of system behavior in terms of its software architecture that allows auto-
nomic diagnosis to be performed;

• A technique for inferring high-level system behavior from monitored low-level behavior;
• A formalization of correct behavior that spans a wide variety of quality attributes including

performance, availability and security;
• A technique for performing diagnosis applicable at run time capable of accurately inferring

the sources of a failure;
• A technique for dynamically adding and removing probes that balances deployment cost

and monitoring overhead with changing needs to observe system behavior;
• Metrics to measure diagnosis accuracy.
Publications resulting from this research include:
• Paulo Casanova, Bradley R. Schmerl, David Garlan, and Rui Abreu. Architecture-based

run-time fault diagnosis. In Ivica Crnkovic, Volker Gruhn, and Matthias Book, editors,
ECSA, volume 6903 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 261–277. Springer,
2011. ISBN 978-3-642-23797-3. [16]

• Paulo Casanova, David Garlan, Bradley Schmerl and Rui Abreu. Diagnosing architectural
run-time failures. In Proceedings of the 8th International Symposium on Software Engi-
neering for Adaptive and Self-Managing Systems, 20-21 May 2013. Received SEAMS
2013 Best Paper Award. [17]

• Paulo Casanova, David Garlan, Bradley Schmerl, and Rui Abreu. Diagnosing unobserved
components in self-adaptive systems. In Proceedings of the 9th International Symposium
on Software Engineering for Adaptive and Self-Managing Systems, SEAMS 2014, pages
75–84, New York, NY, USA, 2014. ACM. ISBN 978-1-4503-2864-7. [19]
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• Paulo Casanova, Bradley Schmerl, David Garlan, Rui Abreu and Jungsik Ahn. Apply-
ing Autonomic Diagnosis at Samsung Electronics. Technical report, CMU-ISR-13-111,
Institute for Software Research, Carnegie Mellon University, September 2013. [18]

Thesis Layout
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents an example system used to illustrate the problems and identify the
associated research questions addressed in this work.

• Chapter 3 describes, at a high-level, the approach and main principles behind it. Some
examples of the framework use are presented in this section, although not much detail is
provided.

• Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 describe the CALL language, its semantics and its
runtime.

• Chapter 7 describes other work that is complimentary or alternative to the one provided in
this thesis.

• Chapter 8 discusses how the claims established in Chapter 1 are validated.
• Chapter 9 contains a discussion on this work and its consequences, provides detail on its

limitations, adoptability and provides pointers for future work.
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Chapter 2

Motivation and research challenges

In this chapter, we present an example of a representative system that will be used throughout the
rest of the document to illustrate the research challenges and our approach to addressing them.

Consider an example of a standard high-load web system whose architecture is depicted
in figure 2.1. In this system, a number of clients connect to one or more dispatchers, which
forward requests to web servers connecting to a database. Dispatchers, also known as load
balancers, forward requests to the web servers, which may query the database to obtain data to
build a response. Dispatchers pick servers in a round-robin fashion, but respect client sessions
by forwarding all requests from the same client to the same server.

In such a system a variety of failures can occur: web servers can stop responding, the database
may slow down, network connections may fail intermittently leading to errors or delays, the
dispatchers may forward requests to the wrong web server forcing a client to lose its session and
its data, images may be missing from the file system, clients may request non-existing web pages
or malicious clients may attack the system by attempting a denial of service. A more complex
failure is a client being subject to a cross-site request forgery attack by another web site trying to
steal the client’s stored data in this system.

Client 1

Client 2

...

Client N

Disp. 1

Disp. 2

Web Srv 1

Web Srv 2

...

Web Srv M

Database

Figure 2.1: Example web system.
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2.1 Detecting failures
Suppose a client performs a request to the system of figure 2.1 and receives a response from the
web server: how does one know whether this is correct behavior? It certainly matches the ex-
pected observation in a web system from a high-level viewpoint insofar as a request was followed
by a response. But is this enough to ensure no failures have occurred?

We know, from the HTTP protocol standard, that a response code of 500 represents a failure
to process the client’s request. But was it the computation that failed? Was it the request to the
web server? The internal server processing of the request? The whole request/response?

Defining which computations have failed requires identifying which types of computations
are performed by a system and defining under which conditions we know that an individual
computation has failed.

RQ 1 How to identify which types of computations are performed by the system?
Research Questions

Given the complexity of modern software systems, it cannot be expected that system design-
ers will provide a way to model all possible types of computations in a system. But, in practice,
software systems reuse many concepts and structures: for example, 500 response codes rep-
resent a failure in any web system. A practical framework for diagnosis will require system
designers to only describe the computations that are specific to the system being designed. More
general computations associated with the system’s architectural style can be reused.

RQ 2 How to reuse types of computations and correctness criteria in systems that share
concepts and structures?

Research Questions

2.2 Identifying finite computations
The system in figure 2.1, like most interesting systems, has infinite behavior: there is no finite
limit to the number of requests that it can handle, nor its processing time. But while this system
as a whole has infinite behavior, the system’s architects would hardly see it as performing a
single, infinite computation.

The system’s activity can be naturally decomposed into an infinite number of finite computa-
tions. One such decomposition is to split the system’s behavior into individual clients requests.
We can then, in principle, consider the correctness of each request in isolation.

However, isolating client requests in the system in figure 2.1 is not the only way to split
computations that occur in the system. In web systems clients perform several requests enclosed
in a session. While individual requests can be used to evaluate quality attributes such as response
time, sessions can be used to evaluate quality attributes such as security. For example, a cross-site
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request forgery may only be detectable through the observation of several requests in the same
session.

In general, it will be necessary to perform multiple decompositions of the system’s activity
into individual, finite computations. Different correctness criteria can then be applied to different
decompositions.

To handle research question 1 (identifying computation types) we need to be able to decom-
pose the system’s infinite behavior into individual computations.

RQ 3 How to decompose the system’s infinite behavior into the finite computations for
which correctness criteria can be defined?

Research Questions

In the system of figure 2.1, many clients access the system in parallel and, therefore, several
individual, finite computations are being processed simultaneously, spread across the compo-
nents of the system. Applying correctness criteria to the computations requires being able to
identify each computation individually.

RQ 4 How to identify individual computations for a system that is executing many of them
concurrently?

Research Questions

2.3 Mapping failures to their sources
Even if we have a solution for research questions 3 (decomposing infinite behavior) and 1 (iden-
tifying computation types), we still need to be able to map the observed failure to the source
elements that are responsible. This is termed “fault localization.”

If a client makes a request and the computation fails, is it a problem in the client? In the
dispatcher? In the web server? This identification becomes hard in the presence of multiple,
possibly correlated, faults. For example, a faulty server configuration may lead to decreased
performance only when a certain dispatcher is used with a certain web server. (See Appendix A
for more details on correlated faults.)

Although fault localization at run time remains an open research challenge, it has been tackled
with considerable success at design time. For example, at design time, individual unit tests can
be executed, one at the time, in an instrumented system. The list of executed instructions or
program blocks, together with the result of the unit tests (success of failure), is fed into a fault
localization algorithm, which pinpoints the possible locations of the failure. (See section 7.2 for
more details on these algorithms.)

The success of design-time solutions suggests the possibility of using them at run time. How-
ever, several difficulties arise when adapting design-time fault localization algorithms to run time.
Two difficulties are embodied in research questions 3 (decomposing infinite behavior) and 4
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(identifying individual computations): when executing an individual unit test, the system behav-
ior is finite and comprises a single individual computation that can be evaluated independently
of other unit tests.

Another difficulty that arises is the balance between the time taken to produce a diagnosis and
its respective accuracy. Since fault localization is typically performed using statistical methods
(as we will see later), the more data collected, the more accurate the output will be. At design
time – the target for the fault localization algorithms – the time it takes to produce a diagnosis is
mostly irrelevant. But at run time it may be a critical factor. The time required to gather enough
information to produce an accurate diagnosis may render the diagnosis useless, as too much harm
may have already been done. Depending on the concrete situation, it may be preferable to act
faster, but with less information and, therefore, with a less accurate diagnosis.

RQ 5 Can we adapt design-time algorithms for fault localization to run time?

RQ 6 How to balance diagnosis accuracy against diagnosis performance and system impact?

Research Questions

2.4 Probing and diagnosis accuracy
In the previous subsection we mentioned the tradeoff between diagnosis accuracy and diagnosis
performance (in terms of the time to perform a diagnosis). However, diagnosis accuracy is itself
limited by probing. For example, if we cannot place probes in the connectors between the web
servers and the database, we cannot know when the web server has accessed the database. While
for some systems it may be possible to place probes wherever they are needed, sometimes other
concerns may prevent probes from being placed: for example, technical limitations on the probe
technology, or the risk that probes may interfere with system behavior.

Even in cases where probes can in principle be deployed, it may not be desirable to do so.
For example, probes may decrease performance and they may also negatively affect other quality
attributes such as availability (because they add an additional point of failure), or security (as they
may introduce new vulnerabilities). Because probes may have a negative impact on some system
properties, it may, therefore, be desirable to minimize their number.

In general, when the system is behaving well, fewer probes are required. For example, plac-
ing probes in the dispatchers that report performance is enough to detect that all requests are
being served adequately, if performance is the only quality attribute of interest. However, when
a problem is detected it may be desirable to have more detailed information to do diagnosis.
This suggests that a useful capability would be to be able to add or remove probes dynamically
depending on the tradeoff between diagnosis accuracy and probing impact.

RQ 7 How to decide whether to dynamically adjust probe deployment, maintaining a bal-
ance between probing cost and diagnosis accuracy?

Research Questions
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Chapter 3

Approach

In this section, we summarize our approach to autonomic fault detection and diagnosis, explain-
ing how we address the research questions enumerated in Section 2. A key idea supporting
our approach is to map observable low-level events in a running system to high-level models
for which correctness specifications can be provided, as described in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.
The high-level models used are software architecture models, as explained in Section 3.1. The
identified architectural behaviors are then classified (Section 3.3) and failures mapped to soft-
ware architecture components (Section 3.5). Analysis of the behavior models, as described in
Section 3.6, helps system designers identify potential errors in the behavior specifications and
improve their quality.

3.1 An architectural approach

The centerpiece of our approach is to use architectural models (specifically, component and
connector views [22]) as a basis for fault detection and localization. We do this for several
reasons. First, because architectural models provide a high-level perspective on the system, they
simplify the reasoning process about system structure, behavior and repair. A system like the
one presented in Chapter 2 performs computations concurrently on a large set of data and its
components interact using a variety of low-level communication protocols. However, the web
server, and HTTP protocol are natural abstractions for web developers. It comes as no surprise,
therefore, that description of erroneous behavior in web applications is commonly described
in terms of these abstractions. For example, failures described in “Causes of Failure in Web
Applications” [60] refer to “error notices such as 404” and “blank web pages”.

Second, architectural models scale to large and complex systems. Architectural models can
express such systems with simple models through the use of abstraction thereby enhancing the
scalability of our techniques. Very large, complex systems such as the Google File System [34]
can be represented with a small number of components and connectors types. These models not
only simplify reasoning about the system, but also reduce the search space for sources of the
failures. They also present diagnosis at the same level of abstraction as architecture-based repair
mechanisms such as Rainbow [33], simplifying the integration of diagnosis with the rest of the
self-adaptive loop.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the approach.

Third, architectural models support the definition of systemic properties such as availability
and performance [9], key types of properties we would like to use for diagnosis. Thus, by using
architectural models, we can detect systemic failures and pinpoint the high-level components and
connectors causing them. For example, a performance degradation in the response time noticed
by clients in the example of figure 2.1 may be caused by a slow database.

Fourth, the design of architectural models often follow common patterns [12, 22]. By cou-
pling our approach to architectural models, we can leverage recurring architectural forms to
enhance reuse of behavior specifications across similar systems.

3.1.1 Diagnosis system overview

While software architecture can potentially provide a basis for addressing many of the challenges
of diagnosis for autonomic systems, architectural-level computations are not directly observable
in practice since only low-level events can generally be observed. For example, in the example
web system presented in Chapter 2, we would like to reason about HTTP requests. But these
requests may not be observable in practice: we can probe systems using a variety of off-the-shelf
techniques such as aspects, standard network-based monitoring tools, or wrappers around system
calls, but all of these will report low-level events such as POSIX system calls (e.g., read(2)
and write(2)). This means that some recognition mechanism must translate low-level events
of interest to high-level, architectural computations. Once we have carried out that abstraction
step, we can then evaluate architecture-level behavior to determine the existence and location of
faults.

Our overall approach to abstracting over low-level observations and checking them is shown
in Figure 3.1. First, we feed the observed low-level events into a Recognizer that identifies
architecture-level computations by matching the low-level events against a Behavior model. This
model specifies patterns of events and how they are related to elements in the architecture.

The high-level computations are then analyzed by an Oracle to check whether they represent
correct or incorrect behaviors, according to some Correctness Criteria. Correctness is derived
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from the business rules that define the system’s functional requirements and quality attributes.
For example, an incorrect computation can occur because a protocol did not complete success-
fully, or it completed, but without satisfying desired performance requirements.

Recognized computations are then passed to the Fault Localizer, which periodically analyzes
a subset of them using a fault localization algorithm to determine the health of each element in
the computation. The Fault Localizer then reports the health of each element involved in the
computation, which can be used by a self-adaptive system (such as Rainbow) to plan adaptations
to repair unhealthy elements (outside of the scope of this thesis).

We now discuss each of the parts of the system in more detail.

3.2 The recognizer and the behavior model
Identifying architecture-level computations directly from the observed low-level behavior relies
on significant assumptions on the implementation and makes specifications difficult to write and
almost impossible to reuse. For example, to detect that a server has established a connection to
another we could monitor network packets. A change of communication protocol from TCP/IP
to UDP/IP would require new specifications, even if the change occurs only at a networking
level. And a change in probes to monitor the servers instead of the network would also require
new specifications.

These specifications are not reusable because they rely on assumptions on the whole imple-
mentation stack. At a high level, we care that one server to connects to the other, but we have
also bound that behavior to the actual implementation mechanism (a network connection) and
the actual probing system (reading the network).

This makes specifications highly specific and non-portable across systems. This also makes
specifications complex as it requires writing rules to identify high-level behavior from patterns
of probed low-level behavior.

To address this problem, we decompose the system behavior hierarchically, where detection
of lower-level behavior feeds the detection of higher-level computations. Figure 3.2 illustrates
a partial hierarchy of computations that could be applicable for the example in section 2. For
example, the higher-level computations (dynamic web request and static web requests) can be
computed from the proxied requests – HTTP requests sent to the load balancer and forwarded to
a web server – and database queries.

Listing 3.1 presents specifications in the language used to define system behavior that will be
introduced incrementally throughout this section and will be described in more detail in section 4.

In listing 3.1, four simplified types of computations (each declared as a computation
type) are defined: pxr, a proxied request, dbq, a database query issued from a web server,
dwr, a dynamic web requests and swr, a static web request. All four computations inherit prop-
erties from the generic htc (host/thread computation) in “package” tc (threaded computation).
The threaded computation package defines the concept of a thread running in a host.

1 import "tc.call"
2
3 // Defining of HTTP result codes.
4 typedef int32 http_result {
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Figure 3.2: Partial hierarchy of computations for the example in section 2 including the low-
level events that are system calls like accept(2).

5 invariant self >= 0 and self <= 599;
6 }
7
8 // Proxied request: send from client to dispatcher and
9 // then to a web server (and then back to the client).

10 computation type pxr : tc::htc{
11 result : http_result;
12 }
13
14 // Database query.
15 computation type dbq : tc::htc{}
16
17 // Static and dynamic web requests.
18 computation type dwr : tc::htc{
19 result : http_result;
20 }
21 computation type swr : tc::htc{
22 result : http_result;
23 }

Listing 3.1: Simplified definition of dynamic web requests.

The language contains primitives akin to object-oriented languages. This similarity has the
advantage of easing the learning curve for software engineers and bringing the power of estab-
lished development techniques. For example, computation types are akin to classes and families
to namespaces (or packages).

Recognizing higher-level computations from other computations is done through the defini-
tion of recognizers as illustrated, in simplified form, in Listing 3.2. Static and dynamic web re-
quests are, essentially, equal, except that dynamic web requests involve a database query, whereas
static web requests do not. In our recognition language, we can now express the difference in the
two computations.

1 // The dwr recognizer
2 recognizer dwr_rgn(r : pxr) {
3 invariant exists q : dbq | r->during_same_thread(q);
4 emit dwr(result: r.result);
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5 }
6
7 // The swr recognizer
8 recognizer swr_rgn(r : pxr) {
9 invariant not (exists q : dbq | r->during_same_thread(q));

10 emit swr(result: r.result);
11 }

Listing 3.2: Identifying dynamic web requests and static web requests.

The two recognizers in Listing 3.2 identify the static and dynamic web requests from proxied
requests depending on whether a database query is made during the process of the request or not.
The invariant clause contains the logic condition under which the computation is recognized.
The emit clause defines which computation is identified and how its contents are derived from
the lower-level computations.

In plain English, a proxied request is a dynamic web request when there is at least one
database query performed during the request by the same thread. The code in listing 3.2 con-
tains an invocation of a method named during same thread. Invoking a method is akin to
the object-oriented concept with the same name, which, loosely speaking, means executing an
algorithm. This method is invoked in a computation of type pxr but is actually defined in its
super type, the tc::htc computation type. This allows reuse of the definition for all subclasses
of tc::htc. This method is defined as in Listing 3.3.

1 family tc {
2 computation type htc {
3 // ...
4 bool during_same_thread(c : htc) {
5 return same_thread(c)
6 and start(c) >= start(this)
7 and end(c) <= end(this);
8 }
9 // ...

10 }
11 }

Listing 3.3: Definition of the DURING SAME THREAD method.

3.3 The oracle and correctness criteria
Once architectural-level computations have been identified, it is necessary to determine which
of those computations refer to correct and incorrect computations. This is done using an oracle,
which performs fault identification (but not fault localization). It bases its decision on correct-
ness criteria. We use a loose definition of correctness criteria that allows not only functional
correctness, but also checking other properties like latency.

The oracle receives information about high-level computations performed by the system and,
using the correctness criteria, marks them as failures or successes. Correctness criteria are de-
fined as predicates over computation types. An oracle can be seen as a “failure detector.” If
multiple oracles are defined for the same computation, a computation is considered a failure if
any of them marks it as a failure.

Marking a computation as a failure in an oracle has no effect on recognizers. Failed compu-
tations can still be used to recognize other computations (even if they arrive later). And it also
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does not, by itself, affect the correctness of computations based on that computation: recognizers
and oracles work independently, and every computation is evaluated independently by applicable
oracles.

This decoupling of the recognizer and the oracle allows detection of failures that have been
masked by recovery mechanisms: for example, if a web server fails and the load balancer redi-
rects the request to another web server, the client will perceive correct behavior and the high-level
computation will succeed. An oracle could still flag the intermediate failure to allow localizing
the source of the masked failure.

To ease reuse, the oracle is split into multiple oracle instances, each one classifying a subset
of all computation types known to the system. These oracle instances are also typed and their
types can be sub-classed to form hierarchies and further enhance reuse in a typical object-oriented
way.

1 oracle request_latency {
2 bool evaluate(cr : dwr) {
3 return end(cr) - start(cr) < 2s;
4 }
5 }

Listing 3.4: Example oracle that evaluates the latency of a request.

Listing 3.4 contains an example of an oracle that identifies failures when the time between a
request and a response exceeds 2 seconds. The evaluate method is invoked on computations
of type dwr (dynamic web request) and return true when the time between the begin of the
call/return and the end of the call/return is less than 2 seconds.

3.4 Keeping track of architectural elements
An oracle, as described above, outputs computations with a boolean classification of success or
failure. To perform localization it is necessary to be able to associate these computations with the
architectural elements that contributed to each computation. This is done by associating probes
with architectural elements and keeping track of which probes generated which computations.

For example, in Figure 3.3 we have a four-component system where three low-level compu-
tations, x, y and z have been detected in the three components, Componnet 1, Component 2 and
Component 3, respectively. Computation A is recognized from x and y and will be associated
with both Component 1 and Component 2. Computation B is recognized from A and z and will
be associated with all three components.

In CALL probes are associated with architectural elements, both components and connectors.
For example, probes for the example in Figure 3.3 could be defined as in Listing 3.5.

1 // Define probe_x that reports events of type x located at component_1.
2 probe probe_x : x @ component_1;
3
4 // Same for remaining probes.
5 probe probe_y : y @ component_2;
6 probe probe_z : z @ component_3;

Listing 3.5: Example probes for example in Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3: Keeping track of the architectural elements associated with computations.

The architectural elements are an input to the framework. No method to identify the ar-
chitecture or to keep track of architectural changes is proposed. The architectural elements for
architectures that don’t change at runtime are typically defined in the CALL specification, like
in Listing 3.5.

If using the runtime, CALL-RE, with a full MAPE loop strategy execution engine like Rain-
bow [33], or if discovering the architecture at runtime using a framework such as DiscoTect [79],
providing the architecture in the CALL specification is not possible. In that case, the Java API
provided by CALL-RE can be used to dynamically update probes and recognizers.

New recognizers and oracles can also be added at run time, which might be necessary if new
elements are added to the system. Some limitations apply, however. Recognizers and oracles can
be added, but only as new instances of existing types, as described in see Section 4.1.2.

3.5 The fault localizer
The outputs provided by oracles, matched to architecture elements, i.e., components and connec-
tors, in the system, is finally fed to the fault localizer, the last element in the chain presented in
Figure 3.1.

The output of oracles contain a list of architectural elements, .i.e., components and connec-
tors, and an evaluation of correctness. This data structure is akin to the data that is collected by
instrumenting systems for spectrum-based fault localization at design time [3, 42, 78].

Spectrum-based fault localization algorithms were designed to localize faults by running tests
at design time. Humans write test code and correctness criteria. While running, the test collects
instrumentation on which parts of the code (classes, methods, code blocks) were used for execu-
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Figure 3.4: Example system with 2 input functions, a computation function and two traces.

I0 I1 C Correct?
0 1 1 Yes
1 0 1 No
0 1 1 Yes
1 0 1 No
0 1 1 Yes
1 0 1 Yes
0 1 1 Yes
1 0 1 No
0 1 1 Yes
1 0 1 No

Table 3.1: Example of spectrums in fault localization at design time.

tion, i.e., a trace. The list of traces and correctness evaluation is then used to determine which
elements are faulty.

For example, consider the executions of a program with two input functions, I0 and I1 and
a computation function C as depicted in Figure 3.4. Suppose we have two traces, T0 and T1

as depicted. If trace T0 represents an incorrect trace and T1 a correct trace, where is the fault
located? Intuitively, we can guess that I0 is more likely to have caused the failure since, if C
was faulty, T1 might have also failed. However, with just two traces the confidence in such an
evaluation is low, especially considering the possibility of intermittent faults. It is also likely that
C is intermittently faulty and the failure happened to occur with I0.

If a larger set of traces is collected the evaluation becomes clearer. For example, consider the
trace of ten hypothetical tests in Table 3.1.

There are four faults in ten runs with all faults containing component I0 and component C.
Either I0 could explain the fault or C could. However, the evaluation is quite different when
compared to the case with just two traces. We can assume I0 has a failure probability of 80% or
we can assume C has a failure probability of 40%. However, in the latter case, all of the failures
with C would have happened with I0. With a total of 10 traces this is unlikely, but still realistic.
As the set of traces increases if all the failed traces continue to only include I0 and C, it becomes
less and less likely for C to be a good explanation for the failures.

Design-time fault localization algorithms look at the list of exercised areas of the code along
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with the test result (called a spectrum), similarly to what was done above, and compute the set
of likely locations for faults typically using a probabilistic model. This result is commonly a
probability distribution: each set of components is assigned the probability that it is responsible
for the faults identified.

Different spectrum-based fault localization algorithms will produce different outcomes based
on different models. But typically they will produce a probabilistic output of how likely indi-
vidual components are to be faulty or how likely a set of faulty components is responsible for
the observed failures [3, 75]. As was shown in the example above, the more traces observed, the
more confidence there is in the output and, for software systems with large numbers of automated
unit tests, the results are quite accurate. With very few traces, or for components exercised very
rarely, the confidence will in general be low and, in some cases, it is impossible to distinguish
individual components [19].

At run time, we don’t have test runs, but we have high-level computations. We don’t have
human-written test evaluation code, but we have human-written oracles. We don’t have instru-
mented code, but we have the set of architectural elements that were used to produce each com-
putation.

The similarity of the data structures for both design-time and run-time scenarios suggests
that these well established design-time algorithms could be used at run time. One important
difference between both scenarios is that in the design-time execution case we wait for all tests
to run and collect all the traces before performing a diagnosis. But at run time we cannot wait
for all the traces to produce a diagnosis.

Not being able to collect all traces means that we need some way to decide when to run
the algorithm and which traces to run the algorithm with. To make a decision that supports the
goals of this thesis, we need to consider three factors. First, the frequency of algorithm execution
determines how quickly after a failure can we determine the source of the failure. Second, the
further back we look in time when accumulating traces, the more information we will have for
diagnosis and the more likely it is that we can correctly pinpoint the location of the failure. Third,
design-time fault localization algorithms were designed assuming that the set of faults is fixed
and if they run over sets of traces that cover a period in which the set of failures has changed,
they are more likely to misidentify the current set of failures.

Let’s take a more detailed look at the third factor. At run time, the actual set of failures
can change (hopefully not too often). For example, a server may experience a hardware fault.
This means a set of traces may cover a period containing traces with failures, which increase
the confidence the failed components are failing, but will also contain traces before the failure
occurred, that increase the confidence those components are healthy. A failure diagnosis from
such a mixed set of traces is likely to produce less confident outcomes than a diagnosis from a
set of traces that covers a period in which there are no changes in the set of failures.

The third factor is at odds with the second factor: the more traces we feed the algorithm, the
more accurate the output. In fact, if we analyze too few traces, we may not be able to distinguish
failures at all (as we have shown in [19]).

This conflict raises a challenge: the larger the period over which we collect traces, the more
accurate the diagnosis, except if there has been a change in the failed components, in which case
larger collection periods will make the diagnosis less accurate. And there is no way to detect
when the changes in the set of failed components happens as that is exactly the problem we’re
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trying to solve.
We propose a solution that is based in three principles: (1) the algorithm runs regularly

(addressing the first factor), (2) between each run we collect a set of traces that feed the next run
of the algorithm, and (3) when the algorithm runs, if the output is inconclusive, the traces that
were used are kept to the next run. In our solution the algorithm is run at a high frequency and
the set of traces fed to it is small: most algorithms are very fast on small data sets and they are
quick to conclude if everything is OK, i.e. there are no failures on the system. If there is a failure,
the algorithm is run with a small set of traces, which may be inconclusive. If so, we collect more
data before the next run and we keep increasing collection until we have gathered enough data.

We use a time window of size ∆ that is the period at which the algorithm runs. This time
window increases by ∆ if there is an inconclusive diagnosis. When a conclusive diagnosis is
produced, the time window is reset to ∆.

But when do we know whether a diagnosis is conclusive? We assume algorithms output prob-
abilistic distributions over the components (most do). With an assumption that the output is a
probabilistic distribution, we decided to use entropy to evaluate conclusiveness of diagnosis. En-
tropy (borrowed from Information Theory [70]), also known as Shannon Entropy, characterizes
the (im)purity of an arbitrary collection of, in our case, diagnosis candidates. Because entropy
measures the average unpredictability of a random variable, it serves as a rather direct measure
of diagnosis accuracy. The idea is to adapt the time window given the entropy, knowing that
more information decreases the entropy of the ranking.

Therefore, depending on the rate at which computations are generated and the information
associated with them, this window will change as the system runs. Once a set of computations
have been collected in a time window, they will be fed into a design-time fault localization
algorithm.

How does this work in practice? Our implementation defines two parameters: a time rate
parameter ∆ and a maximum entropy Hm. We perform diagnosis every ∆ and our time window,
W , is set initially to ∆.

At regular intervals of ∆ we apply fault localization to all computations that completed in W .
The algorithm produces a set of candidates dk ranked probabilistically (Prpdkq) and we compute
the entropy of the distribution, HpDq.

If HpDq ď Hm then we consider the diagnosis to be accurate and we output the result of the
diagnosis. If HpDq ą Hm then we need to collect more data and increase W by ∆. This means
that the next time we apply the algorithm, we will use all the data we have plus all computations
that finished in the last ∆.

We reset the time window to ∆ as soon as we produce a diagnosis result to start collecting
data for the next diagnosis. Because W increases with ∆ and we compute the diagnosis every
∆, past information is prevented from interfering in future diagnosis.

If we consider the full MAPE loop and not just monitoring and analysis, it is possible that
both setting ∆ and deciding when to reset could be part of later stages of the loop. For example,
an execution engine may want to reset the traces upon execution of a strategy such as a reboot.
See Section 9.4.2 for a discussion on future work on integration with the full MAPE loop.

The framework provides a general placeholder for an algorithm that outputs a map of compo-
nents to their fault probabilities given a set of architectural computations classified as successes
or failures. It can operate with any of the multiple algorithms that fit that contract. A default
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implementation is provided based on Barinel [3].

3.6 Design-time analysis of specifications

In the realized framework, humans write the specifications for the recognizers and oracles. This
is a critical activity but, like all programming and specification activities, it is error-prone. Anal-
ysis helps to improve quality by identifying probable mistakes and ensuring desired properties.

There are three analyses that we perform on the behavior specifications and correctness cri-
teria written in the framework’s declarative language: consistency analysis (Section 3.6.1), accu-
racy analysis (Section 3.6.2) and finiteness analysis (Section 3.6.3).

3.6.1 Consistency analysis

The purpose of consistency analysis is to detect specifications that contain the equivalent of “dead
code” in programming languages. It detects (1) recognizers that are never used, (2) recognizers
whose output is not useful, and (3) oracles that are never used.

Consistency analysis ensures that (1) all recognizers could be used in at least one system
execution, (2) the output of every recognizer is used either for another recognizer or for an oracle
in at least one system execution, and (3) every oracle will be used in at least one system execution.
Consistency analysis works by building a graph of all probes, the computation graph. This graph
links all probes, with information about the architectural elements they are associated with, to all
recognizers and oracles.

To illustrate consistency analysis, consider the example in Figure 3.3. Assume, in addition
to what’s represented in Figure 3.3, that a probe on component 4 identifies computations of type
w and a recognizer can identify computations of type C from x and w. The computation graph
would be the one depicted in Figure 3.5. In this computation graph, the probes for computa-
tions x and y (named px and py, respectively) will feed their computations to the recognizer for
computation A (named RA). Probe px will also feed its computations to the recognizer of com-
putation type C (named RC). Probe pz, identifying computations of type z on component 3, will
feed its computations to recognizer RB that recognizes computations of type B. Computations of
type B are evaluated by oracle O0 and computations of type C are evaluated by oracle O1.

This graph allows identifying probes and recognizers whose output is not used, recognizers
with missing inputs and oracles with no inputs by looking at the graph and looking for missing
edges.

Because we don’t analyze recognizer invariants for contradictions (recognizers’ invariants are
written using predicate logic as described in Section 3.2), consistency analysis is approximate
as we assume all recognizers’ invariants can potentially evaluate to true. Consequently, while
consistency analysis will not generate false positives, meaning it will never mark reachable rec-
ognizers or oracles as unreachable, it may generate false negatives, meaning it may report that
all recognizers and oracles are reachable when they are not. This is akin to dead code analysis in
which code marked as dead code is dead code, but some dead code may not be marked.
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Figure 3.5: Computation graph for the example in Figure 3.3.

Consistency analysis is important because of the language’s declare-and-wire approach, which
will be described in more detail in Chapter 4. In the realized framework, recognizers and oracles
are declared and then they are “wired” declaratively. This analysis helps ensure that this wiring
activity does not leave recognizers or oracles without inputs or leave probes or recognizers with-
out their outputs connected.

3.6.2 Accuracy analysis

The accuracy analysis will, for a given behavior model, correctness criteria and probe placement,
identify what components cannot be individually identified if one of them fails. For example, if
two components are always used together, it is not possible to distinguish between a failure in
one of the components from a failure in the other.

Diagnosis accuracy is a partition of system’s components in which two components belong
to the same partition if we cannot distinguish, with the current set of recognizers and oracles,
which of them failed. As with consistency analysis, and for the same reason, accuracy analysis
is approximate: it may report components as being individually identifiable when they are not,
but it won’t report the opposite. In other words, the analysis is sound, but not complete.

Accuracy analysis is done by building the full trace matrix. The full trace matrix is obtained
by generating all possible traces from probes to oracles in the computation graph. For example,
looking at the example in Figure 3.5, it is possible to identify two traces: one leading up to oracle
O0 that involves components C1, C2 and C3 and another leading up to oracle O1 that involves
components C1 and C4. The full trace matrix is in Table 3.2.

In this matrix it is possible to see components C2 and C3 will always be used together. This
means they are not distinguishable by the fault localizer. The fault localizer will provide the fault
probability of both C2 and C3 combined, but won’t provide individual component estimates.
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C1 C2 C3 C4
px py pz -
px - - pw

Table 3.2: Full trace matrix for the example in Figure 3.5.

It is also possible to see in Table 3.2 that the traces are still distinct if we remove px and either
py or pz. This allows the planning stage of the MAPE loop to balance the cost of deploying
probes px, py and pz. This is further discussed as future work in Section 9.4.2.

If we remove all three probes py, pz and pw, then both traces are still observable, but no
longer distinguishable [19]. This is not particularly useful for diagnosis in isolation, but when
coupled with the MAPE loop, can be used to cheaply probe if there are failures and then deploy
probes to allow localization. This technique of dynamic probe placement may be advantageous
in some scenarios where the cost of diagnosis delay outweights the cost of probe execution.

3.6.3 Finiteness analysis

Finiteness analysis will detect whether any recognizer may need to store an unbounded number of
computations. This may happen if a recognizer needs to keep computations for an undetermined
amount of time. For example, in the system described in section 2, if we are allowed unbounded
time for a server to respond to a request, the recognizer may need to keep track of an unbounded
number of requests waiting for a response.

The finiteness analysis is also an approximate analysis, as some recognizers may be practi-
cally bounded while appearing formally unbounded. This is a consequence of one of two factors.
First, the analysis is approximate and may generate false positives – signaling a recognizer as un-
bounded when it is not. See Section 5.2.6 for details on how the prediction of future events works
in discarding past events from recognizer’s input.

Second, there may exist external constraints that are not specified in the formula. For ex-
ample, a recognizer that matches file opens with file closes will need to keep computations that
represent file open operations in memory until the event that closes the file is detected. Such a
recognizer may seem unbounded as a program could, theoretically, open an unbounded number
of files. However, in practice, there are only so many file descriptors that can be kept open by a
program and so such a warning can be safely ignored by a system designer.

3.7 General properties of the framework

In this research we show that the framework possesses several general properties. Specifically,
diagnosis performed by the framework is:
Complete: Diagnosis will not generate false negatives with respect to the behavior definition.

Probed traces that are invalid according to the behavior definition will be flagged as such.
Recognized computations that are invalid according to the correctness criteria will also be
flagged as such.
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This is guaranteed by building recognizers and oracles based on predicate logic guarantee-
ing deterministic and accurate evaluation of computation patterns and accurate computa-
tion classification.

Correct: Diagnosis will not generate any false positives with respect to the behavior definition.
Computations that are marked as a failure are violations of the specified behavior.
Just like completeness, this is guaranteed by the use of predicate logic in recognizers and
oracles.

Consistent: Computations will eventually be marked as either correct or incorrect and never
both. The diagnosis system is decidable.
While arbitrary predicates can be used in both recognizers and oracles, these predicates
cannot form or contain loops or any type of recursive iteration, thus guaranteeing decid-
ability.

Monotonic: Given two sets of observations of the system in the same health state, one being a
strict superset of the other, the diagnosis of the larger set will always be reported with the
same or higher probability of being the correct one.
This is a guarantee from the default fault localization algorithm used, Barinel [3]. Using a
different fault localization algorithm may violate this property if the algorithm itself does
not satisfy this property.
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Chapter 4

The CALL language

In Chapter 3 we gave an overview of our approach to fault detection and diagnosis. This ap-
proach relies on defining computations, using recognizers to abstract lower-level computations
into higher-level computations, using oracles to classify computations and using a fault localizer
to pinpoint the most likely causes of failures.

In this section we present the language, named CALL – Computation Abstraction and Lo-
calization Language – used to instantiate the architecture presented in Chapter 3. We describe
the language in detail, providing rationale for its design and features, describing its concepts and
providing an introduction to its syntax (the full syntax is described in Appendix B).

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 describes the key decisions made in CALL’s
design to support both the required functionality and quality attributes. Section 4.2, the CALL
language is described informally, exploring its core concepts and features.

4.1 Key Design Decisions in CALL
Functionally, CALL was designed to support the architecture in Figure 3.1. CALL is, in essence,
a language that supports processing of computations to abstract lower-level computations into
higher-level computations (performed by recognizers), classification of computations (performed
by oracles) and mapping of computations to the locations in the architecture where they were
preformed (to support the fault localizer).

In addition to supporting the framework’s architecture, these language design decisions also
support some of the required quality attributes, described in Chapter 1, which manifest them-
selves as cross-cutting concerns: (1) analyzability to prevent human error and ensure, to a limited
degree, correct behavior, (2) similarity to existing programming languages to lower barriers to
use, and (3) reusability to lower the cost of instantiating the framework for a given system.

Section 4.1.1 describes the design decisions that support the functionality required and Sec-
tion 4.1.2 describes how the quality attributes are supported.

4.1.1 Functionality
In brief, the key design decisions in CALL are:
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• DD1: Computations are first-class entities in the language.
• DD2: Recognizers are first-class entities that use patterns to identify high-level computa-

tions from streams of lower-level computations.
• DD3: Oracles are first-class entities that use predicate logic to classify computations.
• DD4: The target system’s architecture is described in CALL and computations are mapped

into the target system’s architecture.

DD1: Computations are first-class entities in the language

The concept of a computation was introduced in previous chapters. It was briefly described in
Chapter 3, where we illustrated how it can be used to detect failures in the target system. CALL
needs to describe computations, match computations, produce new computations and classify
computations. Computations are a fundamental concept in CALL and therefore, they are first-
class entities.

Being a first-class entity means computations are explicit constructs of the language, they
are typed and they can be bundled into libraries for reuse. To support reuse, computation types
support inheritance, allowing common functionality to be abstracted away into super-classes, a
common feature of object-oriented languages.

Explicitly typing computations allows analyzability of the program supporting the detection
of missing probes or incorrect wiring of recognizers and oracles. Inheritance allows reusing
recognizers and oracles defined for more general types. Section 4.2.2 shows how to define an
abstract recognizer based on abstract computations for the call/return architectural style and how
it can be reused to define a specific computation.

Computation types are declared using syntax that is similar to the declaration of structures
(records) used in mainstream programming languages. For example, consider the following
CALL code:

1 computation type http_request {
2 request_type : string;
3 requested_path : string;
4 }

Listing 4.1: Example HTTP request computation type.

This declaration is similar to its C++ equivalent, sharing some of its semantics:
1 struct http_request {
2 std::string request_type;
3 std::string requested_path;
4 };

Listing 4.2: Equivalent example in C++.

A software developer familiar with C++ (or any language with records) will understand that
there is a type http request and that individual computations are instances of this type.

While computations have some similarities with structures in C++, they also have some
unique features that will be described in detail later in this chapter:

• They have a start and end time that are automatically maintained by CALL.
• They are associated with elements in the system’s architecture.
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DD2: Recognizers are first-class entities that use patterns to identify high-level computa-
tions from streams of lower-level computations

Figure 3.1 shows that computations are detected in the target system by probes and flow into
recognizers. These flows of computations are named streams (see Section 4.2.4 for a discussion
of streams). Recognizers look at these streams to match patterns of computations. Each match
yields a high-level computation.

The specification of the patterns uses predicate logic. Predicate logic was chosen because
(1) it is a well-known declarative way to express relations between entities, (2) it is expressive
enough to cover most use cases, and (3) it provides compile-time analyzability of the patterns
(see Section 3.6.3). This last benefit is critical to CALL: it enables dealing with uncertainty
about future computations (see Section 5.2.1 for a discussion on time windows and on dealing
with future uncertainty).

Recognizers are one of the fundamental concepts in CALL and, therefore, are first-class
entities in the language: they are explicit constructs, they are typed and they can be stored in
libraries for reuse.

The logical formulas are used to find patterns of lower-level computations. When they evalu-
ate to true, a higher-level computation is identified (or recognized). These formulas are known as
recognizer invariants. In simple cases these formulas reduce to elementary comparisons. For ex-
ample, a recognizer that matches a computation of type A with a computation of type B, provided
they have the same value in some property c, could be expressed as a.c == b.c:

1 recognizer example_recognizer(a : A, b : B) {
2 invariant { a.c == b.c }
3 emit D(c: a.c);
4 }

Listing 4.3: Example recognizer.

This recognizer matches computations of type A with computations of type B providing a
higher-level computation of type D. It matches all As with Bs as long as they have the same c
property and the resulting D computation will have property c initialized with the same value as
a.

While simple predicates are expected to be common in CALL, many recognizer patterns
require the use of quantifiers. For example, the following recognizer identifies computations of
type A for which there are no computations of type B that match property c:

1 recognizer example_recognizer(a : A, &b : B) {
2 invariant { not (exists bb : &b @ bb.c = a.c) }
3 emit D(c: a.c);
4 }

Listing 4.4: Example recognizer.

Here, the &b construct refers to a stream of computations whose type is B.
One final but important note on the use of quantifiers concerns decidability. Although satisfi-

ability of general predicate logic is undecidable, recognizer evaluation is decidable even though
it relies on quantifiers. The reason is that at any point in time, the number of computations in each
stream is finite and all quantifiers in the recognizer invariant can be expanded into ands or ors.
More details are available when discussing the formal semantics of the language in Chapter 5.
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DD3: Oracles are first-class entities that use predicate logic to classify computations

Oracles are, like recognizers, first-class entities: they are explicit constructs of the language, they
are typed and they can be bundled into libraries for reuse.

Oracles classify computations using quantifier-free predicate logic. Unlike recognizers that
look for patterns of computations, oracles only look at a single computation to decide whether a
computation represents a failure or not and, therefore, have nothing to quantify over. Consider
the following example:

1 oracle type c_is_positive {
2 bool evaluate(d : D) {
3 return d.c > 0;
4 }
5 }

Listing 4.5: Example oracle.

Here, the oracle c is positive classifies computations of type D as being “correct” or “in-
correct”. It marks as correct those whose property c is positive and incorrect all others. The
correctness criteria is declared: we specify only the relation between the elements in the compu-
tation.

DD4: The target system’s architecture is described in CALL and computations are mapped
into the target system’s architecture

Mapping failures to faults (see Appending A) requires localizing the faults – that is, identifying
which parts of the system have failed. Since the framework maps failures to faults at the archi-
tectural level (see Chapter 3), CALL needs to contain some form of architectural description.

CALL’s architecture description is based on Acme’s [32] concepts. It supports typed compo-
nents, connectors, ports and roles and typed attributes in all these elements. It also supports, like
Acme, organizing these types in families for reuse.

Acme can represent a given architecture, but has no constructs to allow dynamic updates to
the architecture. CALL was designed to be part of a MAPE loop and the system’s structure is
expected to change at least as a result of failure identification. This means dynamic updates are a
required feature in CALL. A software engineer familiar with Acme (or other similar architecture
description languages) should find the concepts familiar, with the exception that the language
supports dynamic constructs. For example, the following snippet creates an architectural de-
scription of a simple pipe-and-filter system with a source and a sink:

1 architecture cmodel {
2 component source {
3 port source_out;
4 }
5 component sink {
6 port sink_in;
7 }
8
9 connector pipe {

10 role pipe_in;
11 role pipe_out;
12 }
13 }
14
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15 bind source.source_out to pipe.pipe_in;
16 bind sink.sink_in to pipe.pipe_out;

Listing 4.6: Trivial pipe and filter described in CALL.

CALL maintains an architectural model of the system at run time, and the model is updated
dynamically, programatically, as the CALL-RE receives notifications from external systems. See
Section 3.4 for a description of how architectural elements are used in CALL.

4.1.2 CALL Quality Attributes

The quality attributes that the language design addresses are:
• Analyzability to prevent human error and ensure, to a limited degree, that incorrect

specifications are identified. Analyzability is achieved by using predicate logic to estab-
lish relations in recognizers and to define evaluation criteria in oracles. Predicate logic is
amenable to automated analysis and is decidable and compact, making the formulas less
error-prone.
For example, consider a computation type C that has two properties: an ID named id
and another set of computations of type C named inner. Checking that there are no
computations in the inner set whose ID matches the outer computation’s can be written
using predicate logic (in CALL syntax) as:

1 invariant { #{ cc : c.inner | cc.id = c.id } = 0 }
2 // Alternatively
3 invariant { not (exists cc : c.inner @ cc.id = c.id) }

An equivalent C++ implementation would be:

1 bool check(computation c) {
2 for (auto it = c.inner.begin(); it != c.inner.end(); it++) {
3 if (it->id == c.id) {
4 return false;
5 }
6 }
7
8 return true;
9 }

• Similarity to existing programming languages to lower barriers to use. While CALL
introduces a new approach to describing and evaluating behavior, namely by declaratively
specifying relations instead of requiring users to provide algorithms, CALL was designed
to reduce the number of new concepts software engineers would have to learn. Addi-
tionally, making the syntax similar to other languages helps improve readability of the
language.
Consequently, the syntax for CALL is similar to:

C++ and Java for data types and logic statements and control structures.

SQL and Z for set-related predicates.

Acme for architecture-related concepts.
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As an example of similarity to C++, consider the following definition of a computation
type in CALL and a similar class in C++:

1 // CALL
2 namespace my_package {
3
4 computation type my_type : super_type {
5 a : int32;
6 b : string;
7
8 int32 increase_a(int32 amt) {
9 a = a + amt;

10 return a;
11 }
12 }
13
14 }

1 // C++
2 namespace my_package {
3
4 class my_type : super_type {
5 int32_t a;
6 std::string b;
7
8 int32_t increase_a(int32_t amt) {
9 a = a + amt;

10 return a;
11 }
12 };
13
14 }

Invariants, while not easily mapped to C++ or Java, are similar to SQL syntax. This is
because CALL operates on sets of computations (see Chapter 5 for details) similarly to
how SQL operates on tables.

1 // CALL
2 not (exists cc : c.inner @ cc.id = c.id)

1 -- SQL
2 not exists (select * from c_inner where cc.id = c.id)

• Reusability to lower the cost of instantiating the framework for a given system. CALL
allows abstracting computation types (and their data), recognizers and oracles. For ex-
ample, a threaded library could define a threaded computation type and an abstract
recognizer that matches two computations if they are in the same thread.

1 namespace threaded {
2
3 computation type threaded {
4 thread_id : int32_t;
5 }
6
7 abstract recognizer type thread_match_r(t1 : threaded, t2 : threaded) {
8 invariant { t1.thread_id = t2.thread_id }
9 }

10
11 }
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The thread match r recognizer is abstract in the sense used by object-oriented lan-
guages: it cannot be used directly as it needs to be specialized.
The abstract types provided in libraries are specialized to particular systems. This promotes
reuse and reduces the amount of CALL code that needs to be written for each individual
system. The following example shows reuse of the threaded definitions above:

1 namespace reused {
2
3 computation type reused_type : threaded {
4 extra_data : string;
5 }
6
7 recognizer type reused_recognizer(r1 : reused_type, r2 : reused_type) {
8 recognizer threaded_r : thread_match_r;
9

10 invariant {
11 threaded_r(r1, r2) and r1.extra_data = r2.extra_data + "_extra"
12 }
13
14 emit new reused_type(threaded_id: r1.threaded_id, extra_data: r1.extra_data);
15 }
16
17 }

Use of multiple inheritance (described in more detail in Chapter 5), allows splitting types
into multiple pieces that can be used together. For example, a computation can simulta-
neously be a call t (from call/return), threaded t (from threaded) and a ip t (from
TCP/IP).

4.2 CALL
Having described the approach in Chapter 3 and an overview of the key design decisions con-
tributing to the design of CALL in Section 4.1, we now desribe CALL in more detail, using an
example to illustrate the main language features. The language will be introduced progressively
as we build the example program. This section is intended as an initial guide, or introduction, to
the language. The full syntax is described in Appendix B.

4.2.1 Computations, Computation Types and Data Types
CALL processes computations that are detected by probes and recognized by recognizers. Com-
putations in CALL are instances of types. Each computation type defines the properties that
computations have. We have seen previously in this chapter and in Chapter 3 examples of compu-
tation types. In this section we dig into more detail on the concepts of computation, computation
type and, more generally, data types, of which computation types are a specialization.

The example we’ll use to illustrate CALL throughout this section is taken from the telecom-
munications world. We will be checking the functionality of a credit control system.1 This sys-
tem is used to check whether a subscriber on a pre-paid service has enough credit to access the
internet. Every time the subscriber’s device attempts to use its internet connection, the “router“

1The system described here is a simplification of a real production system the author has worked on.
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will regularly check with a credit control system whether the subscriber is authorized and how
much traffic is he authorized to use. This is done by sending credit control requests (CCRs) when
the connection starts, while it is ongoing and when the connection terminates. The requests are
sent to a credit control service that replies with a credit control answer (CCA). The requests will
specify how much traffic has been used in the current session and the answer will let the “router”
know how much it can allow. At the end, when the network session ends, a summary record
(call data record, CDR) is generated and usually consumed by accounting software to display in
invoices.

This system can be affected by several kinds of failures. For example, CCAs may be delayed
or they may not be sent at all. Also, multiple CCAs can be sent as a response to a CCR. But
failures on the “router” side are also possible: more data may be allowed than what was written
in the CCA, for example.

We declare five computation types: ccr i t, (Credit Control Request – Initial) ccr u t,
(Credit Control Request – Update) ccr t t (Credit Control Request – Terminate), cca t
(Credit Control Answer) and cdr t (Call Data Record). The suffix t is a convention for naming
types.

All of these computation types require an IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identifier)
– a string with a maximum of 15 characters. With the exception of the ccr i t, all of these
computations also require a non-negative byte count.

These computation types can be defined in several ways. The simplest way is to define them
directly with their properties:

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 computation type ccr_i_t {
4 imsi : string;
5 }
6
7 computation type ccr_u_t {
8 imsi : string;
9 usage : int32;

10 }
11
12 computation type ccr_t_t {
13 imsi : string;
14 usage : int32;
15 }
16
17 computation type cca_t {
18 imsi : string;
19 usage : int32;
20 }
21
22 computation type cdr_t {
23 imsi : string;
24 usage : int32;
25 }
26
27 }

This declaration suffers from two problems: it does not provide constraints for the values and
it contains duplication of fields and types. In this case, given the simplicity of the declarations, the
duplication is not problematic. But in more complex cases such duplication makes maintenance
and reusability more difficult and error prone.
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The lack of constraints is more problematic, as it allows a probe to report computations that
are valid as far as CALL is concerned, but invalid in the business domain: for example, reporting
an IMSI of 20 characters or a byte count of -10. Allowing these invalid values would force us to
tell CALL what to do with those cases. This usually means introducing these conditions as part
of the recognizer’s invariant to avoid recognizing invalid computations and adding oracles that
detect the invalid computations and flag them as errors. Both are cumbersome and add extra work
to the software engineer writing the CALL specifications, hindering readability and simplicity
of the CALL code.

A better way to declare the computation types is by defining additional elementary data types
first and incorportating the constraints into those elementary data types. We start with the IMSI.
The IMSI is a sequence of characters with at most 15 characters. CALL allows for the declaration
of new data types derived from existing data types through a mechanism known as a typedef.

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 /*
4 * IMSIs are almost always 15 characters long,
5 * but some old IMSIs still in use are less.
6 */
7 const int32 k_max_imsi_length = 15;
8
9 /*

10 * Define the data type for an IMSI (International
11 * Mobile Subscriber Identifier), the unique ID for
12 * every mobile subscriber.
13 */
14 typedef imsi_t restricting string {
15 invariant max_length { length(self) <= k_max_imsi_length }
16 }
17
18 }

This code snippet defines a constant, k max imsi length and defines a new data type,
imsi t that is a restriction on a string.

Typedefs are an important concept in CALL. A typedef is a construct that defines a data type
that can be seen as a “copy” of the original data type with further restrictions (invariants). If A is
a data type and B a typedef based on A, then the values of B are a subset of the values of A.

CALL allows implicit conversion from imsi t to string, but requires explicit conversion
the other way around.

The following snippet demonstrates implicit and explicit conversion between the imsi t
and string:

1 // From a string to an imsi_t requires explicit conversion:
2 imsi_t foo = "123"; // Compilation fails.
3 imsi_t foo2 = convert<imsi_t>("123"); // OK
4 string foo3 = foo2; // OK
5 string foo4 = "012345678901234567890"; // OK
6 imsi_t foo5 = convert<imsi_t>(foo4); // Compilation OK, fails a runtime.

Explicit conversion with typedefs is required as CALL checks the invariants at run time
and the conversion may fail. On the other hand, conversion from the typedef to the type it is
restricting will never break invariants.

Once we have defined the imsi t we can now define some data types that allow reuse
between the computation types.
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We define a structure that contains the IMSI and a subtype of that structure that adds usage
information. We call them subscriber data t and subscriber data use t. These
more general types can be used in functions that only use subscriber data.

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 /*
4 * Structure with subscriber information. In the real
5 * world this would contain more useful information,
6 * but here we only have the IMSI.
7 */
8 struct subscriber_data_t {
9 imsi_t imsi;

10 }
11
12 /*
13 * Structure with subscriber data usage. It
14 * contains subscriber data in addition to usage.
15 */
16 class subscriber_data_use_t : subscriber_data_t {
17 invariant usage_non_negative { usage >= 0 }
18 int32 usage;
19 }
20
21 }

CALL contains two types of data structures: structs and classes. Structures in CALL
contain no logic: they are simple aggregators for properties. Classes can contain data and opera-
tions, although no operations are defined in this example. Classes can be subtypes of structures,
but not the other way around. Structures are used, by convention, to represent data records, while
classes are used when operations on data are required. This convention is close to the C++’s con-
vention on structures and classes. However, there are important differences between CALL and
C++: in C++ structures can contain methods, while in CALL they cannot. Also, in C++ there
are differences in access constraints (structure’s fields and methods are public by default, where
on classes they are private), while CALL has no support for access constraints.

There are some choices that are worth noting: we chose to use usage as an int32 and
put the invariant in the class. Alternatively, we could have used a typedef to declare a non-
negative integer data type. Also, subscriber data t was declared as a struct because no
features from class are needed, although it could have been declared as a class instead.

Finally, we define computation types – the actual data that is probed from the system. com-
putation types can be subtypes of structures, classes or other computation types. Because all
properties were already defined in subscriber data t and subscriber data use t,
the computation types in this example are trivial: they extend the structures / classes, but they do
not add additional properties, invariants or methods.

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 /*
4 * CCR-I, CCR-U and CCR-T data types.
5 */
6 computation type ccr_i_t : subscriber_data_t {}
7 computation type ccr_u_t : subscriber_data_use_t {}
8 computation type ccr_t_t : subscriber_data_use_t {}
9

10 /*
11 * CCA response.
12 */
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13 computation type cca_t : subscriber_data_use_t {}
14
15 /*
16 * CDR.
17 */
18 computation type cdr_t : subscriber_data_use_t {}
19
20 }

4.2.2 Recognizers
In CALL, recognizers map lower-level computations into higher-level computations. They are
used (as in Figure 3.1) to process streams of observations by recognizing patterns that can then be
abstracted into a higher-level vocabulary. In their simplest form, recognizers contain an invariant
(the matching condition) and an emit clause that defines the high-level computation to generate
when the invariant is verified.

The general structure of a recognizer is:
1 recognizer type recognizer_name(i1 : in_comp_type_1, i2 : in_comp_type_2) {
2 invariant { some_condition_on_i1_and_i2 }
3 emit new out_comp_type(...);
4 }

The goals on the running example are to (1) verify that each CCR request is matched by a
CCA, (2) verify that the CCRs that come after a CCA do not exceed the CCA’s usage limit, and
(3) emit a CDR. A CDR is a computation that defines a call: it is bounded in time by a CCR-I and
a CCR-T that define the start and end of the call. The CDR contains usage data that is obtained
by adding all CCR-Us and the CCR-T that occurred during the call.

Verifying CCR-CCA Match

We start by addressing issue (1) by writing a naı̈ve recognizer that matches a CCR-I with a
CCR-T and emits an intermediary computation type named ccr i cca t.

1 computation type ccr_i_cca_t : subscriber_data_use_t {}
2
3 recognizer type ccr_i_cca_match_r(ccri : ccr_i_t, cca : cca_t) {
4 invariant { ccri.imsi == cca.imsi }
5 emit new ccr_i_cca_t(imsi: ccri.imsi, usage: 0);
6 }

This recognizer will map each CCR-I with a CCA as long as they have the same IMSI and
outputs a CCR-I-CCA (the temporary structure) with the IMSI and 0 bytes usage.

The recognizer, however, will not work as intended (hence named naı̈ve). Consider the fol-
lowing sequence of computations:

1 1.0 CCR-I (IMSI = 1) [probed]
2 2.0 CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 100) [probed]
3 3.0 CCR-I (IMSI = 1) [probed]
4 4.0 CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 50) [probed]

With this recognizer, the full sequence of computations, including those recognized would
be:
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1 1.0 CCR-I (IMSI = 1) [probed]
2 2.0 CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 100) [probed]
3 2.1 CCR-I-CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 0) [recognized by ccr_i_cca_t_match_r from 1.0 and 2.0]
4 3.0 CCR-I (IMSI = 1) [probed]
5 3.1 CCR-I-CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 0) [recognized by ccr_i_cca_t_match_r from 3.0 and 2.0]
6 4.0 CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 50) [probed]
7 4.1 CCR-I-CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 0) [recognized by ccr_i_cca_t_match_r from 1.0 and 4.0]
8 4.2 CCR-I-CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 0) [recognized by ccr_i_cca_t_match_r from 3.0 and 4.0]

The problem here is that this recognizer does not take into consideration that we want to
match CCR-Is with CCAs such that (1) the CCA must come after the CCR-I and (2) no CCR-Is
or CCAs must exist between the two recognized ones. The first condition would prevent the
computation at 3.1 to be recognized, and the second condition would prevent the computation at
4.1 to be recognized. This is where quantifiers are required in recognizers.

The new recognizer would be:

1 computation type ccr_i_cca_t : subscriber_data_use_t {}
2
3 recognizer type ccr_i_cca_match_r(ccri : ccr_i_t, cca : cca_t) {
4 invariant {
5 ccri.imsi == cca.imsi
6 and end(cca) > end(ccri)
7 and not (exists
8 t : &ccri @
9 t.imsi = cca.imsi

10 and end(t) > end(ccri)
11 and end(t) < end(cca))
12 and not (exists
13 t : &cca @
14 ccri.imsi == t.imsi
15 and end(t) > end(ccri)
16 and end(t) < end(cca))
17 )
18 }
19 emit new ccr_i_cca_t(imsi: ccri.imsi, usage: 0);
20 }

This new definition of the recognizer introduces a more complex invariant that contains two
important features:

• Use of the end function. Every computation has a time span associated with it. When a
computation is recognized from a set of computations, it inherits the earliest start time and
the latest end time in the set. The end function extracts the end time of a computation.
The end function is used more often than the start function because computations are
only available to the recognizers after the end time has elapsed. Before that they are still
being computed. The start time can be used, for example, in oracles that assess how
long a computation took to perform.

• Use of the exists operator. The exists operator is the equivalent to the D operator
in logic and evaluates over all computations of the given type. The & operator means
“all computations of the type of ccri”. This description is a simplification of the actual
semantics, but, until a more accurate definition is provided in Chapter 5, we’ll stick with
this one.
The & operator places no time bounds on the computations, so t:&cca means all compu-
tations of type cca t that have ever been detected or that will ever be detected”. It may
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look awkward to refer to a set that contains future computations, which we don’t know
much about. But in CALL we’re not defining the matching algorithms, we’re defining
relations between the computations.
For the moment, it may be surprising that CALL is actually capable of evaluating such an
invariant, but more details will be provided in Chapter 5.

This recognizer would now produce a different sequence of computations:
1 1.0 CCR-I (IMSI = 1) [probed]
2 2.0 CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 100) [probed]
3 2.1 CCR-I-CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 0) [recognized by ccr_i_cca_t_match_r from 1.0 and 2.0]
4 3.0 CCR-I (IMSI = 1) [probed]
5 4.0 CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 50) [probed]
6 4.2 CCR-I-CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 0) [recognized by ccr_i_cca_t_match_r from 3.0 and 4.0]

As a side comment, we would like to emphasize that these matching constructs are simpler in
CALL when compared to what would have to be written in other general purpose programming
languages: there is no need to specify caches, buffers or any matching algorithms: a declarative
logic statement is enough to express everything needed. Also, when comparing with complex
event processing systems or relational databases, there is no need to define time windows, reten-
tion policies or user-defined functions (see Section 7.4).

This recognizer matches the correct computations and produces the expected output. Before
moving to the other recognizers, it is easy to see that a significant part of the recognizer will be
general to any call/return interaction: matching a call with the return that comes right after it. To
extract the general call/return recognizer and see how reuse works in CALL, we’ll follow a few
steps.

Looking at the definition of ccr i cca match r we see that the match condition between
a CCR-I and CCA (ccri.imsi == cca.imsi) is used multiple times. In this case, the
predicate is simple, but, were the predicate a complex condition, it would be error-prone to repeat
it manually; it would also add complexity to the expression. We will extract it to a separate class
as a method.

This would yield the following definition:
1
2 computation type ccr_i_cca_t : subscriber_data_use_t {}
3
4 class ccr_i_cca_match_cond {
5 expr bool match(ccri : ccr_i_t, cca : cca_t) {
6 return ccri.imsi == cca.imsi;
7 }
8 }
9

10 recognizer type ccr_i_cca_match_r(ccri : ccr_i_t, cca : cca_t) {
11 cond : ccr_i_cca_match_cond;
12
13 init() {
14 cond = new ccr_i_cca_match_cond();
15 }
16
17 invariant {
18 cond.match(ccri, cca)
19 and end(cca) > end(ccri)
20 and not (exists
21 t : &ccri @
22 cond.match(t, cca)
23 and end(t) > ccri
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24 and end(t) < cca)
25 and not (exists
26 t : &cca @
27 cond.match(ccri, t)
28 and end(t) > ccri
29 and end(t) < cca)
30 )
31 }
32 emit new ccr_i_cca_t(imsi: ccri.imsi, usage: 0);
33 }

The ccr i cca match cond class defines the matching method. This method is marked
with the expr keyword to signal it is an expression method. Expression methods are methods
that can be inlined in recognizers and are limited in what they can contain: they can only declare
local variables (but not reassign them) and return an expression. They can call other methods,
but those methods must be expression methods themselves.

This recognizer’s invariant is now more general as it doesn’t contain the matching condi-
tion of two computations: it simply contains the ordering requirements. Continuing in this
way, we could define more general computation types call t and return t and rewrite the
class and recognizer to use the general data types. For reuse purposes, we place them in the
call return namespace:

1
2 namespace call_return {
3
4 computation type call_t {}
5 computation type return_t {}
6
7 class call_return_match {
8 abstract bool match(c : call_t, r : return_t);
9 }

10
11 abstract recognizer type call_return_match_r(c : call_t, r : return_t) {
12 cond : call_return_match;
13
14 init(c : call_return_match) {
15 cond = c;
16 }
17
18 invariant {
19 cond.match(c, r)
20 and end(r) > end(c)
21 and not (exists
22 cc : &c @
23 cond.match(cc, r)
24 and end(cc) > c
25 and end(cc) < r)
26 and not (exists
27 rr : &cca @
28 cond.match(c, rr)
29 and end(rr) > c
30 and end(rr) < r)
31 )
32 }
33 }
34
35 }

This recognizer is now marked as abstract as it does not contain an emit clause. This
means we cannot directly use a call return match r, but only use it as part of another
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recognizer.
The cci i cca match r recognizer can now be defined in a simpler way, but the compu-

tations, CCR and CCA need to be also marked as call/return.
1 namespace telecom {
2
3 /*
4 * CCR-I, CCR-U and CCR-T data types.
5 *
6 * Note that these are now marked as being calls to use the call/return
7 * style defined above.
8 */
9 computation type ccr_i_t : subscriber_data_t, call_return::call_t {}

10 computation type ccr_u_t : subscriber_data_use_t, call_return::call_t {}
11 computation type ccr_t_t : subscriber_data_use_t, call_return::call_t {}
12
13 /*
14 * CCA response.
15 *
16 * Note that this is now marked as being a return to use the call/return
17 * style defined above.
18 */
19 computation type cca_t : subscriber_data_use_t, call_return::return_t {}
20
21 /*
22 * The match condition now extends call_return_match and receives inputs
23 * of type call_t and return_t.
24 */
25 class ccr_i_cca_match_cond : call_return::call_return_match {
26 expr bool match(c : call_return::call_t, r : call_return::return_t) {
27
28 // The implementation of the method now needs to cast the types
29 // to CCR and CCA as the language has no mechanism to define
30 // templates / generics.
31 ccri_t ccri = cast<ccri_t>(c);
32 cca_t cca = cast<cca_t>(r);
33 return ccri.imsi == cca.imsi;
34 }
35 }
36
37 /*
38 * The recognizer is now much simpler and makes use of the abstract
39 * call/return recognizer.
40 */
41 recognizer type ccr_i_cca_match_r(ccri : ccr_i_t, cca : cca_t) {
42 // Declare we’re using a call/return matcher as part of this one.
43 recognizer cr : call_return_match_r;
44
45 init() {
46 // Initialize the call/return recognizer with the matching condition.
47 init cr(new ccr_i_cca_match_cond());
48 }
49
50 // Just rely on call_return_match_r to do the recognition.
51 invariant {
52 cr(ccri, cca)
53 }
54
55 emit new ccr_i_cca_t(imsi: ccri.imsi, usage: 0);
56 }
57
58 }

Running the CALL compiler on the listing above will generate a warning that “the recog-
nizer’s eventual value stabilization time is infinite for parameter ccri”. The reason for this
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warning is an analysis performed by the CALL compiler on the recognizer’s invariant. While
the details of this analysis are described in Chapter 5, we can explain intuitively this result. If
a CCR-I is detected and no other CCR-I or CCA is ever detected with the same IMSI, then the
recognizer will have to hold this CCR-I computation indefinitely while waiting for a CCA.

This is a more general form of a common issue in call/return systems: if a call is issued
and no response is obtained, the caller has to wait forever. While this may be the case in some
systems, often to avoid indefinitely blocking of the caller there is some kind of timeout. In our
case, we will assume that a CCA needs to be answered in less than 10 seconds. This requires
slightly changing the match function:

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 const period k_cca_timeout = 10s;
4
5 /*
6 * The match condition matches CCR-Is with CCAs (using generic call/return
7 * types) that have the same IMSI and are within the given timeout.
8 */
9 class ccr_i_cca_match_cond : call_return::call_return_match {

10 expr bool match(c : call_return::call_t, r : call_return::return_t) {
11
12 // The implementation of the method now needs to cast the types
13 // to CCR and CCA as the language has no mechanism to define
14 // templates / generics.
15 ccri_t ccri = cast<ccri_t>(c);
16 cca_t cca = cast<cca_t>(r);
17 return ccri.imsi == cca.imsi && end(r) < end(c) + k_cca_timeout;
18 }
19 }
20
21 }

With this matching function, CALL will now know that any CCR-I without a response within
10s can no longer be matched to a CCA and can be dropped.

But this means we won’t detect unmatched CCR-Is. And we want to detect these to signal
incorrect behavior as all CCR-Is should have a response. This can be done using a specific
recognizer that will flag CCR-Is for which no CCA match can be done:

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 computation type lost_ccr_i_t {
4 ccri : ccr_i_t;
5 }
6
7 recognizer ccr_i_without_cca_r(ccri : ccr_i_t, &cca : cca_t) {
8 recognizer ccri_a_match : ccr_i_cca_match_r;
9

10 invariant {
11 not (exists x : &cca @ ccri_a_match(ccri, x))
12 }
13
14 emit new lost_ccr_i_t(ccri: ccri);
15 }
16
17 }

This recognizer also relies on ccr i cca match r, but it has some differences: first we
see in the signature it uses cca t &cca instead of cca t cca. The & symbol means “all
CCAs” and this recognizer doesn’t match CCR-Is with any CCAs. It is identifying CCR-Is, but
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using the set of all CCAs to figure out which CCR-Is to identify. The ones to identify are exactly
those that are not matched to any CCA.

Similarly, once we define recognizers that match CCR-U and CCR-T with CCA (in a similar
way), we can define a recognizer that matches CCAs that are not matched to any CCR-I, CCR-U
or CCR-T:

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 computation type lost_cca_t {
4 cca : cca_t
5 }
6
7 recognizer cca_without_ccr_r(cca : cca_t, &i : ccr_i_t, &u : ccr_u_t, &t : ccr_t_t) {
8 invariant {
9 not (exists ii : &i @ ccr_i_cca_match_r(ii, cca))

10 and not (exists uu : &u @ ccr_u_cca_match_r(uu, cca))
11 and not (exists tt : &t @ ccr_t_cca_match_r(tt, cca))
12 }
13
14 emit new lost_cca_t(cca: cca);
15 }
16
17 }

With these recognizers the system will:
• Match every CCR-I, CCR-U and CCR-T to their respective CCA; ccr i cca t, ccr u cca t

and ccr t cca t computations are generated;
• Identify CCR-Is, CCR-Us and CCR-Ts that did not have a CCA as a response; lost ccr i t,
lost ccr u t and lost ccr t t computations are generated;

• Identify CCAs which are not responses to any CCR-I, CCR-U or CCR-T; lost cca t
computations are generated.

Checking CCA Usage Limit

In the context of the example, the intent is that CCRs and CCAs are used in pairs and form a
flow. Each CCR requests credit information and each CCA describes how much data can be
used. The CCR sent after the CCA will inform how much was used and receives a response with
the allowed usage. A typical interaction for a user with 1.5Mb left of data might go like:

Message | Usage | Description
CCR-I | | (ask initial credit)
CCA | 1Mb | (let the user use up to 1Mb)
CCR-U | 500Kb | (user has used 500Kb)
CCA | 1Mb | (let the user use up to 1Mb)
CCR-U | 800Kb | (user has used 800Kb)
CCA | 200Kb | (let the user use up to 200Kb)
CCR-T | 150Kb | (user has used 150Kb and closed the connection)
CCA | 50Kb | (OK, 50Kb can still be used if the user wants)

Technically, the last CCA’s usage is not used (keep in mind this is a simplification of the real
credit protocol).
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In a correctly-functioning system, the CCR that follows a CCA must not report more usage
than it was allowed. We do this by matching every CCR-U and CCR-T with the previous CCA.

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 computation type cca_ccr_u_t {
4 invariant allowed_non_negative { allowed >= 0 }
5 invariant used_non_negative { used >= 0 }
6
7 imsi : imsi_t;
8 allowed : int32;
9 used : int32;

10 }
11
12 recognizer type cca_ccr_u_match_r(cca : cca_t, ccru : ccr_u_t) {
13 invariant {
14 ccru.imsi == cca.imsi
15 and end(ccru) > end(cca)
16 and not exists (
17 a : &cca @
18 a.imsi == ccru.imsi
19 and end(a) < end(ccru)
20 and end(a) > end(cca))
21 }
22 emit new cca_ccr_u_t(imsi: ccru.imsi, allowed: cca.usage, used: ccru.usage);
23 }
24
25 }

Similar code could be written to match a CCA with the following CCR-T.
This recognizer may look similar to the one used to match a CCR-U with the following

CCA, and this is not a coincidence. From a usage control perspective, the call/return could be
seen reversed with the CCR-Us and CCR-Ts being a response to a CCA.

Differently from what we would do in a real specification where maintainability is important,
we decided not to reuse the call/return recognizer to provide further insight into CALL. Instead,
we have used a broader matching rule: we match a CCA with the following CCR-U, but we do
not cater for the case in which two CCR-Us come in sequence. For example:

1.0 CCR-I (IMSI = 1) [probed]
2.0 CCA (IMSI = 1, usage = 100) [probed]
3.0 CCR-U (IMSI = 1, usage = 50) [probed]
3.1 CCA-CCR-U (IMSI = 1, allowed = 100, used = 50) [recognized]
4.0 CCR-U (IMSI = 1, usage = 70) [probed]
4.1 CCA-CCR-U (IMSI = 1, allowed = 100, used = 70) [recognized]

In this sequence, the CCR-U at 4.0 is matched with the CCA at 2.0 even though this same
CCA was used to match the CCR-U at 3.0. We don’t do this check as the protocol violation
would be caught by the earlier recognizers. The need to keep track of what all recognizers are
doing is one of the reasons we would not take this approach in a real system.

With these recognizers we would recognize computations cca ccr u t and cca ccr t t,
but there is nothing (so far) stating that these computations represent incorrect behavior if the
usage exceeds the allowed amount: that logic is part of the oracles, not the recognizers.
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Grouping all CCRs into a CDR

With the final recognizers we want to build match a CCR-I with a CCR-T and with all CCR-Us
in between. The desired output is a single computation, a CDR, that contains the total usage
during a session.

This set of recognizers illustrate a limitation in CALL that will be further discussed in Sec-
tion 9.1: the inability to match arbitrary groups of computations in a single computation. So,
instead of directly generating a cdr t from a ccr i t, a ccr u t and all ccr u ts between
them, we need to do this in pairs of computations: if we have a sequence i, u0, u1, t, we recognize
x0 from i, x1 from px0, u0q, x2 from px1, u1q and the CDR from px2, t).

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 computation type cdrtmp_t : subscriber_data_use_t {}
4
5 /*
6 * Recognizer that emits a cdrtmp_t from a ccr_i_t.
7 */
8 recognizer type ccr_i_to_tmp_r(ccri : ccr_i_t) {
9 invariant { true }

10 emit new cdrtmp_t(imsi: ccri.imsi, usage: 0);
11 }
12
13 /*
14 * Adds a CCR-U to a cdrtmp_t. The CCR-U is added if it
15 * has the same IMSI as the cdrtmp_t, and is located
16 * between "last" and the end of the cdrtmp_t.
17 */
18 recognizer type cdrtmp_ccr_u_r(tmp : cdrtmp_t, ccru : ccr_u_t) {
19 invariant {
20 ccru.imsi == tmp.imsi
21 and end(ccru) > end(tmp)
22 and (not exists u : &ccru @
23 u.imsi = tmp.imsi
24 and end(u) < end(ccru)
25 and end(u) > end(tmp))
26 }
27
28 emit new cdrtmp_t(imsi: tmp.imsi, usage: tmp.usage + ccru.usage);
29 }
30
31 /*
32 * Recognizer that emits a CDR when no more CCR-Us are
33 * available to add to the cdrtmp_t.
34 */
35 recognizer type cdrtmp_to_cdr_r(tmp : cdrtmp_t, &ccru : ccr_u_t, ccrt : ccr_t_t) {
36 invariant
37 tmp.imsi = ccrt.imsi
38 and end(tmp) < end(ccrt)
39 not (exists uu : &ccru @
40 uu.imsi = tmp.imsi
41 and end(uu) > end(tmp)
42 and end(uu) < end(ccrt));
43 emit new cdr_t(imsi: tmp.imsi, usage: tmp.usage);
44 }
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4.2.3 Oracles
Recognizers, such as those presented in the previous section, are used to infer which computa-
tions have occurred based on observation of other computations. For example, as we have seen
in the previous section, a recognizer can look at a CCR-I and a CCA and infer that a credit
request/response has occurred.

As was described in Chapter 3, recognizers identify computations, but do not state whether
they represent something good or something bad. The cca without ccr r recognizer iden-
tifies CCAs without any matching CCR. These computations were named, in the example,
lost cca t. But they do not say whether a lost CCA is a good or bad thing. That is the
role of oracles.

Oracles are classifiers that look at computations and decide whether they represent a failure
or not. The minimal form of an oracle is an invariant over a computation type: the invariant is
validated if and only if the computation represents correct behavior.

In the telecommunications example that we have been using, we want to perform the follow-
ing classifications:

• The total time from CCR to CCA is below a threshold of 10 seconds.
• All CCRs have a CCA as a response.
• There are no CCAs that are not a response to a matching CCR.
• The CCA usage limit is never exceeded.
The code snippet below defines an oracle that evaluates the total time from CCR-I to CCA.

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 const period k_max_cca_response = 10s;
4
5 oracle type ccr_i_cca_response_time_o(c : ccr_i_cca_t) {
6 invariant {
7 end(c) - start(c) <= k_max_cca_response
8 }
9 }

10
11 }

Oracles have an invariant that contains a predicate evaluating the computation. Each oracle
type evaluates computations of exactly one type or its subtypes.

Oracles, like recognizers, can depend on other oracles to perform their evaluation. While the
feature is not strictly needed given the simplicity of this oracle, we could factor out part of this
oracle into an abstract oracle that places a limit on the time span of a computation:

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 /*
4 * Declare an abstract oracle that depends on the generic
5 * type computation_t. This type is predefined and all
6 * computations inherit from it even if not explicitly
7 * declared.
8 */
9 abstract oracle type limit_o(c : computation_t) {

10 limit : period;
11
12 init(l : period) {
13 limit = l;
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14 }
15
16 invariant {
17 end(c) - start(c) < limit;
18 }
19 }
20
21 const period k_max_cca_response = 10s;
22
23 oracle type ccr_i_cca_response_time_o(c : ccr_i_cca_t) {
24 // Declare we’re using an oracle.
25 oracle l : limit_o;
26
27 // Initialize the oracle. Non-abstract oracles cannot
28 // have initialization parameters.
29 init() {
30 init l(k_max_cca_response);
31 }
32
33 // Our invariant delegates evaluation to the abstract
34 // oracle.
35 invariant {
36 l(c);
37 }
38 }
39
40 }

This structure is similar to what we did with factoring out the call return match r
recognizer. Similar oracles could be defined that would evaluate the time taken to send a CCA
as a response to CCR-Us or CCR-Ts.

Another set of required oracles in our example are the oracles that state that all lost com-
putations represent failures. These oracles are common in CALL specifications as they state that
some computations should never happen. They have trivial invariants:

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 oracle type lost_ccr_i_o(c : lost_ccr_i_t) {
4 invariant { false }
5 }
6
7 }

Similar oracles would be built for the other computation types that represent unmatched
CCRs or CCAs.

Lastly, we need to define the oracles that state that usage stays within limits. This is trivially
done by evaluating the data present in the cca ccr u t and cca ccr t t computation types
(example below for cca ccr u t):

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 oracle type limit_ccr_u(c : cca_ccr_u_t) {
4 invariant { c.used <= c.allowed }
5 }
6
7 }

A similar oracle would be defined for cca ccr t t.
In general, oracles tend to be much simpler than recognizers: quantifiers are not available,

they operate on a single computation at a time and, consequently, they do not have to perform
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pattern matching and, because they evaluate high-level computations, it is usually simple to state
whether a computation represents correct behavior.

4.2.4 Streams

Computations in CALL are managed in sets called streams. A stream is a set of computations
of the same type. Because computations are timed, at any point in time, we can split the set into
an observed part and an unobserved part. The observed part contains all computations that have
finished before the current time and the unobserved part contains all computations that are not
observable. As time progresses, we “see” computations appearing in the observed part of the set.

The observed part of the set is obviously needed when CALL is executing the recognizers.
The unobservable part may not seem as critical, but it is often a fundamental part of pattern
matching. For example, consider a system with two computation types, a ping and a pong. A
recognizer that matches a lost ping as “a ping without a pong being received in 5 seconds could
look like”:

1 computation type ping_t {
2 id : int32;
3 }
4
5 computation type pong_t {
6 id : int32;
7 }
8
9 computation type missing_pong_t {

10 id : int32;
11 }
12
13 recognizer type ping_pong_r(ping : ping_t, &pong : pong_t) {
14 invariant {
15 ping.id = pong.id
16 and not (exists p : &pong @
17 ping.id = p.id
18 and end(p) < end(ping) +5s)
19 }
20
21 emit new missing_pong_t(id: ping.id);
22 }

This recognizer is attached to three streams, one of type ping t, another of type pong t
and another of type missing pong t. Let’s consider the scenario where a ping is missing a
pong.

The streams in this case could be:
ping_t = { Ping 1 at 1s, Ping 2 at 3s }
pong_t = { Pong 2 at 7s }
missing_pong_t = { Missing 1 at 6s }

The recognizer ping pong r establishes a relation between these three streams. The reason
why Missing 1 is computed at time 6s is explained by the unobserved parts. At 4s, the
observed part of the pong t stream is empty. While there will be no match for the ping at
1s, there is no way for the recognizer to know that at this time since a pong could exist in the
unobserved part of pong t. However, at 6s – and only at 6s –, there cannot be any matches for
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ping 1 in the unobserved part of pong t because those would have an end time greater than 6s
and they wouldn’t match the invariant.

Splitting streams into observed and unobserved, and reasoning about what can and cannot
be in the unobserved part of streams is not present in any of the traditional Complex Event
Processing systems. Unlike these systems, CALL does not require a definition of time windows
and can simultaneously handle large volumes of computations that can be quickly discarded
while keeping a small volume of computations that are needed for a long time. See Section 7.4
for a more detailed comparison with Complex Event Processing systems.

Streams, as described above, form the wiring of a CALL program: probes, recognizers and
oracles are all connected through streams. Connecting a probe, recognizer or oracle to a stream
is termed “binding”. Each input and output of probes, recognizers or oracles has to be bound to
a stream.

In the telecommunications example being used, we declare several streams as shown below.

1 namespace telecom {
2
3 // Streams that contain computations detected in
4 // the target system.
5 stream ccr_i_s : ccr_i_t;
6 stream ccr_u_s : ccr_u_t;
7 stream ccr_t_s : ccr_t_t;
8 stream cca_t_s : cca_t;
9

10 // Streams that contain matched CCRs with CCAs.
11 stream ccr_i_cca_s : ccr_i_cca_t;
12 stream ccr_u_cca_s : ccr_u_cca_t;
13 stream ccr_t_cca_s : ccr_t_cca_t;
14
15 // Streams that contain CCAs matched to their
16 // subsequent CCR-Us and CCR-Ts.
17 stream cca_ccr_u_s : cca_ccr_u_t;
18 stream cca_ccr_t_s : cca_ccr_t_t;
19
20 // Streams with unmatched CCRs and CCAs.
21 stream lost_ccr_i_s : lost_ccr_i_t;
22 stream lost_ccr_u_s : lost_ccr_u_t;
23 stream lost_ccr_t_s : lost_ccr_t_t;
24 stream lost_cca_s : lost_cca_t;
25
26 // Stream with temporary computations for CDRs.
27 stream cdrtmp_s : cdrtmp_t;
28
29 // Stream with CDRs.
30 stream cdr_s : cdr_t;
31 }

In this example we can see a pattern that is common, but not required by CALL: there is
a 1 to 1 relationship between computation types and streams. While each stream must contain
computations of a single type (or its subtypes), there is no requirement that each computation
type be used in just one stream.

The declarations in the CALL specification above just state what the streams are, they don’t
state how they are bound to recognizers. We won’t be doing that here.
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4.2.5 Runtime Model
So far we’ve described how to declare computation types, recognizer types, oracle types and
streams. These are the concepts of CALL that directly represent the approach architecture de-
scribed in Section 3. In this section we discuss the runtime model of CALL: where (physically)
the computations are performed.

The runtime model is a fundamental part of the design of CALL as it supports scalability
by splitting execution of the various tasks over a set of processes. Scalability is one of the
claims made in the thesis statement in Chapter 1 as the framework needs to handle thousands of
computations per second (see case studies in Section 8.1).

In previous sections we’ve introduced recognizer and oracle types, but have not shown any
CALL statements that state which instances exist. This is done in the runtime model. In the
following listing, we instantiate the recognizers and oracles:

1 recognizer ccr_i_cca_match_ri : ccr_i_cca_match_r;
2 recognizer ccr_u_cca_match_ri : ccr_u_cca_match_r;
3 recognizer ccr_t_cca_match_ri : ccr_t_cca_match_r;
4 recognizer ccr_i_without_cca_ri : ccr_i_without_cca_r;
5 recognizer ccr_u_without_cca_ri : ccr_u_without_cca_r;
6 recognizer ccr_t_without_cca_ri : ccr_t_without_cca_r;
7 recognizer cca_without_ccr_ri : cca_without_ccr_r;
8 recognizer cca_ccr_u_match_ri : cca_ccr_u_match_r;
9 recognizer cca_ccr_t_match_ri : cca_ccr_t_match_r;

10 recognizer ccr_i_to_tmp_ri : ccr_i_to_tmp_r;
11 recognizer cdrtmp_ccr_u_ri : cdrtmp_ccr_u_r;
12 recognizer cdrtmp_to_cdr_ri : cdrtmp_to_cdr_r;
13
14 oracle ccr_i_cca_response_time_oi : ccr_i_cca_response_time_o;
15 oracle ccr_u_cca_response_time_oi : ccr_u_cca_response_time_o;
16 oracle ccr_t_cca_response_time_oi : ccr_t_cca_response_time_o;
17 oracle lost_ccr_i_oi : lost_ccr_i_o;
18 oracle lost_ccr_u_oi : lost_ccr_u_o;
19 oracle lost_ccr_t_oi : lost_ccr_t_o;
20 oracle lost_cca_oi : lost_cca_o;
21 oracle limit_ccr_u_oi : limit_ccr_u_o;
22 oracle limit_ccr_t_oi : limit_ccr_t_o;

In general, there will be one recognizer and one oracle per recognizer type and oracle type,
respectively. However, just like streams, we can instantiate several recognizers or oracles with the
same type. This is useful for large systems where recognizers and oracles can run in localized
parts of the system. For example, a specification can declare recognizer type that recognize
invalid HTTP computations, but then use one recognizer per server.

After instantiating recognizers and oracles we need to bind them to streams:
1 bind ccr_i_cca_match_ri in (ccr_i_s, cca_s) out ccr_i_cca_s;
2 bind ccr_u_cca_match_ri in (ccr_u_s, cca_s) out ccr_u_cca_s;
3 bind ccr_t_cca_match_ri in (ccr_t_s, cca_s) out ccr_t_cca_s;
4 bind ccr_i_without_cca_ri in (ccr_i_s, cca_s) out lost_ccr_i_s;
5 bind ccr_u_without_cca_ri in (ccr_u_s, cca_s) out lost_ccr_u_s;
6 bind ccr_t_without_cca_ri in (ccr_t_s, cca_s) out lost_ccr_t_s;
7 bind cca_without_ccr_ri in (cca_s, ccr_i_s, ccr_u_s, ccr_t_s) out lost_cca_s;
8 bind cca_ccr_u_match_ri in (cca_s, ccr_u_s) out cca_ccr_u_s;
9 bind cca_ccr_t_match_ri in (cca_s, ccr_t_s) out cca_ccr_t_s;

10 bind ccr_i_to_tmp_ri in (ccr_i_s) out cdrtmp_s;
11 bind cdrtmp_ccr_u_ri in (cdrtmp_s, ccr_u_s) out cdrtmp_s;
12 bind cdrtmp_to_cdr_ri in (cdrtmp_s, ccr_u_s, ccr_t_s) out cdr_s;
13
14 bind ccr_i_cca_response_time_oi in (ccr_i_cca_s);
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15 bind ccr_u_cca_response_time_oi in (ccr_u_cca_s);
16 bind ccr_t_cca_response_time_oi in (ccr_t_cca_s);
17 bind lost_ccr_i_oi in (lost_ccr_i_s);
18 bind lost_ccr_u_oi in (lost_ccr_u_s);
19 bind lost_ccr_t_oi in (lost_ccr_t_s);
20 bind lost_cca_oi in (lost_cca_s);
21 bind limit_ccr_u_oi in (cca_ccr_u_s);
22 bind limit_ccr_t_oi in (cca_ccr_t_s);

These declarations bind all recognizers and oracles to the streams previously declared. This
step is known as wiring. At this point, the CALL runtime knows what recognizers and streams
to instantiate and how to connect them.

4.2.6 Deployment
If the CALL runtime were to execute in a single process, the wiring would be enough to run
a CALL program. However, because CALL supports distributed execution we need to specify
how deployment is done.

Deployment is written in CALL by describing which nodes exist. Each node will correspond
to a process. When starting the CALL runtime, the name of the node is provided so that the
process knows which node it is running.

Below is a node description for the telecommunications example we’ve been following.
1 node rec_n {
2 recognizer ".*";
3 }
4
5 node orc_n {
6 oracle ".*";
7 }
8
9 node fl_n {

10 fault_localizer;
11 }
12
13 node bus_n {
14 ip "10.0.0.5";
15 event_bus {
16 port 5456;
17 stream ".*";
18 }
19 }

This listing declares 4 nodes. The first will run all of the recognizers (.* is a regular expres-
sion that matches all recognizer names). The second will run all of the oracles and the third will
run the fault localizer. There has to be one and only one fault localizer.

The fourth node runs the event bus through which all other nodes send and receive compu-
tations. The event bus contains all of the streams. Recognizers and oracles can be split into
any number of nodes. If the number of computations to be handled is too large for a single
event bus to route all of them to the recognizers, several event buses can be run to distribute the
computations.

From a networking perspective, it is necessary that all recognizers and oracles can connect to
the nodes running the event buses that contain the streams they read from or write to. The oracles
will publish the result of evaluating computations to the same node they read the computations
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from. The fault localizer will read the computations from the event buses that contain streams
wired to oracles.
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Chapter 5

CALL formal semantics

In this section we present a formal semantics for the CALL language. Two complimentary
semantics are provided: a denotational semantics (Section 5.1) in which we give formal meaning
to the language constructs disregarding how they are actually implemented and an operational
semantics (Section 5.2) in which we describe the algorithms used to implement the language.

5.1 Denotational Semantics
In this section we will describe what is meant by the CALL’s language constructs. We will
describe these in terms of set theory. CALL is a language and the first section of the semantics,
Section 5.1.2 provides the definition and structure of an CALL program. Section 5.1.3 describes
the denotational semantics of CALL.

All CALL descriptions provided in this chapter are untyped, but CALL is a strictly typed
language. However, the type system has no impact on the semantics on the language, it is pro-
vided to improve reusability and practicality. Section 5.2.7 describes CALL’s type system and
discusses why it can be safely discarded for the purposes of this chapter.

Some elements of CALL are not covered in this chapter as they bare no relevance for the
semantics of the core part of language.

Section 5.1.1 is an introductory section providing an overview of the notation we’re using
and can be skipped and used as reference.

5.1.1 Notation and Terminology
We borrow most of the notation from logic and set theory. In the following subsections we
present the notation and terminology used.

Types

Types are represented as A. A type is a set. A value has a type if it belongs to the set. For
example, value a has type A if and only if a P A. Each value belongs to only one type, meaning
the intersection of any two types is empty.
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We say a variable a has type A (and write a : A) if the values the variable can have are
elements of type A.

Fundamental Types

There are four fundamental types:
• The empty type (or empty set), represented asH, a set with no elements.
• The boolean type (B), containing the values true (J) and false (K). Values drawn from this

set are represented as q, r, . . . see below for a discussion on propositional logic and first
order logic for operations on boolean values.

• The integer type (Z), containing all integer numbers. Throughout this chapter, the term
integer and natural numbers are used interchangeably. Unless explicitly noted, no negative
numbers are used. Integer numbers are represented as i, j, . . . see below for a discussion
on integer types.

• The real type (R), containing all real numbers. See below for a discussion on real types.

Sets

Sets are represented as A. Sets can be represented by explicitly enumerating the element in the
set. For example, a set with elements a0 and a1 can be written as ta0, a1u. A set with no elements
is the empty set, represented asH.

We use the following set operations (most of which are standard):
• Presence test. a P B is true if and only if a belongs to set B.
• Absence test. a R B is true if and only if a does not belong to set B.
• Power set. PA is the set of all subsets of A.
• Strict subset. A Ă B is true if and only if A is a strict subset of B.
• Subset. A Ď B is true if and only if A is a subset of B.
• Union. AYB is the set with all the elements of both A and B.
• Intersection. AXB is the set with all the elements that exist in A and in B.
• Difference. AzB is the set with all the elements that exist in A, but not in B.
• Full union. If A is a set of sets, then

Ť

A is the set with all elements in all the sets in A.
We define a range operator that builds a set of natural numbers. If i and j are two integer

numbers such that i ď j, then i..j is the set of all natural numbers k such that k ě i and k ď j.
We represent set comprehension as ta : A|b Zñ cu where A defines the values to run the

comprehension on, a represents one of the values in A, b is the selection predicate and c the
optional result transformation. In some cases we only use set comprehension as a filter and
represent it as ta|bu, which implies an identity result transformation. Comprehension can also
be used without filter and represent it as ta Zñ bu, which implies all elements are transformed.
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Integer and Real Types

Standard arithmetic operations are used for integer and real types:
• Addition: i` j.
• Subtraction: i´ j.
• Multiplication: iˆ j.
• Inversion: ´i.
• Maximum selection: maxA, where A is a set of numbers.
The following comparisons are made between integer and real types:
• Equality: i “ j.
• Inequality: i ‰ j.
• Lesser than: i ă j.
• Lesser than or equal to: i ď j.
• Greater than: i ą j.
• Greater than or equal to: i ě j.

Tuples

A tuple is a type that is composed by an ordered list of other types. Each value of a tuple
type contains one value from one of the composing types. A tuple is represented as a cartesian
product. For example, the tuple type that has types A and B is written as Aˆ B.

A tuple value is an ordered list of other values, each value drawn from its corresponding type.
We say pa, bq is a tuple value whose first value is a and second value b.

With this definition, AˆH “ H. While this a well known result from set theory, it may not
be obvious that for the purposes of the semantics, we consider this to be also the case for types.

Vectors

A vector, sometimes called a sequence, is a type that is composed by an integer number (possibly
zero) of elements of the same type. We represent a vector of i : Z elements of type A as Ai.

We represent values of type vector as ÝÑa . We can also represent a vector by enumerating the
elements in the vector. For example, if a1 and a2 are two values of type A, then we can represent
the vector value of type A2 that contains those two values as ra0, a1s.

Vectors are used extensively in the semantics and we define multiple functions to manipulate
them:

• Number of elements in a vector. If ÝÑa is a vector, then #ÝÑa is the number of elements in
the vector.

• Obtaining an element of a vector. If ÝÑa is a vector, then aris obtains the value in position
i of the vector. Positions are indexed from zero. If i ě #ÝÑa the result is undefined. For
example, if ÝÑa “ ra0, a1s, then ÝÑa r1s “ a1.
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• Appending. If ÝÑa : Ai and b : A, then ÝÑa ` pbq is a value of type Ai`1, for which all the
positions before i have the same value as in ÝÑa and pÝÑa ` pbqq ris “ b.

• Prepending. IfÝÑa : Ai and b : A, then pbq`ÝÑa is a value of type Ai`1, for which all positions
j greater than zero have the same value as the j ´ 1 ones in ÝÑa and pÝÑa ` pbqq r0s “ b.

• Inserting. If ÝÑa : Ai, b : A and j : Z, such that j ď i, then ÝÑc : Ai`1, defined as
ÝÑc “ ÝÑa `j pbq, is a vector such that, (1) for every k : Z such that k ă j, ÝÑa rks “ ÝÑc rks;
(2) ÝÑc rjs “ b; (3) for every k : Z such that k ą j and such that k ď i, ÝÑc rks “ ÝÑa rk ´ 1s.
Both appending and prepending can be written in terms of inserting: ÝÑa `pbq “ ÝÑa `

#
ÝÑa pbq

and pÝÑa q`b “ ÝÑa `0 pbq. However, appending and prepending is done frequently and often
the specific notation for appending and prepending is used.

• Removing. If ÝÑa : Ai and j : Z, such that j ă i, then the vector ÝÑc : i ´ 1 defined as
ÝÑc “ ÝÑa ´j is a vector such that (1) for every k : Z, such that k ă j, ÝÑc rks “ ÝÑa rks and (2)
for every k : Z, such that k ě j, ÝÑc rks “ ÝÑa rk ` 1s.

• Removing last. If ÝÑa : Ai and i ą 0, then ÝÑa ´ “
ÝÑa

´p#
ÝÑa q´1

.

• Extracting range. If ÝÑa : Ai, j : Z, k : Z such that j ď k and k ă i, then
ÝÑ
b : Ak´j`1

defined as
ÝÑ
b “ ÝÑa j..k is a vector such that for any l : Z such that l ă k ´ j ` 1, ÝÑc rls “

ÝÑa rj ` ls.
• Appending vectors (concatenating). Let ÝÑa : Ai be a vector,

ÝÑ
b : Aj , be another vector,

then the vector ÝÑc : Ai`j , defined as ÝÑc “ ÝÑa `
ÝÑ
b , is a vector such that (1) for any k : Z,

k ă i, ÝÑc rks “ ÝÑa rks; (2) for any k : Z, k ă j, ÝÑc rk ` is “
ÝÑ
b rks.

• Vector internal cross. Let ÝÑa : pPAqi, then
ÝÑ
b : PAi, defined as

ÝÑ
b “

Ś

pÝÑa q, contains all
combinations of elements in ÝÑa .

• For-each. Let ÝÑa : Ai, f , be a function that maps A to B (see below for functions and
predicates), then b : Bi defined as

ÝÑ
b “ rc : ÝÑa Zñ f pcqs, is a vector such that for all j : Z,

j ă i,
ÝÑ
b rjs “ f pÝÑa rjsq.

Functions and Predicates

Functions represent a relation between types. They map a type, its domain, to another type, its
counter-domain. Functions are named as f , g, . . . If A is a function’s domain and B is the func-
tion’s counter-domain, we represent the function’s type as AÑ B. Obtaining a specific mapping
of a value in a function’s domain is represented by standard function application notation: f piq.
The result of such application is a value from B.

Functions may have multiple “arguments”. This is the case when the domain is a tuple. For
example, if a function f has domain Aˆ B, then we represent the mapping with f pi, jq.

Lambdas

A lambda is a function that also has a domain and counter-domain. Unlike functions, lambdas are
not named and a formula for calculating the mapping value is provided. For example, a lambda
that maps Rˆ Z into R by computing the exponentiation can be written as λi:R,j:Z.i

j .
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A lambda defines a function, not an application of a function. The syntax for obtaining the
mapping with a lambda is the same as the one with a function: for example, to obtain the mapping
of values 5 and 6 in the lambda defined above, the syntax would be:

`

λi:R,j:Z.i
j
˘

p5, 6q

Logic

As described in Section 5.1.1, we represent the set of boolean values true (J) and false (K) as B.
Logic operators follow the standard syntax:

• conjunction: a^ b

• disjunction: a_ b

• equivalence: aô b

• implication: añ b

• negation: ␣a

We represent logic variables as: q, r, . . . A formula made by applying the connectives above
with variables is termed a logic formula. For example, the following is a logic formula:

q _ pr ^ sq

Logic formulas are used often with predicates instead of, or in addition to, variables. For
example, for the following is a logic formula dependent on one variable and two predicates over
i and j:

i ď j _ pq ^ i “ jq

We also use the standard quantifiers for all (@) and exists (D). At various points in this
document it is necessary to distinguish between formulas with quantifiers and formulas without
quantifiers and we will use the term quantified formula and non-quantified formula, respectively.

In logic formulas it is possible to quantify either sets or entire types due to the fact that we
interpret types as sets (see Section 5.1.1). For example, the following first order logic formula
evaluates to true if all sets in a set of sets of integer numbers (A) contain at least a prime number.

@B:PADcPb␣DdPZd ‰ 1^ d ‰ c^ DePZc “ dˆ e

Because a predicate is any function that evaluates to B (see Section 5.1.1), all logic formulas
are predicates and the two terms are often used interchangeably when referring to logic formulas.

Time

For the purpose of the semantics, time is considered an infinite set. A few assumptions are made
on this set:

• The set is infinite.
• The set is ordered.
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• All operations below are defined for all values (except where noted).
• Just like for real numbers, we use ´8t and `8t to denote infinitely backwards in the past

or infinitely forward in the future.
Time is represented by T. Time variables are represented as t, u, . . . Neither boolean nor

arithmetic operations are allowed on time. The following operations are defined:
• Before: t ăt u.
• Before or same: t ďt u.
• After: t ąt u.
• After or same: t ět u.
• Addition: t`t u. ´8t `t `8t is not defined.
• Subtraction: t´t u. `8t ´t `8t and ´8t ´t ´8t are not defined.
• Inversion: ´tt.
The time set, T, because it contains two infinite values, can be thought of being equivalent to

the Dedekind–MacNeille completion of R, also known as the extended real number line, R̄.
Specific points in time are referred in seconds. For example, the time point of 5 seconds is

represented as 5s.

Intervals

An interval is a possibly empty range of time values with a lower and upper bounds, either of
which can be infinity. The lower bound is never after the upper bound. Intervals may be closed
or open meaning that the bound is included or not included in the interval. The set of all intervals
(or the type of an interval) is I. Intervals are notated as I , J , . . .

Closed intervals are represented as rt, us. Open intervals are represented as st, ur. Intervals
that are open on one end and closed on the other are represented as rt, ur or st, us. st, tr, rt, tr and
st, ts are all empty intervals.

Time values can be checked for belonging to the interval with t P I . The negated version
is t R I . The lower and upper bounds of an interval I can be obtained with LpIq and UpIq,
respectively. Intervals can be intersected as I XI J . It is also possible to compute the union of
two intervals: I YI J : this results in an interval with the lowest bound of both intervals and the
upper bound of both intervals.

Intervals can be shifted. Shifting is an operation that moves both bounds by a specific amount.
For example, if interval I is st, ur, shifting this interval by v, represented by rIsv, results in
interval st`t v, u`t vr.

Predicates

A predicate is any function that maps its inputs to B. Predicate functions can be built on proposi-
tional logic, in which case they are known as a propositional logic predicate, or they can be built
on first order logic, in which they are known as first order logic predicates.

A predicate is a logic formula where:
• Individual terms are either boolean inputs or comparisons of non-boolean terms.
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• Quantifiers may iterate over sets defined by inputs or non-boolean terms that are sets.
• Non-boolean terms can be inputs to the predicate or functions made of other non-boolean

terms.

Logic Terminology

Throughout this document we will use these terms or the general term logic to refer to any type
of logic, usually predicate logic or predicate logic with quantifiers. The term predicate – used
interchangeably with formula – is used to refer to boolean predicates, as described earlier in this
section.

Computations

The type of all computations is C. We denote individual computations by letters: a, b and c. We
denote sets of computations as A, B and C.

As will be described later, computations have typed attributes. We denote the attribute foo of
a computation a as foopaq.

5.1.2 CALL Programs
CALL is a language that deals with computations where low-level computations are probed from
the system and are abstracted into higher level computations and then classified. A CALL pro-
gram is a program written using the CALL language. Each program defines probes, recognizers
and oracles as described in Chapter 3.

In a CALL program, there is a number of probes, recognizers and oracles. There is always
only one fault localizer whose semantics are not relevant for the CALL language, although it is
relevant for the thesis as a whole.

5.1.3 Untyped Denotational Semantics
A CALL program has an input and an output. The input is defined as a tuple with one set of
computations per probe. These represent the computations that are observed by the system. The
output is defined as a tuple with one set of classified computations (computations marked as
correct or incorrect) per oracle. These represent the input to the fault recognizer.

More formally, if C is the set of all computations, then a CALL program P with p# probes
and o# oracles can be represented as a function:

P : pPCqp# Ñ pP pCˆ Bqqo#

The pPCqp# input states that the program receives p# sets of computations as input. Each set
represents the computations detected by each one of the probes. The pP pCˆ Bqqo# output states
that the program produces o# sets of elements with type C ˆ B. Each set contains classified
computations and corresponds to the output of an oracle. This definition assumes there is some
ordering in the probes and in the oracles. This assumption is artificial as a reordering of probes
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P0 O5

P1 R2 O6

P3 R4 O7

Figure 5.1: DAG representing an example CALL program. P nodes are probes, R nodes are
recognizers and O nodes are oracles.

and/or oracles does not result in a different program. However, it is a simplifying assumption
that does not significantly impact the semantics.

The program itself is represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where each input node
with no inputs is a probe, each node with no outputs is an oracle and all other nodes are recog-
nizers. A program with p# probes will therefore have p# input nodes and a program with o#
oracles will have o# output nodes. Output nodes can only have one incoming edge.

Figure 5.1 has the DAG for an example CALL program.
Recognizers’ incoming edges determine which computation sets are made available to the

recognizer. Each incoming edge from a probe makes the probed computations available to the
recognizer and each incoming edge from a recognizer makes the latter recognizer’s output (also
a set of computations) available to the former. Each recognizer has a single output that is made
available to all oracles and recognizers it is connected to.

Each recognizer produces a single output set (the “output”) from all incoming sets. Incoming
sets are split into two groups: the “inputs” and the “context”. Although not represented in the
graph in Figure 5.1, this split can be represented as labeling on the graph’s edges that lead to
recognizers. A recognizer can be defined as a function that maps all inputs in the presence of
context to the output. Therefore a recognizer r with i input sets and j context sets has type:

r : pPCqi ˆ pPCqj Ñ PC (5.1)

Equation 5.1 is a general formula, but not all functions that have this type can be recognizers.
Any recognizer r with i input sets and j context sets must be formed by two different functions:
a selection predicate f and an emission function e that have the types defined in Equation 5.2
and Equation 5.3.

f : Ci
ˆ pPCqj Ñ B (5.2)

e : Ci
Ñ C (5.3)

There are further restrictions for the selection predicate. It must be a propositional logic pred-
icate that may have quantifiers over the sets in ÝÑB . The sets can only be used for quantification.
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So, for example, a selection predicate with a single context set that is f pÝÑa ,Bq “ pB “ Hq
would not be a valid predicate. But often we can write equivalent predicates. For example, in
this case, it could be: f pÝÑa ,Bq “ p@cKq.

The recognizer itself can be defined as:

r
´

ÝÑ
A,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ tÝÑa :
ÝÑ
A |f

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

Zñ e pÝÑa qu (5.4)

Equation 5.4 defines how a recognizer operates in terms of its selection and emission func-
tions. For each combination of all inputs, it evaluates the selection predicate for that input and for
all computations in all context sets. If the selection predicate evaluates to J, then a computation
will exist in the output that is computed by applying the emission to the combination of inputs.
Note that the context sets are used to filter combinations of inputs, but they do not affect the
actual output once the computations from the inputs have been selected.

Because a recognizer is uniquely defined by its selection predicate and emission function, we
often refer to recognizers a pair instead of directly naming the recognizer. So, for example, if f
is a selection predicate and e an emission function then Rf,e is the recognizer that is defined by
that selection predicate and emission function.

The third element in the DAG are oracles. Oracles classify computations into values of J
or K and so they are similar to predicates over computations, except that they also output the
computation itself along with the classification. Each oracle O is a function based on a predicate
f such that:

O : CÑ Cˆ B
f : CÑ B
@aPCO paq “ pa, f paqq

In conclusion, a CALL program is a transformation of sets of low-level computations, de-
tected by probes, to high-level classified computations, produced by oracles. The transformation
is done through a DAG where each node corresponds to a probe, a recognizer or an oracle. The
output corresponding specific input sets of computations is determined by all recognizer’s selec-
tion predicates and emission functions as well as all oracle’s predicates. In the end, by combining
the edges of the graph, a single function can be derived that produces sets of classified high-level
computations from sets of probed computations.

5.2 Operational Semantics
This section describes how the abstract definitions of recognizer and oracle are implemented in
CALL.

In the remainder of this section we will assume that recognizer selection predicates are logical
formulas that contain only disjunctions, conjunctions and negations. We do not allow for impli-
cation or equivalence operations. This restriction places no constraints in the expressiveness of
the language as implication and equivalence are easily rewritten with the other operations.1

1That is exactly what the CALL compiler does internally when the user provides a predicate with implication or
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5.2.1 Recognizer Windows
In Section 5.1 we defined a recognizer as a transformation that uses a vector of i input sets,
ÝÑ
A : pPCqi, a vector of j context sets, ÝÑB : pPCqj a selection predicate f : Ci ˆ pPCqj Ñ B and
a emission function e : Ci Ñ C. A recognizer r will then produce a single output set C : PC, as:

C “ r
´

ÝÑ
A,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ tÝÑa :
ÝÑ
A |f

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

Zñ e pÝÑa qu

While this definition establishes exactly what the output is, it is not usable in practice because
it requires the full input and context sets to compute the output and these may not be available.
If we were running a system based on past data then all the input sets and context sets may be
available, but if we are running a live system, at some point in time some of the events in input
and context sets may not yet exist.

In this section we will show that it is possible to define a window that limits how much of the
sets we need to see. Intuitively, the window is a sliding window that filters a time-limited subset
of computations that the recognizer needs to keep in order to produce the output. By limiting the
computations that need to be seen, a recognizer can be operated in a live system not needing to
access future computations. This will be discussed in detail later.

So far we have discussed computations without making any assumption on what a computa-
tion is or what it contains. To proceed and discuss windows we need to introduce some restric-
tions on the concept of computation. For the purpose of the semantics, we only need to assume
all computations have an end time. This is the time at which the computation completed. We
will not discuss here delays and how they impact execution. See Section 5.2.8 for a discussion
on that topic.

We provide an operator that performs a mapping from C to T. This operator, the end-of
operator, when applied to a computation a is written as a. It can be formally defined as:

@aPCDtPTt “ a

We extend this definition to vectors of computations. So, for a computation vector ÝÑa such
that ÝÑa : Ci, we define a time vector ÝÑt that contains the end time of each computation:

@ÝÑa PCi@ÝÑt PTi

`

ÝÑa “
ÝÑ
t

˘

ô

´

@jP0..i
ÝÑa rjs “

ÝÑ
t rjs

¯

We also define another operator that applies to vectors of computations and obtains the largest
end time of all of the computations in the vector. This operator is named maximum end time. For
a vector such as ÝÑa , this operator is written as MpÝÑa q and is defined as:

@ÝÑa PCiMp
ÝÑa q “ maxÝÑa

We define a window as a value drawn from Ii, therefore a multi-dimensional time interval.
We define some operations that will be commonly used with windows.

equivalence operators: it converts them into conjunctions, disjunctions and negations. The presence of implications
and equivalences would increase the complexity of some analysis that rely on the representation of formulas in
disjunctive normal form to detect negated and non-negated terms.
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• Intersection and union. Given two windows with i dimensions, W : Ii and V : Ii, we can
define the intersection and union of the windows as, respectively, WÝÑXV and WÝÑYV , as:

@kP0..i´1 pWÝÑXVq rks “Wrks XI Vrks
@kP0..i´1 pWÝÑYVq rks “Wrks YI Vrks

• Bounds. Given a window W , we represent LwpWq and UwpWq as the window’s upper and
lower bounds, formally defined as:

@WPIi@ÝÑt PTi

`

LwpWq “ ÝÑt
˘

ô
`

@jP0..i´1 LpWrjsq “ ÝÑt rjs
˘

@WPIi@ÝÑt PTi

`

UwpWq “ ÝÑt
˘

ô
`

@jP0..i´1UpWrjsq “ ÝÑt rjs
˘

• Time shift. A time shift is a translation of the window by a specified amount. Shifting a
window W by t is written as rWst. The time shift operator is formally defined as.

@W,VPIi@tPT
`

rWst “ V
˘

ô
`

@jP0..i rWrjsst “ Vrjs
˘

(5.5)

• Belonging. The belonging operator tests whether a vector of time values belongs to the
window. It is a predicate that is verified when all coordinates in the vector are inside the
corresponding intervals in the window. For a window W and time vector ÝÑt it is written as
ÝÑ
t ÝÑPW . The belonging operator is formally defined as:

@WPIi@ÝÑt PTi

ÝÑ
t ÝÑPW “

`

@jP0..i
ÝÑ
t rjs PWrjs

˘

• Projection. A projection on a window filters a vector of sets of computations by only
retaining those whose end fits in the window. The projection of a vector of sets, ÝÑA into a
window W is written as ÝÑA ÓW and is formally defined as:

@WPIi@ÝÑA ,
ÝÑ
B PpPCq

i

´

ÝÑ
A ÓW“

ÝÑ
B

¯

ô

´

@jP0..i
ÝÑ
B rjs “ ta :

ÝÑ
A rjs|a PWrjsu

¯

We define a windowed recognizer similarly to a recognizer, but constrained to a recognizer
window. To do so we need to define a choice function that is used to center the window on
one of the input computations. While a recognizer is uniquely defined by its selection predicate
and emission function, a windowed recognizer is is uniquely defined by its selection predicate,
emission function, window and choice function:

Rf,e,W,p

´

ÝÑ
A,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ tÝÑa :
ÝÑ
A |ÝÑa P rWspp

ÝÑa q ^ f

˜

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B Ó

rWs
p

ˆÝÑa
˙

¸

Zñ e pÝÑa qu (5.6)

Since the formula in Equation 5.6 is fundamental, we will break it down. A windowed
recognizer is defined by a selection predicate, f : Ci ˆ pPCqj Ñ B, an emission function,
e : Ci Ñ C a window W : Ii and a choice function, p : Ci Ñ C. A recognizer operates on
an vector of input sets, ÝÑA : pPCqi, and a vector of context sets, ÝÑB : pPCqj . A vector of input
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computations, ÝÑa : Ci, will only generate an output if (1) ÝÑa fits in window W centered on the
computation in ÝÑa selected by the choice function, p, and (2) the selection predicate accepts ÝÑa ,
but using only the subset of context computations that fit in the window also shifted by the end
time of the selected computation. More detailed analysis of this will follow, but it can be seen
intuitively that W limits the amount of past memory a recognizer requires, both for inputs and
context. Interestingly, and this will be also discussed in detail later, if UwpWq is greater than
zero then the recognizer needs future lookahead, but in practice, only for context sets.

The choice function, p, determines which of the computations in ÝÑa will be used by the
recognizer to center the time window. The semantics make no assumptions on the choice function
to allow the implementation to pick the most practical one.

We say a window is a valid recognizer window for a predicate, if and only if, the windowed
recognizer produces the same output as the recognizer for any input, context, emission function
and choice function.

valid pW , fq ô
´

@ÝÑ
A ,
ÝÑ
B ,e,p

Rf,e

´

ÝÑ
A,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ Rf,e,W,p

´

ÝÑ
A,
ÝÑ
B

¯¯

(5.7)

Equation 5.7 along with Theorem 5.2.1 form a critical part of the semantics. Being repre-
sentable by Equation 5.4 does not imply necessarily that a recognizer is implementable in a real
system: according to the definition it needs to know all past and future inputs and computations.
Equation 5.6 defines a recognizer that is implementable (with a limited future look-ahead if the
window has limited bounds) and Equation 5.7 defines the theoretical condition under which the
“conceptual” recognizer can be represented by an “implementable” recognizer. Theorem 5.2.1
establishes concrete tests that must be verified to show that Equation 5.7 is verified.
Theorem 5.2.1. Let f : Ci ˆ pPCqj Ñ B be a selection predicate and W : Ii`j be a window.
Then, valid pW , fq is equivalent to verifying both Equation 5.8 and Equation 5.9.

@ÝÑa PCi@ÝÑB PpPCq
j
@
aP
ÝÑa
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rWsa ñ f

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ô K (5.8)

@ÝÑa PCi@ÝÑB ,
ÝÑ
C PpPCq

j
@
aP
ÝÑa

´

ÝÑ
B Ó

rWs
a“
ÝÑ
C Ó

rWs
a

¯

ñ

´

f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ô f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C

¯¯

(5.9)

Proof. We start by proving that a window verifying Equation 5.8 and Equation 5.9 will always
be a valid window for a recognizer with selection predicate f .

In the definition of recognizer presented in Equation 5.6 we can split the cases where ÝÑa is
in the window rWsa for every a P ÝÑa , from the ones it is not. This splits the cases where a
choice function could potentially pick a value of a that does not evaluate f unconditionally to
K regardless of ÝÑB . For ones where the choice function cannot make ÝÑa fit in the window, the
theorem is trivially proved.

For all the cases where the choice function cannot potentially pick a value which fits in the
window we know, by Equation 5.8, that f

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ K and so these values will never be
selected for emission neither by the windowed recognizer nor by the recognizer.

In the remaining cases there is one a in ÝÑa such that ÝÑa fits inside the window when centered
on a. In that case we have to prove that the output of the recognizer is the same, regardless of the
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context set:

f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ô f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B Ó

rWs
a

¯

We prove this by contradiction. We suppose that there is at least one a in ÝÑa and one ÝÑB for
which the equation above is K. We define ÝÑC as:

ÝÑ
C “

ÝÑ
B Ó

rWs
a

In this case, the following equation is trivially J:

f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C

¯

ô f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C Ó

rWs
a

¯

But due to the precondition in Equation 5.9 we know that f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ô f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C

¯

, mean-
ing there cannot be an a as assumed, proving that, for any ÝÑa , it is accepted by the windowed
recognizer if and only if it is accepted by the recognizer.

So far we have proved that a window that verifies Equation 5.8 and Equation 5.9 will be a
valid window for the recognizer. Now we have to prove the reverse, that any valid window for
the recognizer verifies Equation 5.8 and Equation 5.9.

We start by assuming W is a valid window for a recognizer Rf,e, that is, valid pW , Rf,eq. This
mean either window does not validate Equation 5.8, the window does not validate Equation 5.9,
or the window doesn’t validate both.

We assume W does not validate Equation 5.8 and make no assumptions on whether it vali-
dates Equation 5.9. This means that:

D
aP
ÝÑa
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rWsa ^

´

f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ô J

¯

This means the recognizer will accept ÝÑa , even though the windowed recognizer will not.
However, if we pick a choose function p that selects a from ÝÑ

A (p pÝÑa q “ a), then Rf,e,W,p will
not accept ÝÑa (Equation 5.6). Since we have one windowed recognizer that does not produce the
same output as the recognizer, we know from Equation 5.7 that the window is not valid, which
contradicts the hypothesis.

So we know that if W is a valid window for a recognizer Rf,e, then it must validate Equa-
tion 5.8. We will now show it must also validate Equation 5.9. We assume, as before, that
valid pW , Rf,eq, but we assume Equation 5.9 does not hold. This means that there is a ÝÑa , ÝÑB and
a ÝÑC such that:

´

ÝÑ
B Ó

rWs
a“
ÝÑ
C Ó

rWs
a

¯

^ f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ô ␣f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C

¯

However, if we look at Equation 5.6 and pick a choose function that selects a out of ÝÑa , the
value of the selection has to be the same in both, as the windowed recognizer relies on f being
applied to only the part of ÝÑB and ÝÑC that fit in the window. But since only one of the recognizers
will accept ÝÑa there is at least one windowed recognizer that has a different output meaning, by
Equation 5.7, the window is not valid as stated in the hypothesis.

We have shown that if (1) Equation 5.8 and Equation 5.9 are valid for a window then the
window is a valid window for the recognizer. We have also shown that if a window is a valid
window for a recognizer then both equations also hold proving the theorem.
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Equation 5.8 is essentially stating that if any element in a is outside of the window centered
on any element of a, the selection predicate will not accept the set of computations. In other
words this means once a computation completes, only computations that have already completed
inside the window around that first computation can be selected by the recognizer. Equation 5.8
shows that a recognizer does not need to look more than around the window to identify the sets
of computations that can be accepted.

Equation 5.9 is stating that any computations in the context sets outside of the window that
contains potentially selectable sets of computations cannot affect the output of selection. These
two equations combined show that a recognizer only needs to look in the “immediate surround-
ing” of the last completed computation. There are two caveats here: one, the theorem does not
place any bounds of the window so a specific recognizer may require an infinitely large win-
dow; two, while we can get around requiring future computations for the ÝÑa set by picking a
choose function that selects the last computation in ÝÑa to center the window, the selection of
computations for context may include future values. This will be discussed in Section 5.2.8.

Additionally, while theorem 5.2.1 states the conditions a valid window must obey to allow
the use if a windowed recognizer instead of a recognizer, it doesn’t state how to compute such
window. That is the topic of the following sections.

5.2.2 Disjunctive Normal Form
We say a three-valued propositional logic formula is in disjunctive normal form (or DNF) if it
is a disjunction of one or more formulas, which we call constraints, and each constraint is a
conjunction of one or more terms, each term being a (possibly negated) variable. This is the
same definition of DNF commonly used for propositional logic formulas. Note that a disjunction
of one constraint is simply that constraint and conjunction of one term is simply that term. A
term is named positive if it is not negated and negative if it is negated.

Terms should not be mistaken with variables. For example, consider for formula in Equa-
tion 5.10. The formula has two variables, q and r, two constraints, q and r_␣q and three terms,
q, r and ␣q, the first two positive and the last one negative. The same term may appear in multi-
ple constraints and may even appear multiple times in a constraint, although the last case is easily
simplifiable as pq _ qq ô q.

q _ pr ^␣qq (5.10)

Formulas are not necessarily written in DNF. Any formula can be defined as a tree with the
three operators (negation, conjunction and disjunction) as non-leaf nodes and variables as leaf
nodes. This defines a syntax tree for the formula. For example we can write pq _␣rq ^ s as:
^p_pq,␣prqq, sq.

We define the C operator that transforms a propositional logic formula into an equivalent one
in DNF format. This operator transforms a formula according to the following algorithm:

1. For every negated conjunction or disjunction, apply DeMorgan’s law. Repeat until there
are no more negated conjunctions or disjunctions.

2. If there are conjunctions of disjunctions, apply distributivity to the first such occurrence in
the tree.
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3. Merge all conjunctions of conjunctions and disjunctions of disjunctions.

4. Repeat from Step 2 until there are no conjunctions of disjunctions.

5. Remove all double negations.
Theorem 5.2.2. When applying C to any propositional logic formula:

1. The algorithm terminates.
2. The resulting formula is equivalent to the original one (produces the same output for the

same input).
3. The resulting formula is in DNF format.

Proof. We start by proving that the algorithm terminates. All steps individually clearly terminate:
(a) DeMorgan’s law pushes negations down the syntax tree, but doesn’t change the height of the
tree so it has to terminate at some point. (b) Applying distributivity and merging conjunctions and
disjunctions will push conjunctions down the tree, but won’t increase the tree’s height so they are
guaranteed to terminate. (c) Removing double negations removes the number of negation nodes
so we will eventually run out of nodes to remove.

Equivalence is trivial since all transformations done in the tree preserve equivalence.
Lastly, the algorithm terminates when there are no negations over conjunctions or disjunc-

tions, only over individual terms (this is guaranteed by the first step), there are no conjunctions
of disjunctions, only disjunctions of conjunctions. This means the disjunctions are at the top of
the tree and the conjunctions at the bottom. Because all disjunctions are merged, this implies that
there will only be one disjunction of conjunctions. This is, by definition, a DNF formula.

Theorem 5.2.3. Let f : B Ñ B be a boolean DNF formula that evaluates a single boolean
variable that appears in either only positive or negative terms. Then one of the following must
be J:

• f pqq ô J

• f pqq ô K

• f pqq ô q (if the term appears non-negated in the DNF formula)
• f pqq ô ␣q (if the term appears negated in the DNF formula)

Proof. If any of the restrictions of f that is not the one containing q evaluates to J, then regard-
less of q, f will evaluate to J. Otherwise, all restrictions of f that are not one containing q must
evaluate to K and do not influence the result.

In the latter case if any of the terms of the restriction of f that contains q evaluates toK then f
evaluates always to K. Otherwise, none of the terms of the restriction of f containing q evaluate
to K and none of them has any influence on the result.

In the latter case f evaluates to the term which will either be q is the term is non-negated or
␣q if the term is negated.

5.2.3 Computing Windows of Non-Quantified Formulas
Theorem 5.2.1 shows that if we have a valid window for a recognizer, then we can use it to make
a recognizer that doesn’t need all the computations in the input and context sets, but only those
that fit in the window. In this section we show how such a window can be computed for selection
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predicates that do not have quantifiers and, therefore, do not depend on any context. In these
cases, due to the absence of context in the selection predicate, the only equation relevant for
computing a window is Equation 5.8.

To compute the window for a predicate, we define a timed predicate. A timed predicate is a
propositional logic predicate that is the result of a syntax tree transformation of another predicate.
The formula of the source predicate must be a conjunction of terms. The transformation is done
by:

• Removing any terms in the conjunction except those that only involve constants and end
of operators.

• Replace every end of with a timed variable.
If f is a predicate, T rf s is the equivalent timed predicate. For example, if f is defined as below,
then g, shown below, is the result of T rf s.

f pa, bq “
`

a ăt b
˘

^
`

b ăt a`t 10s
˘

^ pidpaq “ idpbqq (5.11)
g pt, uq “ T rf s “ pt ăt uq ^ pu ăt t`t 10sq (5.12)

Timed predicates allow us to discuss predicates moving from the Ci space into the Ti space.
Timifying is useful because because it simplifies the formulas by removing all information not
pertaining to time. It transforms formulas into pure time constraints, while still being usable to
derive conclusions about the original predicate (see Theorem 5.2.4).
Theorem 5.2.4. Let f : Ci Ñ B be a propositional logic predicate whose formula is a conjunc-
tion of terms over i computations. Let g : Ti Ñ B be g “ T rf s. Then:

@ÝÑa PCi␣g
`

ÝÑa
˘

ñ ␣f pÝÑa q

Proof. If g evaluates to K then it means one of the terms in the conjunction evaluates to K. This
term must also exist in f by construction so f must also evaluate to K.

Theorem 5.2.5. Let f : Ci Ñ B be a predicate and let W be a window in the Ii space such that

@ÝÑ
t PTi

´

@
tP
ÝÑ
t
ÝÑ
t
ÝÑ
R rWst

¯

ñ T rf s
`ÝÑ
t

˘

“ K

Then Equation 5.8 is valid for f and W .

Proof. Let ÝÑa : Ci be any set of i computations. Let ÝÑt “ ÝÑa . The left-hand side of the equation
can be rewritten to match the one in Equation 5.8. A direct replace yields:

@ÝÑa PCi

´

@
aP
ÝÑa
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rWsa

¯

ñ T rf s
`

ÝÑa
˘

“ K

But because
`

@
aP
ÝÑa

˘

ñ
`

D
aP
ÝÑa

˘

, we can write:

@ÝÑa PCi

´

D
aP
ÝÑa
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rWsa

¯

ñ T rf s
`

ÝÑa
˘

“ K

Due to Theorem 5.2.4, we know that if T rf s
`

ÝÑa
˘

“ K, then f pÝÑa q “ K.
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Theorem 5.2.6. Let f : Ci Ñ B be a selection predicate over i inputs and with no context and
let W be a valid window for f . Let g : Ci Ñ B be another selection predicate over i inputs
and with no context and let V be a valid window for g. Then WÝÑYV is a valid window for the
selection predicate f _ g.

Proof. Let ÝÑa : Ci. If a
ÝÑ
R pWÝÑYVq, then

´

a
ÝÑ
RW

¯

^

´

a
ÝÑ
R V

¯

. This means f pÝÑa q “ K and
g pÝÑa q “ K, which is equivalent to saying pf _ gq pÝÑa q “ K, which, given that there is no
context, shows the window is valid.

With the timing predicates, Theorem 5.2.5 and Theorem 5.2.6 we have further simplified the
problem of determining a window for a recognizer. If we have a selection predicate in DNF
then we can compute a window for each timified restriction and use Theorem 5.2.6 to compute
a window for the predicate. This means all that is missing is a way to compute a window for a
single restriction that only contains constants and time variables.

CALL has strong limitations on how timing predicates can be defined. The details are pro-
vided in Appendix B, but the relevant rules are:

• Time values can only be obtained by extracting the end time of computations.
• Two time values can only be compared to each other or subtracted and the result of sub-

traction of time values is a (possibly negative) duration.
• Durations can be added or subtracted to time values.
• Durations can be added and subtracted and can be multiplied by constants.
• Durations can be specified as literals in the predicate.
These rules have two important implications: All terms in timified conjunctions are linear

equations (or inequalities) and the sum of all coefficients of all variables in every such linear
equation is zero (see Theorem 5.2.7). The fact that the sum of all coefficients is zero means that
if we translate all computations by the same time quantity then the new set of computations will
fit in the window only if the initial set did. This is an intuitive result as recognizers are matching
only computations based on their relative times. A formal proof is provided in Theorem 5.2.8.
Theorem 5.2.7. Let f : Ci Ñ B be a term in a CALL selection predicate without quantifiers that
is neither a conjunction nor disjunction of terms. Then T rf s is a linear equation (or inequality)
in the end time of computations. The sum of all time coefficients in this linear equation is zero.

Proof. Trivial from the structure of CALL predicates since time values must always appear in
pairs with one being positive and another negative since the only operations allowed are compar-
ison and subtraction.

Theorem 5.2.8. Let f : Ci Ñ B be a CALL predicate without quantifiers. Let j any number in
the 0..i´ 1 range. Let W be a window such that:

@ÝÑa PCi

´

ÝÑa rjs “ 0s
¯

^ÝÑa
ÝÑ
RW ñ pf pÝÑa q “ Kq (5.13)

Then:

@ÝÑa PCi
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rWs

ÝÑa rjs
ñ pf pÝÑa q “ Kq (5.14)
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request time

response time

(response after request)
(response within 2 seconds)

Figure 5.2: Example showing the acceptable times for a response/request.

Proof. Let’s assume there is a vector of computations,
ÝÑ
b : Ci, such that

ÝÑ
b
ÝÑ
R rWs

ÝÑ
b rjs, but for

which f
´

ÝÑ
b

¯

‰ K. Then let ÝÑc : Ci be a set of computations that are exactly the same as
ÝÑ
b ,

but whose end times are all shifted by ´
ÝÑ
b rjs. Then, due to the precondition of the theorem, we

would have f pÝÑc q “ K. However, due to Theorem 5.2.7, every single term in f has coefficients
for time adding up to zero and so it is not possible for f

´

ÝÑ
b

¯

‰ f pÝÑc q, proving the theorem.

Theorem 5.2.8 makes use of the translation properties of the selection predicate to state a
useful result: if we select one input set and if we have a window such that any selection of other
input computations that falls outside of the window is rejected by the selection predicate, then
this window can be used to reject any combination of computations as long as it is centered on
the computation of the selected dimension.

For example, consider a selection predicate that accepts a response coming up to 2 seconds
after a request. If the request comes at 0s then the window pr0s, 0ss , s0s, 2srq would reject
only invalid combinations of request/response. For a request coming at 5s, then the window
pr5s, 5ss , s5s, 7srq would do the same. This can be depicted graphically in Figure 5.2. The area
in shade is the area where a request/response time is accepted by the window.

In general, due to Theorem 5.2.7, the areas of validity are always representable by “sliding”
along the unity vector. This allows us to fix one dimension and compute the window centered on
that computation, which is essentially what Theorem 5.2.8 is doing (see Figure 5.3).

For the simple request/response case presented above we know, for any acceptable case, that
the response will come after the response. Since the recognizer will center the window around
the latest computation (Equation 5.8), we only need to center the window around the response.
This conforms to the intuition that if a response must come within two seconds of a request, the
recognizer only need to keep track of the requests of the past two seconds. But, in the general
case, the order by which the computations is not necessarily fixed. Additionally, for computation
in context sets, which we are not dealing with in this section, but will in a later section, we cannot
center the window in the context computation, even if it is the last one. So we have to look at the
windows centering on all computations. This lead us to Theorem 5.2.9.
Theorem 5.2.9. Let i be a number of dimensions. Let f : Ci Ñ B be a predicate over i
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request time

response time

acceptable response time when request is at 0

request time

request time

response time

acceptable request time when response is at 0

request time

Figure 5.3: Defining windows by centering around one computation at zero.

computations. Let W0 up to Wi´1 be a set of i windows and V be a window that is the union of
all W windows. Then:

ˆ

@ÝÑa PCi@jP0..i´1
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rWjs

ÝÑa rjs
ñ f pÝÑa q “ K

˙

ñ

¨

˝@ÝÑa PCi@aP
ÝÑa
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R

«

ď

j

Wj

ffa

ñ f pÝÑa q “ K

˛

‚

Proof. If ÝÑa does not fit in
”

Ť

j Wj

ıa

, then it doesn’t fit in rWjs
ÝÑa rjs.

Theorem 5.2.9 establishes that if we compute a window in the way defined by Theorem 5.2.8
for each dimension, independently, we can union all the windows to find a window for Equa-
tion 5.8. This is exemplified in Figure 5.4.

In the example of request/response we’ve been using, given a request computation at some
time, to identify the range of times allowed for the responses, we need to shift the window by the
time of the request computation. Shifting is done by applying the same amount to all dimensions,
so it translates diagonally in the diagram (see Equation 5.5 and Section 5.1.1).

Theorem 5.2.7, Theorem 5.2.8 and Theorem 5.2.9 allow us to compute a window for a for-
mula by iterating over all variables, setting the end time of the computation to 0s and computing
a window for the remaining variables. Because these conjunctions of terms are always linear,
any space restrained by them is convex. We can simply enumerate all vertices to compute their
windows. The window will be comprised of all the minimum and maximum values of all ver-
tices. Then, we can compute the union of all the windows and obtain a window for the full
non-quantified formula.
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request time

response time

request time

Figure 5.4: Unioning the windows from Figure 5.3.

The results presented in this section allow us to pick a first order logic predicate without
quantifiers and compute a window such that events outside of the window are never accepted by
the predicate and, thus, never correspond to outputs of the recognizer. To do this, we follow the
steps described below:

1. Transform the predicate into DNF.

2. Compute the corresponding timed predicate.

3. For each restriction in the DNF formula:

(a) For each dimension, compute a window for the restriction centered on a computation
at time 0s in the chosen dimension.

(b) Union all the windows for each dimension to compute a window for the restriction.

4. Union all the windows for all the restrictions to compute a window for the predicate.
In the next section we will discuss how to extend the algorithm described in this section to

selection predicates with quantifiers.

5.2.4 Computing Windows for Formulas With Quantifiers
In this section we will show how to extend the results from Section 5.2.3 to include formulas
with quantifiers. The mechanism to do this is described below and supported by Theorem 5.2.10,
presented after the description.

Given a formula with quantifiers we incrementally build the window by following these steps:
1. Split the formula into sub-formulas by quantifiers. Quantifiers in formulas are replaced by

a boolean variable and the quantified expression becomes a formula itself. For example,
consider the following formula for f pa, b, C,Dq:

a ăt b^ b ăt a`t 10s^
`

@cPCc ăt a_ c ąt b
˘

^ DdPDd ăt a^ d ąt a´t 5s^ DcPCc ąt d^ c ăt a

This formula states that two events a and b must come in order, separated by at most 10
seconds. There are three additional restrictions: there must be no c between them (so all
c computations must occur either before a or b), there must be at least one computation d
occurring in the the 5 seconds that preceed a and one c after d, but before a. This can be
depicted graphically as in Figure 5.5.
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a b

At most 10s between a and b. No c between a and b.

d

d must come at most 5 seconds before a

c

c must come between d and a.

Figure 5.5: Restrictions of computations for example to compute a window over a quantified
formula.

This formula will be broken down in the sub-formulas below (f0 to f3). The appearance of
some negated terms is due to Theorem 5.2.10, which tells us terms in universal quantifiers
should be negated.

f0 pa, b, q, rq “ a ăt b^ b ăt a`t 10s^ q ^ r

f1 pa, b, cq “ ␣
`

c ăt a_ c ąt b
˘

f2 pa, b, d, sq “ d ăt a^ d ąt a´t 5s^ s

f3 pa, b, c, dq “ c ąt d^ c ăt a

2. Build a tree where each node corresponds to a predicate. The root node is f0. Each edge
going down is associated with a boolean variable in the predicate and the subsequent node
is obtained by replacing the boolean variable with the equivalent predicate. Then one edge
is added per boolean variable in the equivalent predicate (not the full formula) and so on.
In the example above, the tree would look something like:

f0 pa, b, q, rq

f0 pa, b, f1 pa, b, cq , rq f0 pa, b, q, f2 pa, b, d, sqq

f0 pa, b, q, f2 pa, b, d, f3 pa, b, c, dqqq

q r

s

3. Compute a window for each predicate in the tree that is valid for all combinations of all
boolean values that exist in the predicate. With Theorem 5.2.11, this means computing a
window removing all boolean variables.
In the example case we have to compute windows for:

(a) f0 pa, bq “ a ăt b^ b ăt a`t 10s.
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a “ 0 0 ăt b^ b ăt 0`t 10s.
pr0, 0s , s0, 10rq

b “ 0 a ăt 0^ 0 ăt a`t 10s.
ps´10, 0r , r0, 0sq

W “ ps´10, 0s , r0, 10rq

(b) f0 pa, b, f1 pa, b, cqq “ a ăt b^ b ăt a`t 10s^␣
`

c ăt a_ c ąt b
˘

a “ 0 0 ăt b^ b ăt 0`t 10s^␣
`

c ăt 0_ c ąt b
˘

pr0, 0s , s0, 10r , r0, 10rq

b “ 0 a ăt 0^ 0 ăt a`t 10s^␣pc ăt a_ c ąt 0q
ps´10, 0r , r0, 0s , s´10, 0sq

c “ 0 a ăt b^ b ăt a`t 10s^␣
`

0 ăt a_ 0 ąt b
˘

ps´10, 0r , s0, 10r , r0, 0sq
Wq “ ps´10, 0s , r0, 10r , s´10, 10rq

(c) f0 pa, b, f2 pa, b, dqq “ a ăt b^ b ăt a`t 10s^ d ăt a^ d ąt a´t 5s

a “ 0 0 ăt b^ b ăt 0`t 10s^ d ăt 0^ d ąt 0´t 5s
pr0, 0s , s0, 10r , s´5, 0rq

b “ 0 a ăt 0^ 0 ăt a`t 10s^ d ăt a^ d ąt a´t 5s
ps´10, 0r , r0, 0s , s´15,´10rq

d “ 0 a ăt b^ b ăt a`t 10s^ 0 ăt a^ 0 ąt a´t 5s
ps0, 5r , s0, 15r , r0, 0sq

Wr “ ps´10, 5r , r0, 15r , s´15, 0sq

(d) f0 pa, b, f2 pa, b, d, f3 pa, b, c, dqqq “ a ăt b ^ b ăt a `t 10s ^ d ăt a ^ d ąt

a´t 5s^ c ąt d^ c ăt a

a “ 0 0 ăt b^ b ăt 0`t 10s^ d ăt 0^ d ąt 0´t 5s^ c ąt d^ c ăt a
pr0, 0s , s0, 10r , s´5, 0r , s´5, 0rq

b “ 0 a ăt 0^ 0 ăt a`t 10s^ d ăt a^ d ąt a´t 5s^ c ąt d^ c ăt a
ps´10, 0r , r0, 0s , s´15,´5r , s´5, 0rq

c “ 0 a ăt b^ b ăt a`t 10s^ d ăt a^ d ąt a´t 5s^ 0 ąt d^ 0 ăt a
ps0, 5r , s0, 15r , r0, 0s , s´5, 0rq

d “ 0 a ăt b^ b ăt a`t 10s^ 0 ăt a^ 0 ąt a´t 5s^ c ąt 0^ c ăt a
ps0, 5r , s0, 15r , s0, 5r , r0, 0sq

Ws “ ps´10, 5r , r0, 15r , s´15, 0s , s´5, 0sq

In the example case we end up with:
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f0 pa, b, q, rq
W “ ps´10, 0s , r0, 10rq

f0 pa, b, f1 pa, b, cq , rq
Wq “ ps´10, 0s , r0, 10r , s´10, 10rq

f0 pa, b, q, f2 pa, b, d, sqq
Wr “ ps´10, 5r , r0, 15r , s´15, 0sq

f0 pa, b, q, f2 pa, b, d, f3 pa, b, c, dqqq
Ws “ ps´10, 5r , r0, 15r , s´15, 0s , s´5, 0sq

q r

s

4. For each node that only contains sub nodes that are leaf nodes, remove the leaf nodes, add
the quantifier and recompute the window using Theorem 5.2.10.

5. Repeat until there is only the root node. After the first iteration the result would be:

f0 pa, b, q, rq
W “ ps´10, 0s , r0, 10rq

f0 pa, b, f1 pa, b, cq , rq
Wq “ ps´10, 0s , r0, 10r , s´10, 10rq

f0 pa, b, q, f2 pa, b, d, DcPCf3 pa, b, c, dqqq
Wr,s “ ps´10, 5r , r0, 15r , s´15, 0s , s´5, 0sq

q r

After the second iteration the result would be:

f0 pa, b,@cPCf1 pa, b, cq , DdPDf2 pa, b, d, DcPEf3 pa, b, c, dqqq
Wq,r,s “ ps´10, 5r , r0, 15r , s´10, 10r , s´15, 0s , s´5, 0sq

6. For any quantifiers over sets that are the same in the original predicate but are different
sets in this predicate, “merge” the sets using Theorem 5.2.13. In the example the end
result would be:

f0 pa, b,@cPCf1 pa, b, cq , DdPDf2 pa, b, d, DcPCf3 pa, b, c, dqqq

V “ ps´10, 5r , r0, 15r , s´10, 10r , s´5, 0sq

7. This final predicate is the same as the original predicate and the window is a valid window
for the predicate.

At the end of this process we have a valid window for the predicate. In the remainder of this
section we will present the theorems referred to by the algorithm.
Theorem 5.2.10. Let f : CiˆpPCqjˆBˆBk Ñ B be a predicate that evaluates i computations
in the context of j sets of computations and depends on k ` 1 boolean values with the first of the
boolean variable appearing only once as a non-negated (:) term in the CNF representation of
the function. Let W : Ii`j be a valid window for f for each combination of boolean values, that
is, @ÝÑq PBj`1 valid

´

W , λÝÑa :Ci,B:pPCq
j .f

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B,ÝÑq

¯¯

.
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Let g : Ci`1ˆpPCql Ñ B be a predicate that evaluates i` 1 computations in the context of l
sets of computations. Let V : Ii`j`l`1 be a valid window for λÝÑa :Ci,

ÝÑ
B :pPCq

j ,c:C,
ÝÑ
C :pPCq

l
.f

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B, g

´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
C

¯

,ÝÑq
¯

,

for any ÝÑq : Bk.
Let U : Ii`j`l`1 be a window defined as Urms “Wrms Y Vrms, for every m P 0..i` j ´ 1,

and Urms “ Vrms, for every l P i` j..i` j ` l.
Then, for any ÝÑq : Bk, U is a valid window for both Equation 5.15 and Equation 5.16.

λÝÑa :Ci,
ÝÑ
B :pPCq

j`l`1
.f

ˆ

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B 0..j´1, @

cP
ÝÑ
B rjs

␣g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B j`1..j`l

¯

,ÝÑq

˙

(5.15)

λÝÑa :Ci,
ÝÑ
B :pPCq

j`l`1
.f

ˆ

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B 0..j´1, D

cP
ÝÑ
B rjs

g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B j`1..j`l

¯

,ÝÑq

˙

(5.16)

(:) if the term appears negated, the theorem can applied by negating the quantifiers.

Proof. To prove the result we need to show that Equations 5.8 and 5.9 are valid. If we do, then
from Theorem 5.2.1, we know U is a valid window for both formulas.

We start by proving Equation 5.8. This means we need to prove the following two formulas:

@ÝÑa PCi@ÝÑB PpPCq
j
@ÝÑ
C PpPCq

j`1
@
aP
ÝÑa
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rUsa ñ f

ˆ

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B,@

cP
ÝÑ
C r0s

␣g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
C ´0

¯

,ÝÑq

˙

“ K

@ÝÑa PCi@ÝÑB PpPCq
j
@ÝÑ
C PpPCq

j`1
@
aP
ÝÑa
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rUsa ñ f

ˆ

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B, D

cP
ÝÑ
C r0s

g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
C ´0

¯

,ÝÑq

˙

“ K

Both these equations are proved in the same way. Regardless of the value of a P ÝÑa , if
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rUsa, then ÝÑa

ÝÑ
R rWsa because for m in 0..i ´ 1, Urms “ Wrms Y Vrms. We know W

is a valid window for f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B, r,ÝÑq

¯

for any r : B and any ÝÑq : Bk, so we know that f must
evaluate to K.

This proves Equation 5.8, but we also have to prove Equation 5.9. Tha requires proving that,
regardless of the value of ÝÑq : Bj:

@ÝÑa PCi@ÝÑB PpPCq
j`l`1

@ÝÑ
C PpPCq

j`l`1
@
aP
ÝÑa

´

ÝÑ
B Ó

rUs
a“
ÝÑ
C Ó

rUs
a

¯

ñ

ˆ

f

ˆ

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B 0..j´1, @

cP
ÝÑ
B rjs

␣g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B j`1..j`l

¯

,ÝÑq

˙

“ f

ˆ

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C 0..j´1, @

cP
ÝÑ
C rjs

␣g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
C j`1..j`l

¯

,ÝÑq

˙˙

@ÝÑa PCi@ÝÑB PpPCq
j`l`1

@ÝÑ
C PpPCq

j`l`1
@
aP
ÝÑa

´

ÝÑ
B Ó

rUs
a“
ÝÑ
C Ó

rUs
a

¯

ñ

ˆ

f

ˆ

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B 0..j´1, D

cP
ÝÑ
B rjs

g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B j`1..j`l

¯

,ÝÑq

˙

“ f

ˆ

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C 0..j´1, D

cP
ÝÑ
C rjs

g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
C j`1..j`l

¯

,ÝÑq

˙˙

Given the ÝÑB Ó
rUs

a“
ÝÑ
C Ó

rUs
a , we know that f

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B 0..j´1,J,ÝÑq

¯

“ f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C 0..j´1,J,ÝÑq

¯

and f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B 0..j´1,K,ÝÑq

¯

“ f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C 0..j´1,K,ÝÑq

¯

, due to the theorem’s preconditions as W
is contained in U and W is a valid window for f , regardless of the value of the k ` 1 boolean
variables, which includes ÝÑq and the isolated boolean variable replacing the quantifier.
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What we don’t know is whether f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B 0..j´1,J,ÝÑq

¯

“ f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C 0..j´1,K,ÝÑq

¯

. For the

values of ÝÑa , ÝÑB , ÝÑC and a for which this last equality holds, Equation 5.9 is verified. In these
cases, the value taken by g is irrelevant.

For the remaining combinations of ÝÑa , ÝÑB ÝÑ
C and a, we can make use of Theorem 5.2.3 and

just keep the third parameter of f :

´

ÝÑ
B Ó

rUs
a“
ÝÑ
C Ó

rUs
a

¯

ñ

ˆˆ

@
cP
ÝÑ
B rjs

␣g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B j`1..j`l

¯

˙

“ @
cP
ÝÑ
C rjs

␣g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
C j`1..j`l

¯

˙

´

ÝÑ
B Ó

rUs
a“
ÝÑ
C Ó

rUs
a

¯

ñ

ˆˆ

D
cP
ÝÑ
B rjs

g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B j`1..j`l

¯

˙

“ D
cP
ÝÑ
C rjs

g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
C j`1..j`l

¯

˙

These two formulas are actually equivalent since the negation can be moved out of the uni-
versal quantifier, transforming the quantifier into an existential quantifier. We only have to prove
the second formula:

´

ÝÑ
B Ó

rUs
a“
ÝÑ
C Ó

rUs
a

¯

ñ

ˆˆ

D
cP
ÝÑ
B rjs

g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B j`1..j`l

¯

˙

“ D
cP
ÝÑ
C rjs

g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
C j`1..j`l

¯

˙

We can split the quantifiers into two groups: ÝÑB rjs “ ÝÑB rjs Ó
rUri`jss

a Y

´

ÝÑ
B rjsz

ÝÑ
B rjs Ó

rUri`jss
a

¯

.
For the cases where c is in the second group, we know the composition of f and g will evaluate
to K, regardless of the value of ÝÑB j`1..j`l because V is a valid window and ÝÑa ` pcq is outside of
rVsa because V is contained inside U . The equation above can therefore be simplified to:

´

ÝÑ
B Ó

rUs
a“
ÝÑ
C Ó

rUs
a

¯

ñ

ˆˆ

D
cP
ÝÑ
B rjsÓ

rUsa

g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B j`1..j`l

¯

˙

“ D
cP
ÝÑ
C rjsÓ

rUsa

g
´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
C j`1..j`l

¯

˙

Because (1) V is contained in U , (2) V is a valid window for the composition of f and g,
(3) the composition of f and g is equivalent to the value of g (by Theorem 5.2.3), we know the
values of g in the equation above must evaluate to the same values for both ÝÑB and ÝÑC for the
same value of c. But since the quantifiers have the exact same sets of computations, the two sides
of the equation must evaluate to J.

This proves the two conditions in Equation 5.8 and Equation 5.9, proving the theorem.

Theorem 5.2.11. Let f : Ci ˆ pPCqj ˆ Bk Ñ B be a predicate in DNF over i input sets and j
context sets, dependnt on k boolean variables. Let g : CiˆpPCqj Ñ B be a predicate build from
f by removing any constraints that have any of the k boolean variables. Let W : Ii`j be a valid
window for g. Then W is a valid window for f , for each combination of the boolean variables,

that is, @ÝÑq PBk valid

ˆ

W , λÝÑa :Ci,
ÝÑ
B :pPCq

j
.f

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B,ÝÑq

¯

˙

.

Proof. To show W is a valid window for f , we must show that:

@ÝÑq PBk@ÝÑa PCi@ÝÑB PpPCq
j
@
aP
ÝÑa
ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rWsa ñ

´

f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B,ÝÑq

¯

ô K

¯

@ÝÑq PBk@ÝÑa PCi@ÝÑB PpPCq
j
@ÝÑ
C PCj

@
aP
ÝÑa

´

ÝÑ
B Ó

rWs
a“
ÝÑ
C Ó

rWs
a

¯

ñ

´

f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B,ÝÑq

¯

ô f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C ,ÝÑq

¯¯
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If W is a valid window for g, then for any ÝÑa such that ÝÑa
ÝÑ
R rWsa, g evaluates to K. But for

that to happen it must be the case that at least one constraint evaluates to K. This proves the first
condition.

To show the second condition, we must show that g being the same for two sets B and B
impllies f is the same. Let’s assume this is not the case, that there is a ÝÑq , a ÝÑa , a ÝÑB , a ÝÑC and
a a, such that ÝÑB Ó

rWs
a“

ÝÑ
C Ó

rWs
a and g

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ g
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C

¯

, but for which f
´

a,
ÝÑ
B,ÝÑq

¯

‰

f
´

a,
ÝÑ
C ,ÝÑq

¯

. Since ␣g
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ñ ␣f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B,ÝÑq

¯

(same reasoning as for the first equation

to prove), this can only happen if g
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ô J and f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B,ÝÑq

¯

ô K (or with ÝÑC instead

of ÝÑB , but the situation is symmetrical so proving one case proves both). But if g
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

is
J it means every constraint in the g must be J. Since all constraints with any of the boolean
variables are removed, if f

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B,ÝÑq

¯

is K it is because one of the added constraints is K. But

if the added constraint is K, then there is no way f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
C ,ÝÑq

¯

ô J, because it has the same
exact constraint. This proves the second condition, proving that if W is a valid window for g, it
is a valid window for f .

Theorem 5.2.12. Let f : Ci ˆ pPCqj Ñ B be a predicate and W : Ii`j a valid window for f .
Let I : I be any interval. Then the window V : Ii`j that is equal to W for all dimensions except
k, and such that Vrks “Wrks YI I is also a valid window for f .

Proof. We need to prove both Equation 5.8 and Equation 5.9 for V . If the f evaluates to K
for any value outside W , it will evaluate to Kfor any value outside V , as V is a superset of W ,
proving Equation 5.8. If the projections of both B and C are equal in V , they are equal in W ,
proving Equation 5.9.

Theorem 5.2.13. Let f : Ci ˆ pPCqj Ñ B be a predicate over i input sets and j context
sets. Let g : i ˆ j ´ 1 Ñ B be a predicate that uses the same twice as a context set for f :
g

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ f
´

ÝÑa , p
ÝÑ
B r0sq `

ÝÑ
B

¯

(we assume it is the first one, but because the sets can be

freely reordered, this has no loss in generality). Let W : Ii`j be a valid window for f . Then the
window W0..i´1 ` pWris YI Wri` 1sq `Wi`2..i`j´1 is a valid window for g.

Proof. This is an application of Theorem 5.2.12 whereby element Wris is extended with Wri`1s
and vice-versa.

In this section we have shown how to construct a valid window for a recognizer whose se-
lection predicate contains quantifiers by starting with windows for non-quantified formulas and
incrementally adding quantifiers.

5.2.5 Buffered Recognizer Operation
Computing windows for recognizers, as described in the previous sections, allows determining
windows for recognizers, but doesn’t show how these recognizers can operate.
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We propose an implementation where every recognizer operates independently from other
recognizers and maintains sets of computations in its internal state. The recognizers are con-
nected to each other and “feed” output computations to the inputs and contexts of other recog-
nizers, like in the example shown in Figure 5.1. Each recognizer has a buffer – a set of computa-
tions – for each input and context. These sets are subsets of the input and context sets defined in
Section 5.1.3. The contents of each the recognizer’s internal state sets change over time as new
computations are added by probes or other recognizers and as computations in the set are, as
we will see later, removed by the recognizer. In this section we will formalize this implementa-
tion and show that, for recognizers with limited valid windows (as defined in Theorem 5.2.1), the
number of computations held in the buffers is finite. We will also show how the windows may in-
troduce delay in the operation of the recognizers, providing the key principles for the discussion
of delays in Section 5.2.8. At the end of this section we will have an implementable algorithm
for recognizers. This algorithm can still be improved and in Section 5.2.6 further refinement of
the algorithm will be discussed to deal with certain cases of unlimited windows.

To formalize the implementation of a recognizer, we start by defining a temporal sequence of
a set of computations. A temporal sequence of a set of computations is a mapping from time to
a subset of the set of computations. It represents a set of computations changing over time. We
represent a sequence as: pa. All sequences have the same type, TÑ PC.

We say a sequence pa is smooth if it verifies Equation 5.17. A smooth sequence is a sequence
where computations “join” in at some point and later they “leave” the sequence.

@tPT@uPT|uątt@bPCb P pa ptq ^ b P pa puq ñ
`

@vPT|vątt^vătub P pa pvq
˘

(5.17)

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all sequences discussed in this document are smooth.

A spread of a set is a sequence where the computations that can be at each time-indexed
set are those that have completed by the indexing time or a bit further into the future. We call
this extension into the future a lookahead. If there is no lookahead then only present and past
computations may be in each set. This future lookahead is responsible for the delays discussed
in Section 5.2.8.

Formally, we say a sequence is a spread of a set with lookahead t if:

1. All computations in the set are present at least at the time index corresponding to their
endtimes (see Equation 5.18).

2. Each set in the sequence is a subset of the set (see Equation 5.19). While this condition in
itself would allow a computation in the set not appear in the sequence, this is not possible
due to the previous condition.obligatory

3. No computations are present in the set indexed by u if they end after t `t u (see Equa-
tion 5.20). This means lookahead in the sequence is limited to t.

4. The sequence is smooth as defined in Equation 5.17.
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Timett`t LwpWq t`t UwpWq

Figure 5.6: Illustration of a window-based spread of a set of computations

spreadt ppa,Aq ñ
`

@bPAb P pa
`

b´t t
˘˘

(5.18)

spreadt ppa,Aq ñ

˜

ď

uPT

pa puq “ A

¸

(5.19)

spreadt ppa,Aq ñ
´

@bPA@uPT|uătb´tb R pa puq
¯

(5.20)

We write sequences of vectors of computations as
ÝÑ
pa and we extend the spread operator to

allow checking that each sequence in the set is a spread of a set in a vector of computations.

spreadt

´

ÝÑ
pa ,
ÝÑ
A

¯

“

ˆ

@
iP0..#

ÝÑ
pa ´1

spreadt

´

ÝÑ
pa ris,

ÝÑ
A ris

¯

˙

(5.21)

Given a vector of sets of computations, ÝÑA : pPCqi and a window W : Ii, both with i dimen-
sions, we can define a window-based spread of the set, wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
A

¯

. This is a spread built
by filtering the set at any time with the given window as in Equation 5.22.

@WPIi@ÝÑA PpPCq
i
wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
A

¯

“ λt:T.
ÝÑ
A ÓrWs

t (5.22)

Theorem 5.2.14. Let W be a window with i dimensions, let
ÝÑ
A be a vector of i sets of computa-

tions. The sequence defined by wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
A

¯

is a spread of
ÝÑ
A with lookahead UwpWq.

Proof. Trivial from the definition of window and spread.

With the definition window-based spread we can now build spreads of all input and context
sets of a recognizer (formally defined in Equation 5.1) as long as that recognizer has a valid
window W .

We introduce the concept of a timed selection predicate. A timed selection predicate is a
parametrization of a selection predicate that at some point t : T only accepts sets of computations
that where the latest one has terminated at that time moment.

@tPT@ÝÑa PCi@ÝÑB PpPCq
j
f ptq

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

^MpÝÑa q “ t (5.23)

Theorem 5.2.15. Let Rf,e be a recognizer with i inputs and j context sets. Let W : Ii`j be a
window for the recognizer that verifies the conditions of Theorem 5.2.1. Let

ÝÑ
A : pPCqi be a
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vector of input sets of the recognizer and let
ÝÑ
pb : pPCqj be a vector of context sets. Let C be the

output of the recognizer as defined in Equation 5.24. Let pc be defined by Equation 5.25. Then
Equation 5.26 is J.

C “ Rf,e

´

ÝÑ
A,
ÝÑ
B

¯

(5.24)

@tPTpc ptq “ Rf ptq,e

´

wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
A

¯

ptq ,wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
B

¯

ptq
¯

(5.25)
ď

t:T

pc ptq “ C (5.26)

Proof. Consider any ÝÑa P ÝÑA . If f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ J, then we know, by Theorem 5.2.1, that for any

a P ÝÑa , f
´

ÝÑa ,wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
B

¯

paq
¯

“ J. Therefore, due to the definition of timed selection

predicate in Equation 5.23, for t “ MpÝÑa q, f ptq
´

ÝÑa ,wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
B

¯

ptq
¯

“ J. But if ÝÑa is

accepted at time MpÝÑa q, then e pÝÑa q P pc pMpÝÑa qq. Because we assumed f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ J, we
know e pÝÑa q P C. This means all computations accepted by the recognizer in Equation 5.24 will
be accepted by the recognizer defined in Equation 5.25.

Let’s consider the case where f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ K. For any t ‰MpÝÑa q, we know f ptq
´

ÝÑa ,wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
B

¯

ptq
¯

“

K, by Equation 5.23. SoÝÑa will never be accepted by the recognizer in Equation 5.25 at any time
other than MpÝÑa q.

For t “MpÝÑa q, we know, by Theorem 5.2.1, that f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

“ f
´

ÝÑa ,wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
B

¯

ptq
¯

,

since W is a valid window for the recognizer. With Equation 5.23 we know f
´

ÝÑa ,wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
B

¯

ptq
¯

“

f ptq
´

ÝÑa ,wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
B

¯

ptq
¯

. This means ÝÑa will never be accepted by the timed selection
predicate at any time and, therefore, e pÝÑa q R C, proving the theorem.

Theorem 5.2.15 is a refined version of Theorem 5.2.1. It specifies that if a set of input com-
putations is accepted by the selection predicate, then it will be accepted at the time of the last
computation in the vector. This provides a simple algorithm to implement a recognizer: every
time a computation arrives, it is added to the recognizer and tested against all other input com-
putations for acceptance by the filter. Computations are removed from the recognizer’s buffers
when they reach the end of the window as the window moves forward in time.

The average number of computations stored by the recognizer can be computed as the win-
dow size multiplied by the maximum rate at which computations arrive multiplied by the number
of inputs. The computational complexity of adding a computation to the recognizer can be esti-
mated to be in the order or magnitude number of the combinations of computations stored in its
input buffers.

This provides the basis for the algorithms that make up the recognizer’s operational logic.
Future lookahead is dealt with by introducing a delay. At time t the value of wspreadW

´

ÝÑ
A

¯

is not not available if UwpWq ąt 0s. However, at time t`tUwpWq it will be available. The same
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm executed when a computation in an input is detected.
function INPUT RECEIVED(i, a) Ź Computation a detected at input i at time t.

λ1 Ð λpINPUT RECEIVED NOWpi, aqq
SET ALARM(UwpWq, λ1) Ź Process after the lookahead delay.

end function
function INPUT RECEIVED NOW(i, a)
ÝÑ
A ris Ð

ÝÑ
A ris Y tau

λ1 Ð

´

ÝÑ
A ris Ð

ÝÑ
A risztau

¯

SET ALARM(´t LwpWq, λ1) Ź Remove computation after window.
for all ÝÑa P

Ś

´

ÝÑ
A

¯

do

if f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

then
e1 “ e pÝÑa q
EMIT(e1) Ź Emit result if any combination matches.

end if
end for

end function

applies for the context sets. A recognizer can hold future events in its buffers if its internal clock
is set to the past. This is the source of the delay discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.8.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm executed when a computation in a context is detected.
function CONTEXT RECEIVED(i, b) Ź Computation b detected at context i.
ÝÑ
B ris Ð

ÝÑ
B ris Y tbu Ź Add the computation to the context set.

λ1 Ð

´

ÝÑ
B ris Ð

ÝÑ
B risztbu

¯

ALARM AT(λ1) Ź Remove the computation once it leaves the window.
end function

The algorithms above describe the operation of a recognizer that keeps computations in a
buffer during at least a time window. When new computations are placed in the buffer we match
them against existing computations in the other buffers. We showed such operation is proven
correct and, provided the window is finite, that it requires a limited number of computations
implying it is computationally limited and memory limited.

But there are two issues not addressed by the mechanism described above: it requires the
window to be finite for the memory and computation complexity to be finite, and being limited
doesn’t mean being efficient. In the remainder of this section, and in the following ones, we will
discuss purging buffers, that is, removing useless computations from buffers that do not affect
the final result. We show that purging buffers allows some important cases of recognizers with
infinite windows to operate with a finite number of computations in memory and can provide for
a more efficient execution.

Purging a buffer is essentially removing computations whose presence in the buffer has no
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effect on the evaluation of the selection predicate. This purge is time-sensitive: at some time t a
computation a may be useful but at time u (with u ąt t) it may no longer be useful.

Let’s illustrate this with an example. Consider a selection predicate for a recognizer that
matches two computations, an open with a close, such that each open is matched to a close as
long as they have the same file descriptor and that there are no other open or close computations
with those file descriptors in between. Such a recognizer uses two input sets, A and B, where
it draws open and close computations from. It also uses the two similar sets as context sets
because it needs to look to other opens and other closes to decide whether to match an open to a
close as will be seen below. The selection predicate for such a recognizer could be written as in
Equation 5.27:

f pa, b, A,Bq “ fdpaq “ fdpbq ^ a ăt b^X pa, b, Aq ^X pa, b, Bq (5.27)

X pa, b, Cq “ ␣
`

DcPCfdpaq “ fdpcq ^ c ąt a^ c ăt b
˘

(5.28)

Equation 5.27 states that an open a matches a close b if they have the same file descriptor, the
open comes before the close and there are no more opens or closes for the same file descriptor in
between. These last conditions prevent matching opens with anything other than the immediately
following close for the same file descriptor.

If we apply the rules described in Section 5.2.3, the window for this predicate is T4. This
can be seen intuitively as there are no restrictions in the predicate to limit the time a close can
take to appear after an open. But we know intuitively that we don’t need to keep around opens
and closes that have been already matched, even though the predicate doesn’t explicitly refer this
restriction.

Suppose now that we did find an open computation d and a close computation e that verify
the selection predicate, that is, f pd, e, A,Bq “ J. If the current time is v, we know that v ąt e
and v ąt d as we can only recognize computations in the present or in the past. If we could
prove that there is no future computation a such that a ąt v and that f pa, e, A,Bq “ J we could
remove e from the recognizer’s input buffer (we will provide a formal proof of this later; for now
let’s follow intuitively). Similarly, if we could prove that there is no future computation b such
that b ąt v such that f pd, b, A,Bq “ J, we could remove d from the input buffer.

Formalizing (and generalizing) the reasoning presented above requires reasoning about future
computations, to be able to reproduce the“there is no future computation such that” reasoning
intuitively exposed above. This will be done in the following section.

5.2.6 Future Values

Given a selection predicate f : CiˆpPCqj Ñ B, a vector of input sets ÝÑA : pPCqi and a vector of
context sets, ÝÑB : pPCqj , we say a computation a of set k(k ě 0^ k ă i) is useless at time t if:

@ÝÑa P
ÝÑ
A´k|Mp

ÝÑa qětt
f

´

ÝÑa `k paq,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ô K (5.29)

Intuitively, a computation is useless at a time if there are no combinations of input com-
putations, with at least one ending at least at that time, that can be accepted by the selection
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predicate. In the model described in Section 5.2.5, this allows removing the computation from
the recognizer’s buffers even if it still fits in the window.

For example, consider the following selection predicate:

f pa, bq “ a ăt b (5.30)

This predicate matches any a to any b as long as the second comes before the first. Consider
a computation c in the set matching the second parameter of f , such that t “ c. At time t,
this computation cannot match any new computation that may arrive in the first parameter so it
is useless. This is captured by Equation 5.29 as any ÝÑa that has c as second computation will
evalute to K because the first computation will have end time greater or equal to t.

Given a selection predicate, f : Ci ˆ pPCqj Ñ B, a vector of input sets, ÝÑA : pPCqi, a vector
of context sets,ÝÑB : pPCqj , and a computation that belongs to a context set k P 0..j´1, b P ÝÑB rks,
we say computation b is useless at time t : T if:

@ÝÑa P
ÝÑ
A |Mp

ÝÑa qětt
f

´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ô f
´

ÝÑa ,
ÝÑ
B´k `k p

ÝÑ
B rksztbuq

¯

(5.31)

Just like previously for input sets, a computation b is useless at time t if its presence is
irrelevant to the recognition of any sets of computations that contain at least one computation
coming after t.

The definition of useless does not make any reference to time windows. That is important
because it allows removing computations from buffers even when the windows are unlimited.
The definitions above allow us to remove computations from input sets and from context sets,
but they do not provide us with any way of knowing whether a computation is useless at a certain
t without access to the full sets.

It is not possible to say whether an individual computation a is useless at some point in time
in isolation. It is usually possible to say it is useless because the computations that have arrived
before a are such that the selection predicate will always evaluate to K for any ÝÑa that contains
a. We encode this concept in a transformation of the selection predicate that determines if it is
possible for the selection predicate to evaluate to J.

The useless transformation comes in two flavors, one with a bias towardsJ, UJ and one with
a bias towards K, UK. These transformations operate on a predicate and receive two additional
parameters: an index of a set to remove and a list of indexes input sets to consider to be future.
So, the useless transformation biased towards J of f for set 0 with input sets t1, 2u is written as
UJ

0,t1,2u rf s. A useless transformation with
ÝÑ
l input sets indexes marked as future applied to a

predicate with type Ci ˆ pPCqj Ñ B is a function with type C ˆ T ˆ T#l Ñ B. The resuting
function only depends on the computation to test, the current time and #

ÝÑ
l time values that

represent how far in the future each of the #
ÝÑ
l computations will arrive. It does depends neither

on i nor on j.
The useless transformation is defined by construction. In general, given a formula f : Ci ˆ

pPCqj Ñ B in DNF with no negated quantifiers, we define the transformation UJ

k,
ÝÑ
l
rf s as:

1. For each term that is not a quantifier:

(a) If the term depends on anything other than the end time of input to remove or the end
time of one of the future inputs, replace the term with the bias (J for UJ and K for
UJ) and there’s nothing else to do the term.
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(b) Replace the end time of input l with t`t δl.

2. For each term that is a quantifier over set ÝÑB rms, replace the quantifier with:

(a) For a D
cP
ÝÑ
B rms

g
´

a, c,
ÝÑ
B

¯

in a UJ transformation:

¨

˚

˝

ł

c:tc:
ÝÑ
B rms|căttu

UJ

k,
ÝÑ
l

„

λÝÑa :Ci,
ÝÑ
B :pPCq

j
.g

´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ȷ

X

˛

‹

‚

^ UJ

k,
ÝÑ
l Ytmu

rgsX

(b) For a D
cP
ÝÑ
B rms

g
´

a, c,
ÝÑ
B

¯

in a UK transformation:

ł

c:tc:
ÝÑ
B rms|căttu

UJ

k,
ÝÑ
l

„

λÝÑa :Ci,
ÝÑ
B :pPCq

j
.g

´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ȷ

X

(c) For a @
cP
ÝÑ
B rms

g
´

a, c,
ÝÑ
B

¯

in a UJ transformation:

ľ

c:tc:
ÝÑ
B rms|căttu

UK

k,
ÝÑ
l

„

λÝÑa :Ci,
ÝÑ
B :pPCq

j
.g

´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ȷ

(d) For a @
cP
ÝÑ
B rms

g
´

a, c,
ÝÑ
B

¯

in a UK transformation:

¨

˚

˝

ľ

c:tc:
ÝÑ
B rms|căttu

UK

k,
ÝÑ
l

„

λÝÑa :Ci,
ÝÑ
B :pPCq

j
.g

´

ÝÑa , c,
ÝÑ
B

¯

ȷ

˛

‹

‚

_ UK

k,
ÝÑ
l Ytmu

rgs

Intuitively, the UJ and UK transformations will change the predicate to one that only de-
pends on end times of computations that may happen in the future (the k computations). The
transforamtion biased towards J will assume that terms it cannot compute are J, will assume
existential quantifiers may eventually quantify over something that will make the formula J,
and will assume universal quantifiers won’t eventually quantify over anything that may be K.
Conversely, transformation biased towards K will assume the inverse.

For example, consider the example given in Equation 5.30. We can compute the useless
transformation biased towards J for the first parameter, UJ

0,t1u rf s “ t ăt t`t δb. We will later
make use of the fact that, because this equation has a solution with δb ąt 0 it means that, if we
assume a computation a such that a “ t, a computation b can come in the future that matches
computation a.

However, if we consider for the second parameter, UJ
1,t0u rf s “ t`t δb ăt t, we see this only

has solutions with δb ăt 0, meaning it can only match computations in the past. This verifies
what was intuitively seen about the predicate in Equation 5.30: b computations can be discarded
immediately, but a computations can not.
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The importance of the useless transformation is derived from Theorem 5.2.16 and Theo-
rem 5.2.17. Theorem 5.2.16 establishes that we can determine that a computation is useless (see
Equation 5.29 and Equation 5.31) from the value of the useless transformation. Theorem 5.2.17
establishes that a useless computation can be removed in a buffered operation as described in
Section 5.2.5.
Theorem 5.2.16. Let f : Ci ˆ pPCqj Ñ B be a predicate over i computations (i ą 1) and j sets
of computations. Let f be such that it has exactly one quantified subexpression per context set,
which may be nested inside other quantified subexpressions. f and all its quantified sub-formulas
are in DNF. Let

ÝÑ
A : pPCqi be a set of inputs and

ÝÑ
B : pPCqj be a set of contexts. Let a be a

computation in
ÝÑ
A rks, where k P 0..i ´ 1. Let t : T be such that t ąt a. We say a is useless at

time t (Equation 5.29 holds) if:

@lP0..i´1|l‰kDδlPT|δląt0U
J
i,tlu rf s pa, t, tδluq ô K

Similarly, let b be a computation in
ÝÑ
B rms, where m P 0..j ´ 1. Let ÝÑi : Zn be the indexes of

the positions in
ÝÑ
B that are used by quantifiers enclosing

ÝÑ
B rms. Let g : Ci`n`1ˆpPCqj´n´1

Ñ B
be the formula inside the quantifier over

ÝÑ
B rms, with n additional variables from the enclosing

quantifiers. Let h : Ci`n ˆ pPCqj´n´1
Ñ B be the conjunction of all terms of all restrictions

that either contain the quantifier enclosing g or contain one of the quantifiers enclosing it. Let
u : T such that u ąt b. We say b is useless at time u (Equation 5.31 holds) if g is existentially
quantified and Equation 5.32 holds of if g is universally quantified and Equation 5.33 holds.

@lP0..i´1DδlPT|δląt0U
J

i`n`1,
ÝÑ
i
rg ^ hs pb, u, tδluq ô K (5.32)

@lP0..i´1DδlPT|δląt0U
K

i`n`1,
ÝÑ
i
rg ^ hs pb, u, tδluq ô J (5.33)

Proof. First, consider transformations biased towards J. If the transformation returns K, then
it means all constraints have evaluated to K. This means all constraints in the predicate have at
least one condition in the transformation that is K: if all conditions had been removed from a
constraint, the constraint would have evaluted toJ and the transformation would unconditionally
evalute to J.

For each condition that has evaluated to K, we can check whether it was a quantifier or not. If
the condition was not a quantifier, then the predicate must also return K because the condition is
not modified. If the condition was an existential quantifier and evaluated to K, then it means that
the evaluation of the quantifier condition was false for every element a such that a ăt t and that
the transformation of the quantifier condition, biased towards J, also returns K. If the condition
was a universal quantifier, then at least one current element evaluates to K. In the case of either
quantifier the evaluation of the constraint in the original predicate must always be K because the
terms still exist in the original predicate.

The reasoning for transformations towards K is symmetrical: if the transformation returns J
then we every condition must evaluate to J in the original predicate.

Theorem 5.2.17. Let f : Ci ˆ pPCqj Ñ B be a selection predicate with i inputs and j context
sets. Let e : Ci Ñ C be an emission function with i inputs. Let

ÝÑ
A : pPCqi be an input,

ÝÑ
B : pPCqj

be a context and C : C be an output. Let w : T be a lookahead value and
ÝÑ
pa : T Ñ pPCqi be a
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sequence such that spreadw

´

ÝÑ
pa ,
ÝÑ
A

¯

,
ÝÑ
pb : TÑ pPCqj be a sequence such that spreadw

´ÝÑ
pb ,
ÝÑ
B

¯

and pc : TÑ PC be a sequence such that spreadw ppc, Cq. Let
ÝÑ
pa ,
ÝÑ
pb and pc be such that @tPTpc ptq “

Rf ptq,e

´

ÝÑ
pa ptq ,

ÝÑ
pb ptq

¯

and C “ Rf,e

´

ÝÑ
A,
ÝÑ
B

¯

.

Let k : Z be a value in 0..i ´ 1. Let a : C be a computation in
ÝÑ
A rks. Let u : T be a point

in time such that a is useless at u as defined in Equation 5.29. Let pd : T Ñ PC be a sequence
defined as:

@tPT

´

t ăt uñ pd ptq “ Rf ptq,e

´

ÝÑ
pa ptq ,

ÝÑ
pb ptq

¯¯

^

´

t ět uñ pd ptq “ Rf ptq,e

´

ÝÑ
pa ptq ztau,

ÝÑ
pb ptq

¯¯

Let l : Z be a value in 0..j ´ 1. Let b : C be a computation in Brls. Let v : T be a point
in time such that b is useless at v as defined in Equation 5.31. Let pe : T Ñ PC be a sequence
defined as:

@tPT

´

t ăt v ñ pe ptq “ Rf ptq,e

´

ÝÑ
pa ptq ,

ÝÑ
pb ptq

¯¯

^

´

t ět v ñ pe ptq “ Rf ptq,e

´

ÝÑ
pa ptq ,

ÝÑ
pb ptq ztbu

¯¯

Then, @tPT pd ptq “ pc ptq and @tPTpe ptq “ pc ptq.

Proof. Trivial from Equation 5.29 and Equation 5.31. If the presence of the computation does
not affect the selection predicate, the outputs are the same.

With the definitions above, we can now extend the way a recognizer operates beyond what
was defined in Algorithm 2 and in Algorithm 1. We can periodically scan all computations in
the buffers to determine whether they are useful or not. This can occur in parallel to remove
computations from the buffers even if they fit inside the time window.

5.2.7 Type System
The semantics described in this chapter consider all computations to have a single type, C. This
is a simplification of CALL because in CALL computations are typed and each type defines
multiple attributes which are, themselves, also typed. And, more than just defining types of
computations, CALL supports type graphs with multiple inheritance.

The lack of types in the semantics does not affect its conclusions. It only means the model
used for the semantics is more abstract and less restrictive that CALL. That means all the results
still apply, because if they apply in the general case, they apply in the more restrictive case.

CALL has a type verification system, its interpreter / compiler, and that verification system
will ensure only type-valid statements can be made. The semantics described in this chapter only
apply to programs that are well-formed.

5.2.8 Time and delays
It is possible to have a recognizer with a window whose upper bound is larger than zero. This
means that, at time t, we need computations with end time u ąt t. CALL has no prediction
system to guess whether such computations will occur and what it does is delay the clock of
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each recognizer by that amount. That means all computations emitted by a recognizer with
window W will be emitted with a delay that is equal to UwpWq (they will still report the correct
end time).

But as recognizers are used in a graph, a delay on the output of one recognizer will mean
all recognizers that depend on it will get its input delayed. Since those recognizers may need to
delay the output themselves, their internal clock will be delayed even further.

So, in the end, in the recognizer DAG, each recognizer will have its internal clock delayed
by the sum of (1) the maximum of its recognizer window (or zero if the window is negative) and
(2) the maximum delay of any of its inputs or contexts.

If we put aside limitations in the algorithm to compute windows that may lead to larger
windows that strictly necessary, the delays in the recognizers are fundamental and should be
reasonable for the business. For example, if we state that a ping with no response after 5 seconds
is a missed ping we must wait for 5 seconds after the ping to report the missed ping that happened
5 seconds earlier. This is not an arbitrary limitation introduced by CALL or by the formalization
of its semantics, it is implied by the problem itself.
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Chapter 6

CALL Runtime

This chapter discusses the CALL runtime, also known as CALL-RE. The runtime is responsible
for interpreting and analyzing CALL specifications and execute all elements in the diagnosis
system’s architecture with the exception of the probes. Probes are system-specific and so their
lifecycle is controlled externally from CALL-RE.

CALL’s runtime architecture was designed to fulfill several of the claims described in Chap-
ter 1:

• Improving quality by ensuring probe adequacy. CALL specifications are sufficiently
expressive to allow CALL-RE to understand which probes’ outputs are used and which
are not. This allows CALL-RE to flag unnecessary probes that can be removed from
deployment.

• Being general by supporting several styles of systems. CALL-RE’s architecture is in-
dependent of the monitored system’s style. It can be used with single-process systems,
event-based systems, repository-based systems and systems with different (and mixed)
styles.

• Being general by being independent of probe implementation technology. CALL-
RE was designed to allow probes – and, consequently, the system being monitored – to
be written in any language and hardware architecture. CALL-RE was designed to even be
usable in mixed systems with different probes being implemented in different technologies.

• Being scalable with respect to system size. CALL-RE was designed to be independent
of the number of components of the system being monitored.

• Being scalable with respect to data volume. CALL-RE was designed to work with large
data volumes, allowing its own processing to be spread among multiple servers to distribute
both computation and network cost.

• Being practical. CALL-RE’s configuration is straightforward. For small systems a few
lines of CALL will do. For larger systems, CALL-RE configuration is similar, conceptu-
ally, to many other deployment systems.
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Figure 6.1: Different systems involved when executing the proposed framework.

6.1 CALL Architecture and Deployment Architecture
CALL-RE is a runtime: an environment that executes programs. When discussing architecture
it is important to distinguish between three concepts:

• the architecture of CALL-RE itself;
• the architecture of the system that is executed when CALL-RE is given a specification

written in CALL – the diagnosis system;
• the architecture of the target system, the system being monitored
These three systems are illustrated in Figure 6.1.
CALL-RE’s architecture is important to the discussion of how CALL-RE itself is imple-

mented. But, for the purpose of this thesis, we care about the structure of the interpreted system.
How CALL-RE is actually structured is mostly irrelevant since it does not affect the thesis’
claims.

6.1.1 CALL Template Architecture

As stated above, CALL-RE is an environment that executes programs. But, unlike operating
systems or the Java Virtual Machine, CALL-RE has two significant differences: it is designed
to run in multiple instances and it is significantly more restrictive with respect to the structure of
the programs it executes.

For first difference between CALL-RE and operating systems means essentially that CALL-
RE is networked at a fundamental level: each CALL-RE instance is designed to be aware that
others exist and coordinate with others the execution of a CALL specification. In this regard we
can say CALL-RE is designed to work in clusters, or in a grid. CALL-RE assumes standard
TCP/IP connection between nodes.

A consequence of this design decision, made to support scalability with respect to both sys-
tem size and data volume, is that nodes, the physical execution environments of CALL-RE,
appear directly in the CALL specification that will be executed. This shows one way in which
CALL is different from traditional programming languages where code is designed to be exe-
cuted in a single operating system and the description of inter-node communication (networking)
is built in as part of the actual program, not of the operating system.

A second consequence of this design decision is that specifying deployment of a system using
CALL becomes very easy as will be shown later. This makes CALL specifications practical as
they provide few degrees of freedom with most of the work done automatically by CALL-RE.
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The second difference between CALL-RE and operating systems, being more restrictive with
respect to the structure of programs it executes, is what allows us to talk about a template archi-
tecture for CALL programs: while the specifics will differ between systems, all CALL programs
have an architecture that shares some common principles.

In all systems executed by CALL-RE, there are four types of components:
• Recognizer. Each component of type “recognizer” corresponds to a recognizer that is

specified in CALL.
• Oracle. Each component of type “oracle” corresponds to an oracle that is specified in

CALL.
• Fault Localizer. A single component of this type exists.
• Event Bus. At least one event bus must exist, but multiple event buses can be used to

spread the load. Each event bus has one or more topics. Components can subscribe to
these topics to be notified when computations are published. Components can also publish
computations to these topics.

Probes are, as described in the beginning of this section, considered to be part of the target
system and, while they connect to the diagnosis system, they are not part of it. That’s why we
don’t consider probes to be components in the system. They are, however, declared in CALL
(see Section 6.2) so that CALL-RE knows what probes to expect.

Each component in the system is deployed in a node. All computations are sent and received
using event buses: each stream (see Section 4.2.4 and Section 6.2) corresponds to a topic in an
event bus. Components and probes that publish computations to that stream will publish the
computations to the event bus topic and components and oracles that read streams subscribe to
the corresponding topic.

The fault localizer, a single component, has to be deployed in a node with an event bus. All
computations that have been classified as correct or incorrect, are sent to a single predefined topic
in that event bus.

This event-based template architecture allows for significant scalability. If there is a large
number of computations, streams can be assigned to different event buses, splitting both the
computation and network load. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.4. Also,
because the computation structures are defined in a platform and technology neutral way, the
system executed by CALL-RE is independent of the implementation technology of the system
being monitored.

Also, as the previous discussion has shown, CALL-RE’s architecture is independent of the
monitored system’s style. It can be used with single-process systems, event-based systems,
repository-based systems and systems with different (and mixed) styles. All these are abstracted
away once probes reports computations to the diagnosis system.

6.1.2 Describing the Diagnosis System’s Architecture
The description of the architecture of a system executed by CALL-RE is part of the system’s
CALL specification. A CALL specification has no structure other than the one imposed by the
language and that was described in Chapter 4 and Appendix B. However, because it is a common
engineering practice to separate specifications into multiple files to deal with different concerns,
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we follow the same convention in this thesis with respect to CALL. The conventions used in this
thesis split the CALL specification into multiple files over multiple directories:

• binding.call. Binding description as described in Section 6.3.
• bootstrap.call. Bootstrap file, includes all the others. Its contents are presented

below.
• deployment.call. Deployment description as described in Section 6.4.
• oracle types/. Directory with all oracle types.
• oracles.call. Instantiates all oracles. Described in Section 6.2.
• probes.call. Declares all probes. Described in Section 6.2.
• recognizer types/. Directory with all recognizer types.
• recognizers.call. Instantiates all recognizers. Described in Section 6.2.
• streams.call. Defines all streams 6.2.
• types/. Directory with data types.

Files are included by using the inclusion mechanism in CALL. For example, a typical bootstrap.call
file will look like:

1 // Recursively include all types. Note the string is a regular expression.
2 include all "types/.*"’;
3 include all "recognizer_types/.*"’;
4 include all "oracle_types/.*"’;
5
6 // Include all recognizers.
7 include "recognizers.call";
8
9 // Include all oracles.

10 include "oracles.call";
11
12 // Define streams.
13 include "streams.call";
14
15 // Define streams.
16 include "streams.call";
17
18 // Binding description.
19 include "bind.call";
20
21 // Deployment description.
22 include "deployment.call";

Listing 6.1: Example of a typical boostrap.call file.

6.2 Declaring Components
In CALL all components in the architecture have to be explicitly declared. Recognizers are,
by convention, declared in their own file named recognisers.call. This file contains all
recognizers. Also, by convention, recognizer types’ names have a r suffix and recognizer in-
stances’ have a ri suffix.

1 recognizer r0_ri : r0_r;
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2 recognizer r1_ri : r1_r;

Listing 6.2: Declaring recognizers.

Oracles are, also by convention, declared in their own file named oracles.call. Like
recognizers, oracle type names have the o suffix and oracles have the name oi suffix.

1 oracle o0_oi : o0_o;

Listing 6.3: Declaring oracles.

Streams are, like recognizers and oracles, declared in their own file with a set of conven-
tions. The file is named streams.call. Streams don’t have a type of their own. Streams are
declared with the computation type that is a superclass of all computations in that stream.

1 stream s0_s : c0_t;
2 stream s1_s : c1_t;
3 stream s2_s : c2_t;

Listing 6.4: Declaring streams.

Probes are not created or started by CALL-RE, but they have to be declared to allow analysis.
CALL-RE will not accept computations from probes that were not declared in the specification.
Probes that are declared can send computations, but they are not obliged to do so. A probe that
does not send events is, from CALL-RE’s perspective, indistinguishable from a probe that is not
running. Probes are declared with the computation types they generate.

1 probe p0_p : c0_t;

Listing 6.5: Declaring probes.

6.3 Binding Description
CALL-RE moves computations between oracles, recognizers and the fault localizer. This bind-
ing of components and connectors defines which streams probes write to, which streams recog-
nizers read and write from and which streams oracles read from, as was described formally in
Chapter 5. In CALL-RE it is defined by a binding description. Binding descriptions are written
in CALL. For example, for the components defined above, the following binding description can
be used:

1 bind p0_p out s0_s;
2
3 bind r0_ri in (s0_s) out s1_s;
4 bind r1_ri in (s1_s) out s2_s;
5
6 bind o0_oi in s2_s;

Listing 6.6: Example of binding description.

A binding description is built as a set of bind statements. Bind statement syntax is slightly
different between probes, recognizers and oracles. This is because probes only have output,
oracles input and recognizers can have multiple inputs, but only one output. The syntax for the
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three types of components is shown in the example above. As was stated previously, CALL does
not instantiate probes, but requires them to be declared so it can perform analysis on the system.

The binding description in a CALL specifications is sufficiently expressive to allow the
CALL compiler to understand which probes’ outputs are used and which are not. This allows
unnecessary probes that can be removed from deployment to be flagged.

6.4 Deployment Description

The component declaration presented in Section 6.2 and the binding description presented in
Section 6.3 describe the components that form the diagnosis system’s architecture and how they
are connected: which streams probes place computations on, which streams recognizers read
from, which streams recognizers output computations to and which streams oracles read from.
Nothing in this description hints at how these are physically distributed in an actual executing
environment.

The separation between physical deployment and component and connector description has
been well established in the software architecture literature [12, 22]. In CALL-RE case, it pro-
vides several benefits:

• Connections do not depend on physical location. The way probes, recognizers and or-
acles are connected defines how the computation abstraction and classification graph is
built. This connection is independent of hardware requirements or physical deployment.
If recognizer r0 ri identifies high-level computations of type c1 t from low level com-
putations of type c0 t, r0 ri will do so regardless of where it is actually running, where
the “producers” of computations of type c0 t are and where the “consumers” of com-
putations of type c1 t are. Connector specifications are concerned with correctness of
specification.

• Physical location does not depend on connectors. If connectors do not depend on physi-
cal location, physical deployment also doesn’t depend on the connectors, assuming we can
freely communicate between different deployment nodes. So if recognizer r0 ri outputs
computations of type c1 t, which are used as inputs for recognizer r1 ri, then these
computations must flow from r0 ri to r1 ri, regardless of where they are deployed.
What prompts the software engineer to allocate a recognizer to a specific node is based on
resource requirements and availability. Physical deployment is concerned with resource
allocation.

• Binding can be reused between systems. Binding descriptions can be split into multi-
ple files and reused. It is possible to define in CALL an HTTP specification with types,
recognizers and connectors and reuse this specification in any system that uses HTTP. But
deployment descriptions are usually system specific because they involve physical nodes.

To illustrate the use of deployment descriptions to generate different architectures for the
same binding description, consider the system we’ve been using in this section with recognizers,
r0 ri and r1 ri. r0 ri reads computations from stream s0 s and emits higher-level com-
putations to stream s1 s. Recognizer r1 ri reads computations from stream s1 s and emits
higher-level computations to s2 s. Oracle o0 oi evaluates computations from s2 s. If the
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Figure 6.2: Architecture of example deployment for a low load system.

system is known upfront to have a low load (see Section 9.4.5 for a discussion on future work to
change the deployment dynamically), both recognizers, the oracle and the event bus can be run
in the same node:

1 node single_node {
2 ip "10.0.0.1";
3 // Regular expressions can be used so, in this case
4 // recognizer ".*" would also work.
5 recognizer "r0_ri";
6 recognizer "r1_ri";
7 oracle "o0_oi";
8 event_bus {
9 port 4546;

10 // Regular expressions can be used so, in this case
11 // stream ".*" would also work.
12 stream "s0_s";
13 stream "s1_s";
14 stream "s2_s";
15 }
16 }

Listing 6.7: Example of deployment for a low load system.

With this deployment structure, both recognizers, the oracle and the event bus are run in
the same node, as seen in Figure 6.2. All three streams exist as topics in the event bus. Both
recognizers use the single node’s CPU and the only external node network use is due to the
computations sent by the probe in the system to the event bus.

But if it is expected upfront that will be a large flow of incoming computations on stream
s0 s and recognizer r0 ri will need to perform a significant amount of work, s0 s and r0 ri
could be placed in their own node and a deployment with two event buses on different nodes
could be used:

1 node s0_handling_node {
2 ip "10.0.0.1";
3 recognizer "r0_ri";
4 event_bus {
5 port 4546;
6 stream "s0_s";
7 }
8 }
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Figure 6.3: Architecture of example deployment for a system with two event buses.

9
10 node single_node {
11 ip "10.0.0.2";
12 recognizer "r1_ri";
13 oracle "o0_oi";
14 event_bus {
15 port 4546;
16 stream "s1_s";
17 stream "s2_s";
18 }
19 }

Listing 6.8: Example of deployment for a high load system.

In this case, whose architecture is depicted in Figure 6.3, the probe would send computations
to stream s0 s in the event bus of node s0 handling node. These computations would
be made available to recognizer r0 ri running on that same node. When r0 ri recognizes
a computation, it sends it to the topic corresponding to stream s1 s in the event bus of node
single node. This way, assuming only a few output computations are recognized by r0 ri,
the network and computation load related to s0 s is placed on s0 handling node exclu-
sively.

Streams are the only level of granularity available to control routing of computations in
CALL-RE. If the load on stream s0 s is known upfront to exceed the computation capabili-
ties of a single physical node, then the actual system’s CALL specification would have to be
altered to split s0 s into different streams and probes would have to be configured to load bal-
ance between the streams. CALL provides no mechanism to do this type of split, usually known
as sharding, automatically (see Section 9.4.4). However, the case studies show that CALL-RE
can handle large volumes of data in a single node so sharding is only expected to be necessary in
the most extreme scenarios.

A deployment description, as was shown above, is a specification written in CALL that de-
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scribes the physical organization of the runtime. Deployment descriptions contain one or more
CALL node structures. A node describes a physical environment where elements are deployed.
Nodes can contain the following statements:

• ip followed by a string containing an IP address. This is used to identify how the node
should be reached by oracles and recognizers that need to connect to an event bus on the
node. Only nodes containing an event bus need to have an IP address. IP addresses must
be unique among all nodes.

• recognizer followed by a string containing a regular expression that matches recog-
nizer names. Multiple recognizer statements are allowed. They identify which rec-
ognizers run in the node. The same recognizer can be matched by multiple statements in
the same node, but if a recognizer is matched to more than one node the specification is
invalid.

• oracle followed by a string containing a regular expression. Just like recognizer
statements, but for oracles.

• fault localizer. A single fault localizer statement must exist in only one
node. This identifies the node where the fault localizer runs.

• event bus. An event bus structure inside a node informs the CALL-RE that this node
should run an event bus. Nodes that have event buses may also host any other components.
A node with an event bus must contain an IP address. The event bus structure must contain
a single port statement with the number of the TCP/IP port where the event bus is running
and can contain multiple stream statements, each with a regular expression that matches
the names of the streams served by the event bus. Like recognizers, the same stream can be
matched multiple times in the same event bus, but if the same stream is matched to more
than one event bus, the CALL specification is invalid and rejected by CALL-RE.

6.4.1 Mapping and Starting Nodes at Runtime

At runtime, CALL-RE needs to be bootstrapped individually in each node. A system admin-
istrator can easily automate this process using a script, but there far too many ways to do this
and they depend on the system’s configuration so CALL-RE provides no way of automatically
bootstrapping each individual node.

When boostrapping CALL-RE in a node, CALL-RE must be told which node it is running
on. CALL-RE has a predefined startup sequence that does not depend on the CALL specification
being executed:

1. The CALL specification provided is parsed. If parsing fails then CALL-RE prints an error
message and shuts down.

2. If the node specified at bootstrap time is not defined in the CALL specification, CALL-RE
prints an error and shuts down.

3. If the node specified has an event bus and, therefore, an IP address, CALL-RE will verify
that the current hardware it is running on has that IP address assigned. If it doesn’t it prints
an error message and shuts down.
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4. CALL-RE is placed in waiting state. In this state, any computation arriving at the event
bus, which has not been started yet, is discarded.

5. If the current node specifies an event bus, the event bus is started and all topics created.
All computations arriving at the event bus are discarded and will continue to be discarded
until CALL-RE changes state.

6. CALL-RE keeps trying to connect to all events buses required by the components regis-
tered to run in this node. It stays in this state until all event buses are reachable.

7. CALL-RE is placed in running state. In this state, all computations arriving at the event
bus, if any, are sent to subscribers.

An interactive runtime session could look like:

unix> call.sh --spec=bootstrap.call --node=s0_handling_node
CALL Runtime Environment v1.0.
Initializing:

Parsing "bootstrap.call"... done
Starting node "s0_handling_node"... done
node "s0_handling_node" is waiting.

Setting up wiring:
Starting event bus at port 4546... done
Registering stream "s0" with event bus... done

Connecting to stream "s1" in event bus 1.2.3.4:5678... failed
Connecting to stream "s1" in event bus 1.2.3.4:5678... done
Starting recognizer "r0"... done
Starting:

node "s0_handling_node" is running.
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Chapter 7

Related Work

7.1 Runtime fault localization in specific domains
Autonomic monitoring and diagnosis has not been done systematically and extensively [35, 67]
except for typically specific domains such as image recognition [66] or intrusion detection [4].

With the proliferation of microservice applications, significant research has been done in
identifying failures and localizing faults in microservice-based applications. [80] proposes dy-
namic monitoring of faults in micro services applications based on log processing and monitor-
ing instead of relying on architectural models. This allows working with dynamically assembled
systems, typical of micro service architectures, but provides lesser guarantees of correctness and
failure localization. [65] uses call graphs to determine the faulty components in a microservice
application. Our approach, however, supports non-binary failure models and systemic quality
attributes which are not easily mapped to [65].

7.2 Algorithmic techniques for fault localization
Several algorithmic techniques exist that locate faults by observing failures. These techniques
differ in their applicability phase (design time or run time) and their abstraction level (low level
or architectural).

Design time techniques for low-level fault localization
Automatic fault localization during development time is focused on finding where bugs in soft-
ware are located by observing system tests. The main purpose of these localization algorithms
is to aid developers during the debugging process [59]. By observing test case runs and instru-
menting code and – because test cases are classified in success or failures –, the localization
algorithms will try to find out where the bugs are located within the source code.

There are two main groups of approaches for design time fault localization: model-based
approaches and statistical approaches. Model based approaches [27, 54], use a model of the ex-
pected behavior of the system and compare the model with the observations. They then produce
a report with the diagnosis which is used by the developers.
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Statistical approaches use abstracted program traces to produce a list of fault candidates [43,
49, 50]. With less input that model-based approaches, statistical approaches produce less accu-
rate diagnosis but have faster execution time.

A new statistical based technique – called SMFL [1, 2, 3], spectrum-based multiple fault lo-
calization – has been proposed. This technique is much more accurate than traditional techniques
but still retains fast execution and low computational overhead.

SFL techniques have mixed results at design time. In industry the ratio between number
of code blocks and tests varies significantly leading to the effectiveness of SFL varying signifi-
cantly [44, 68]. This is different from our approach where the ratio between traces and architec-
tural elements is quite large. Also, at design time, the target system is expected to contain many
faults, with significant correlation, which has been found to reduce the effectiveness of SFL [29].

Some techniques are usable at design time to improve accuracy of SFL like call frequency
analysis. It is common for software code to be called multiple times in a single trace and that
information can help diagnosis accuracy [75]. While usable at run time, in architectural models it
is less common for architectural elements to be called multiple times in traces so these techniques
are less useful.

Although generally successful, these techniques are used at design time and not at run time.
The use of these techniques with code blocks suffers from the problem that there is often a
small proportion of tests to code reducing their effectiveness. But applying these techniques at
run time with the architectural models generates high ratios of spectra per architectural element,
increasing the effectiveness of SFL algorithms.

Run-time techniques that perform low-level localization or repair
A common approach in industry is to identify a class of faults at design time and prepare the
system for those faults. This is mostly an ad-hoc way of performing diagnosis and is often cou-
pled with local recovery. Many systems that include heartbeats or pings in their design are in this
category. Google File System [34] and Hadoop [26] are two examples of such systems. But even
lower level systems such as TCP/IP, with its detection of reception failure and retransmission,
fall in this category.

These specific diagnosis mechanisms are usually very specialized, fast and efficient and many
include in loco repair mechanisms. For example, if a client fails to read from a data node in a
Hadoop cluster, it will automatically fetch the location of another node and will retry from the
second data node.

Techniques based on this general approach to diagnosis – hand-crafted – have a few common
limitations: (1) they are not portable to other systems, meaning there is very little reuse; (2)
they are extremely intrusive to the system hindering maintainability; (3) they assume single-fault
scenarios and the systems may behave unpredictably in case of multiple-fault scenarios; (4) they
do not allow iterative implementation because the fault detection logic is deeply buried within
the program code making adding support for new faults a significant engineering effort. These
techniques difer from this work in two fundamental ways: they are specialized, often merging
monitoring and analysis, and they include repair mechanisms.

Another set of techniques that fit into this category are dynamic code-based adaptation tech-
niques. These try to correct software bugs automatically using program mutations like the genetic
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programming [76]. Although they have proven to have some limited success, they are not pre-
dictable or reliable and are often dependent on test suites to validate correctness of the generated
or mutated software.

Run-time techniques that perform high-level localization or repair
Repair-based techniques attempt to recover a system when a fault is detected, triggering a repair
strategy. It is up to the repair strategy to perform any required diagnosis. For example, in the
Rainbow system [21, 33], repair is triggered when any of a set of conditions is violated. Rainbow
allows several strategies to be defined, but it is up to the strategies to figure out what the problem
is and what has to be done to correct it. Relying on strategies to perform repair is common in
self-adaptive systems. The three-layer architecture model proposed in [47], relies on high level
planning to perform diagnosis after the repair has been started.

These repair-based techniques share a common set of limitations. First, they rely on the
strategy designer to define the right process for diagnosis, which is in itself a complex and error-
prone task. Secondly, they make reuse of diagnosis among strategies difficult. Thirdly, they force
a strategy to be selected before knowing what is wrong. Repair strategies are no longer focused
on “repair” but a mix of “diagnosis and repair”.

The aforementioned systems are general self-adaptive systems which perform repair as part
of the adaptation tasks. Two additional types of repair-based techniques exist: proactive tech-
niques and dynamic code-based adaptation techniques. Proactive techniques leverage the a priori
knowledge that systems age through time and mitigate this effect by standard techniques such as
rebooting – software rejuvenation [46, 74] is one such technique. These techniques, however, do
not handle all faults and have limited applicability.

Still within this approach is recovery-oriented computing [15]. This technique is based on
system-wide undo support, allowed by the underlying characteristics of the JEE platform, high
isolation of components – placing them in virtual machines which can be operated independently
– replicating components and providing components with self-testing. Although this approach
allows diagnosis and repair at a high level of abstraction, it requires specialized technology and
imposes a specific architecture on the systems. To a certain extent, this approach is similar to the
microservices approaches discussed earlier [65, 80].

Also addressing related issues is [38] which addresses the issues that arise from failures that
are not predicted in self-adaptive systems generating instability in the adaptation loop. This work
addresses, in a limited way, the problem of adapting the MAPE loop. This is also complementary
to this work.

7.3 Behavior modeling and verification
There is a wide variety of behavior modeling formalisms. Formal models such as CSP [14],
Z [40] or timed automata [6] have been extensively used and proven successful for many appli-
cations. These modeling formalisms are very general and applicable to a wide range of systems.
In fact, they are applicable even outside the computer science domain. This generality limits their
ability to match the concepts used in software architecture and provide limited reasoning in this
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scenario. CALL, on the other hand, is significantly less expressive, but more easily applicable to
architectural models.

Wright [5] is a formal language based on CSP that allows modeling of software architec-
tures. Although specifically addressing software architecture, Wright is also limited in its ex-
pressiveness: it does not contain any timing information and is limited to specifying protocols
and communication structure. It does provide correctness guarantees on the architectural models,
whereas CALL does not.

General architecture description languages such as Acme [32, 62] or AADL [31] provide
precise structures for modeling software architecture but contain limited – if any – behavior
modeling capabilities.

Other modeling formalisms, of which UML [37] is the best-known, focus on informal behav-
ior modeling, even if backed by a formal syntax. This informal modeling, although expressive,
easy to use and matchable to software architecture concepts, is not capable of providing a com-
plete, abstract, behavior model of a system. The message sequence charts used in Znn described
in Section 8.1.1 are defined formally in UML.

A different class of formalism for behavior modeling is the one of simulators. General simu-
lators such as Simulink [53] and probabilistic simulators such as the Prism Model Checker [48]
can be used to run simulations of software architectures. More specific tools may be built using
general-purpose techniques such as discrete-time event simulation [69]. However, simulators
are aimed at generating behavior, not matching an observed behavior with a model and are not
appropriate for diagnosis.

A last, rather obvious, category of related work in behavior modeling are programming lan-
guages such as C++ [41]. Some drawbacks of using programming languages for behavior mod-
eling are quite obvious, such as the lack of match with software architecture concepts. However,
programming languages are the most commonly used form of behavior modeling and are an
important guide on how software engineers think about software systems.

All the behavior modeling tools and formalisms listed missed at least one of these funda-
mental requirements: (1) they must operate at the software architecture level, (2) they must
distinguish good and bad behavior and (3) they must be able to match observations on a running
system.

Some approaches do not model architecture, but rather model behavior and system properties.
While not directly applicable, they are worth mentioning. [55] proposes techniques for run-
time verification using logical formalisms. [10] addresses the problem of efficient monitoring of
systems with parametetric specifications, such as the ones we use, and proposes some efficient
matching algorithms based on automaton. Significant research has been done in this area of
monitoring of systems based on parametric specifications. MARQ is a tool proposed in [63]
that performs run-time monitoring using Quantified Event Automata. [11, 81] propose a more
expressive language that allows quantification.

7.4 Complex event processing
Complex event processing (or information flow processing) is an active area of research which,
broadly speaking, focuses on analyzing flows of events. [52] contains an extensive survey in
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the area dividing systems in three main categories: (1) active databases, extensions to traditional
relational databases which can fire actions on certain events such as data insertion or removal,
(2) data stream management systems, systems which read flows (or streams) of events and try to
identify patterns and (3) complex event processing systems which try to recognize broad patterns
of events. There is a well-known leading open source project in this last category: Esper [30].

This thesis does not focus directly on complex event processing but builds significantly on
top of it. As observed computations in the base system may not match the abstractions avail-
able in the correctness criteria, it is necessary to map the the observed computations into other
computations which will be understood by the oracle. To a certain extent, CALL and CALL-RE
can be seen, in part, as a complex event processing system with several unique characteristics:
(1) it keeps track of the location of computations, (2) it automatically handles time windows
and merging, (3) it allows for classification of events and (4) it use the classification for fault
localization.
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Chapter 8

Validation

Referring back to the thesis claims (Chapter 1), validation done as part this thesis has to demon-
strate that all the requirements in Table 8.1 are met.

Requirements are demonstrated in three different ways:
• Arguing. Some requirements are specified informally and qualitatively. In these cases, a

formal proof is not possible.
• Case Studies. Some requirements are validated through case studies. Two case studies

were made whose details will be described below.
• Proving. Some requirements are validated through formal proof.

8.1 Case Studies

To validate that the proposed approach is feasible, to validate some of the requirements (more
details on which below) and to gain insight into further research on specifying behavior and
correctness, two case studies were performed. These case studies comprised the design of au-
tonomic diagnosis in the Znn web system and the Samsung event-based system, both described
below.

8.1.1 Znn

The Znn web system is a demo web system built by the ABLE group at Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity. It has the same architecture of our motivation system which was represented in Figure 2.1.
Znn is equivalent to a wide range of systems as described in Chapter 2. It is based on a typi-
cal LAMP stack (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) mimicking a news site with multimedia new
articles.

In this system, multiple clients access one of two dispatchers (also termed “load balancers”),
which forward requests to a random web server in a farm. If the request is not for an image, the
web server will access the database to fetch the required information and generate the news page
with HTML text and references to images. Web clients will then access the system to fetch the
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Claim Requirement Validation
Main Claim

Allows describing system behavior using a declara-
tive approach.

Case Studies

Allows describing what is correct and incorrect be-
havior also using a declarative approach.

Case Studies

Provides mapping from failures to their sources. Case Studies
Cost

Allows easy code reuse between systems. Case Studies
Has a low runtime probing cost. Case Studies

Quality
Provides support for systemic system properties (i.e.,
quality attributes).

Case Studies

Guarantees system coverage. Proving
Systematically finds and orders failure cases. Proving
Determines probe adequacy. Proving
Supports multiple localization algorithms. Arguing

Generality
Allows describing systems using different styles. Case Studies
Allows describing multiple problem classes. Case Studies
Is agnostic to system implementation technology. Case Studies

Scalability
Scales to systems with a large size. Arguing
Scales to systems with large data volumes. Case Studies
Has low monitoring overhead. Case Studies

Practicality
Is practical to use. Arguing
Allows incremental construction. Arguing

Table 8.1: Claims established in the introduction and the detailed requirements.
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images. Images are served from a separate file system storage component, shared among all web
servers.

We used Znn to guide and evaluate our approach in two phases. In the first phase we de-
scribed architecture-based diagnosis using Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) and used fixed
time intervals for collecting traces. The results were positive and we were able to identify faults
injected into the system. We then proceeded into a second phase where we replaced MSCs by a
system of probes and recognizers. In the second phase we also introduced the concept of entropy
described in Section 3.5.

Phase 1: Describing architecture-level behavior using Message Sequence Charts

In the first work for Znn [16] we addressed describing architecture-level behavior by identifying
traces of computations. The problem is non-trivial for two reasons. First, a trace defines a finite
execution. However, we are interested in systems that operate continuously, so at a system level
the behavior of the system is infinite. Second, different kinds of systems embody very differ-
ent kinds of computational models. For example, complex computations in a service-oriented
architecture (SOA) are often defined by an orchestration script, which indicates how the various
components are coordinated, and how data passes from one to another. In contrast, a system
based on sensor networks may involve processing streams of sensor readings.

Our approach was based on two key ideas. The first is the idea of a transaction family. A
transaction family defines a parameterized pattern of behaviors as finite computations, expressed
in terms of the architectural elements (components and connectors) that are involved in that com-
putation, and the flow of information/control between them. An instantiation of that pattern (in
terms of specific architectural elements) is an individual transaction. Additionally we associ-
ated a set of properties with the components and flows. These properties indicate things like the
time that a flow event happened or the load on a server. Finally, a transaction family includes a
boolean function that determines whether a given transaction has succeeded.

The second idea is to associate these transaction families with architectural styles. An archi-
tectural style describes the types of elements and their possible legal associations in a system,
which allows architectural patterns referring to those types to be defined. Several transaction
families can be defined for each architectural style, each representing a different pattern of com-
putation. Note that the transaction families need not cover all of the behaviors of systems in
the family – only the ones that are of interest to diagnosis. However, by defining transaction
families at the architectural style level, we can immediately reuse diagnosis systems for different
systems. And although a different technology may be required to place probes (techniques for
probing C programs are different from those for Java programs), both the diagnosis system and
its configuration are fully reusable.

Phase 1: Detecting traces with Petri Nets

Given a way to specify transactions, we now need a way to observe them in a running system
and then use those observations to carry out fault diagnosis. Figure 8.2 shows the process that
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Figure 8.2: The Architecture of our Experimental Framework.

we used to do this.
To detect transactions, we adapted earlier work in architecture-based monitoring [79]. First,

a system is instrumented so that it can be monitored at runtime. Monitored events are placed
on an “event bus” where they can be consumed by the detection phase of our diagnostic infras-
tructure. In the client-server example above, monitored events include activities like initiation of
HTTP requests over the client-dispatcher connectors. To monitor a system, there are numerous
mechanisms that can be used that vary in terms of the kind of behavior they detect and the kind
of system they are appropriate for. For distributed systems, standard middleware and network
communication infrastructure provide mechanisms to monitor communication events and their
properties. For systems working on a single host, code-oriented monitoring can be used. For ex-
ample, aspect-oriented techniques can weave monitoring code into an existing code base (see, for
example, [79]). In this phase the choice of monitoring mechanism and the placement of relevant
probes was not yet been a major focus of our efforts.

During the detection phase, events are first filtered to extract those relevant to the transaction
families that are being observed. Next, events are passed to a detection machine generated from
the transaction families. Specifically, adapting earlier work on DiscoTect, we monitor events as
a set of concurrent state machines, modeled as Petri Nets [79]. The key idea is that behavior
is tracked by moving tokens through a state machine in response to low-level events. When to-
kens reach certain terminal states the machine emits the set of architectural elements that were
involved in the trace and an indication of the transaction type. This information is then fed to
an oracle that evaluates the boolean function associated with that spectrum type on the detected
spectrum. The second phase of processing is diagnosis. This is broken down into three parts.
The first part is window determination. In this case study, we determined the window by ex-
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Figure 8.3: Evaluation Experiment Setup.

perimentation. Finally the results are passed to a Report Generator, which outputs the results
of the Spectrum-Based Multiple Fault Localization (SFML) analysis: a list with sets of failed
components and their associated probabilities.

Phase 1: Evaluation

To evaluate the approach we conducted experiments on a system similar to the example in Chap-
ter 2. In particular, we investigated the hypothesis that the technique could accurately pinpoint
problems in a system exhibiting (a) variability in the number of components; (b) distributed
system structures that involve realistic, off-the-shelf communication infrastructure and compo-
nentry; (c) the presence of transient faults, where failure is based on systemic attributes like
end-to-end performance; and (d) faults that might involve more than one component. The com-
bination of these properties yields a system that would be challenging to diagnose given current
technology.

One class of problems that fits this criteria are intermittent multi-component faults with ad-
ditional noise. These problems arise with faulty network connections or application errors that
occur only with specific combinations of input data. With these kinds of problems, a fault occurs
only sometimes and is generally associated with a specific path on the system. However, other
intermittent faults may occur less often due to other reasons, generating additional noise in the
spectra. We want to be able to separate out the real errors from the noise.

To create this experiment, we recreated an environment similar to the one Figure 8.3. In
this system, two virtual machines (simulating two servers) run two web servers and dispatchers.
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WS1 WS2 Total
D1 85/31 129/5 214/36
D2 117/5 122/0 239/5
Total 202/36 251/5 451/41

Table 8.2: Number of success/fail spectra for each combination of dispatcher and web server.

Time Window Succ./Fail. Diagnosis
0-10s 30/2 D1 : 84%,W S1 : 16%
0-20s 119/8 W S1 : 100%
0-30s 201/16 D1,W S1 : 99%, D1, D2 : 1%

Table 8.3: Time evolution of results of failure diagnosis.

The dispatchers choose which web server to send requests to using a round-robin algorithm. An
external multi-threaded load test program, Apache JMeter, generates requests on both virtual
machines simulating clients accessing the system. A trace family is defined for this system: a
standard request in which the client performs a request to a dispatcher which forwards it to a
web server. Two interception points, or probes, were placed in each machine, one before the
request arrives at each dispatcher and one between the dispatchers and the web servers. These
interception points (custom-developed based on the pygmy HTTP server [25]) add a specific
header to the HTTP request to allow tracking the transaction and report to an event bus all events
with the component name.

The fault detector receives events from the event bus and uses a Petri Net (PN) to determine to
what family the transaction belongs, as previously discussed. The PN used to identify the trans-
action family is the one in Figure 5. Transitions on the PN are enabled when the corresponding
events arrive. A transaction in the PN is initialized with a token in the START place and ends
when a token arrives at the DONE:Standard place. The oracle considers a transaction to be
a success if the time elapsed between the request and response is less than 2.5 seconds. This is
representative of systems in which response time is a measure of success – systems that do not
exhibit easier-to-detect fail-stop failures.

To simulate network delay (or server processing delay), we added a random delay in both IP1
and IP2 of the first virtual machine. This means that 25% of all requests receive an added time
delay that ensures some of the time they will fail. This generates a hard-to-find problem, namely
an intermittent failure on one of the paths: the one containing the dispatcher 1 (D1) and web
server 1 (WS1). Simultaneously it adds a small (but non-zero) failure probability on both the
D1-WS2 and D2-WS1 paths. The experimental results show that the fault detection algorithm is
able to statistically separate these results and produce the correct output.

The total number of traces obtained during a run and their distribution between the various
components is shown in Table 2(a). As the results show, the D1-WS1 path fails 26% of the time.
The other two paths which include D1 and WS1 fail slightly less than 5% of time time and the
D2-WS2 path has no failures.

Because SMFL’s only input are the spectra, enough data need to be collected before the
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problem can be detected. In fact, as shown in Table 8.3, the failure probabilities change over
time. For example, a 20s window would have determined that WS1 was the only component
responsible for the observed failures. Only after 30s is the algorithm able to indict WS1 and D1
as the components responsible for the observed failures. This means that window size needs to be
carefully chosen so that the SMFL algorithm has enough information to yield accurate diagnosis.

8.1.2 Phase 2: Improving architecture-level behavior description
The work done described above was encouraging, but had some clear limitations. First, MSCs
are a simple way to describe computations, but they are limited in their expressive power. We
didn’t use any formal language to match computations to each other and had to directly probe the
events referred to in the MSC. However, directly probing the events is not always possible. For
example, we might only have probes that report low-level system calls detected using Linux’s
ptrace mechanism such as open(2) or bind(2).

In phase 2, we addressed this problem by decomposing the system behavior into a hierarchy
in which detection of lower-level transactions feeds events for the detection of higher-level trans-
actions. Figure 3.2, presented earlier, contains a partial hierarchy of events and transactions. The
higher-level transactions (dynamic web request and static web requests) can be computed from
the proxied requests – HTTP requests sent to the load balancer and forwarded to a web server –
and database queries.

1 // Defining of HTTP result codes.
2 typedef int32 http_result {
3 invariant self >= 0 and self <= 599;
4 }
5
6 // Proxied request: send from client to dispatcher and
7 // then to a web server (and then back to the client).
8 computation type pxr : tc::htc {
9 result : http_result;

10 }
11
12 // Database query.
13 computation type dbq : tc::htc{}
14
15 // Static and dynamic web requests.
16 computation type dwr : tc::htc {
17 result : http_result;
18 dwr(r : http_result) {
19 result = r;
20 }
21 }
22
23 computation type swr : tc::htc {
24 result : http_result;
25 swr(r : http_result) {
26 result = r;
27 }
28 }

Listing 8.1: Simplified definition of dynamic and dynamic web requests.

In Listing 8.1 four simplified types of transactions (declared as computation type) are
defined: pxr, a proxied request, dbq, a database query issued from a web server, dwr, a dy-
namic web requests and swr, a static web request. All these computations inherit properties
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from the generic HTC (host/thread computation) in “package” tc (threaded computation). The
threaded computation package defines the concept of a thread running in a host.

The language, which is slightly different from the final version of CALL, contains primi-
tives akin to well-known object-oriented languages. For example, computation types are akin
to classes and families to namespaces (or packages). Computation types represent events in the
system, either detected by probes or fired by recognition of transactions.

Recognizing transactions from computations (events reported by probes or transactions al-
ready identified) was done through the definition of recognizers as shown, in simplified form,
in Listing 8.2. The detection of these high-level transactions demonstrated the need for more
expressiveness than what MSCs could give us in [16]. Static and dynamic web requests are,
essentially, equal, except that dynamic web requests involve a database query whereas static
web requests do not. In our recognition language, we can now express the difference in the two
transactions.

1 // The dwr recognizer
2 recognizer dwr_rgn(r : pxr) {
3 invariant exists q : dbq | r->during_same_thread(q);
4 emit new dwr(r.result);
5 }
6
7 // The swr recognizer
8 recognizer swr_rgn(r : pxr) {
9 invariant not (exists q : dbq | r->during_same_thread(q));

10 emit new swr(r.result);
11 }

Listing 8.2: Identifying dynamic web requests and static web requests.

The two recognizers in Listing 8.2 identify the static and dynamic web requests from proxied
requests depending on whether a database query is made during the process of the request or not.
The invariant clause contains the first-order logic condition under which the transaction is
recognized. The emit clause defines which transaction is identified and initializes it with the
data from the lower-level computations.

Also, in Listing 8.2 we can see the other limitation of MSCs. In plain English, a proxied
request is a dynamic web request when there is at least one database query performed during
the request by the same thread. The during same thread method of the pxr computation type is
actually defined in its super type, the tc::htc computation type. This method is defined as in
Listing 8.3.

1 family tc {
2 computation type htc {
3 // ...
4 bool during_same_thread(c : htc) {
5 return same_thread(c)
6 and start(c) >= start(this)
7 and end(c) <= end(this);
8 }
9 // ...

10 }
11 }

Listing 8.3: Definition of the DURING SAME THREAD method.

The sort of reuse of connection logic provided in Listing 8.3 is not possible to achieve using
MSCs. The separation of behavior into different families and structures also allows much easier
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understanding and reuse. The transactions we recognize in Listing 8.2 can be used for any
system that proxies requests to web servers regardless of: (1) how pxr and dbq are detected
and (2) whether dwr and swr are the most high-level transactions specified or whether other
transactions are defined on top of those.

Phase 2: Defining a window size

There are a number of criteria that might be used to determine this window. Based on the previous
discussion and our work in [16], we decided on the following two elementary requirements:

1. It has to be large enough to produce a good diagnosis: if not enough evidence is collected,
diagnosis may be inconclusive;

2. It must be as small as possible to discard out-of-date past transactions and obtain an accu-
rate diagnosis as fast as possible: if a component fails at a certain point in time, all previous
successful transactions will only reduce the confidence on the diagnosis;

In this case study, we proposed to use the concept of entropy, described in Section 3.5, to
dynamically determine the window size. This avoided the experimentation required in [16] and
provided better adaptation to changing faults since, after diagnosis, the past knowledge is ignored
and we start collecting information to detect a new set of faults.

Phase 2: Evaluation

We evaluated the diagnostic capabilities and efficiency of the proposed approach using the Znn
example described above. To illustrate how our approach can detect both functional and quality
of service problems in a system, we injected five fault scenarios into Znn that manifest themselves
in different ways:

• Functional failure: an image was not found in the storage.
• Functional failure: a web server has a bug and is not able to find the image to serve.
• Performance failure: a web server’s response time degrades.
• Security failure: a client attempts a denial-of-service attack.
• Performance failure (correlated): a web server is slow to respond but only when requests

come from a specific dispatcher.
Detecting these failures requires some correctness criteria to be defined. We define the fol-

lowing criteria:
• HTML response codes in the range 4xx and 5xx represent failures.
• Response times above 2 seconds represent failures.
• Client request rates over 1 request / second for at least 5 seconds represents a failure.
The experiment demonstrates that our diagnosis system is able to: (1) identify each of the

faults correctly, and (2) identify multiple, correlated, faults when applicable.
We designed the recognizer as described in Section 8.1.2 by intercepting the following sys-

tem calls: socket(2), bind(2), accept(2), close(2) read(2), write(2) and
connect(2). We had to track several other system calls such as clone(2) to keep track
of the process IDs and thread IDs and we had to track other system calls that can be mapped
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Time (s) Requests Entropy Main candidates
1 8 0.823 d1=19.0%, fs=79.7%
2 15 0.704 d1=19.0%, fs=81.0%
3 20 0.036 fs=99.7%
4 29 0.067 fs=99.4%
5 31 0.054 fs=99.5%
6 36 0.064 fs=99.4%
7 44 0.006 fs=100%

Table 8.4: Results of scenario 1: faulty file system.

to the ones above such as accept4(2), readv(2) and writev(2). Using these, we built
recognizers for the following higher-level computations shown in Figure 3.2.

We made four initial scenarios corresponding to the four fault types described above: an
image is not found in storage, an image is not found by one web server (web server 1), a web
server becomes slow (web server 2), and a client (client 3) acts maliciously and attempts a denial
of service (DoS). The web server slowness is achieved by adding a random delay with an average
of 2s (the exact limit of the allowed response time) forcing around half of the requests to fail,
while allowing around half of the requests to succeed.

In all scenarios, clients 1, 3 and 4 will make requests for a web page, then request all images
in it, and then will sleep for a random amount of time taken, respectively, from the distributions
Np2, 0.5q, Np1.75, 0.5q and Np1.75, 0.5q. This usage reflects a somewhat faster pace than a
human would perform (2 seconds between pages) but speeds up convergence of the entropy. If
we halve the number of requests, entropy will converge at half the speed but all other factors
remain unchanged. In all scenarios except the DoS, client 2 will wait according to Np2.5, 0.02q.
In the DoS, client 2 will wait according to Np0.2, 0.02q.

We aimed our diagnosis maximum entropy to 0.01 (yielding certainty over 99%). Tables 8.4,
8.5, 8.6 and 8.7 reflect the results of the first four scenarios. They contain the evolution of diagno-
sis over time with the total number of architecture level computations (dynamic web requests and
static web requests) detected, the computed entropy and the main fault candidates. We consider
t “ 0 when the first failure occurs. It can be seen by the experimental data that the algorithm is
able to correctly identify the cause of the failure in all scenarios.

Tables 8.8 and 8.9 contain the results for the fifth scenario with and without correlation fault
detection, respectively. In the first case we can see that, because only the web server or the
dispatcher (or both but independently) can be responsible, the system is not able to attain very
low entropy values. It blames with higher probability the web server because the load balancer
participates in more successful computations. If we enable correlated fault detection then we can
accurately determine that the fault happens when both the dispatcher and web server are used
together.
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Time (s) Requests Entropy Main candidates
1 14 1.211 web1=63.9%, d1=29.6%
2 18 1.226 web1=68.5%, d1=18.3%, fs=13.1%
3 20 1.078 web1=74.9%, d1=10.6%, fs=14.3%
4 29 0.647 web1=87.5%, d1=3.3%, fs=9.1%

(rows omitted for brevity)
18 110 0.058 web1=99.4%, d1=0.4%, fs=0.2%
19 119 0.019 web1=99.8%
20 124 0.008 web1=99.9%

Table 8.5: Results of scenario 2: faulty web server 1

Time (s) Requests Entropy Main candidates
1 5 1.525 web2=63.5%, d1=12.2%, c4=12.2%, fs=12.2%
2 10 1.837 web2=42.3%, c4=24.1%, d1=24.1%, fs=1.0%
3 12 1.912 web2=35.9%, c4=25.9%, d1=25.9%, fs=12.3%
4 16 1.799 web2=43.3%, c4=31.3%, d1=14.8%, fs=10.6%
5 18 1.886 web2=34.5%, c4=34.5%, d1=18.5%, fs=12.5%
6 18 1.885 web2=34.5%, c4=34.5%, d1=18.5%, fs=12.6%
7 25 0.831 web2=76.6%, d1=22.9%

(rows omitted for brevity)
21 63 0.671 web2=84.1%, d1=15.5%
22 70 0.0285 web2=99.8%
23 71 0.0266 web2=99.8%
24 75 0.0257 web2=99.8%
25 79 0.006 web2=100%

Table 8.6: Results of scenario 3: web server 2 is slow

Time (s) Requests Entropy Main candidates
1 25 0.000 c2=100%

Table 8.7: Results of scenario 4: client 2 tries a DoS
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Time (s) Requests Entropy Main candidates
1 7 1.889 web1=40.7%; fs=23.1%; c3=23.1%; d1=13.1%
2 10 1.750 web1=52.4%; fs=16.9%; d1=16.9%; c3=13.9%
3 15 1.253 web1=65.7%; d1=22.6%; fs=11.5%
4 19 1.103 web1=73.6%; d1=14.5%; fs=11.8%
5 21 1.059 web1=75.1%; d1=14.8%; fs=9.9%
6 24 0.874 web1=81.8%; fs=9.1%; d1=9.1%
7 30 0.847 web1=82.6%; d1=9.2%; fs=8.1%
8 34 0.711 web1=86.5%; fs=6.7%; d1=6.7%
9 38 0.808 web1=83.7%; d1=9.3%; fs=6.9%
10 38 0.808 web1=83.7%; d1=9.3%; fs=6.9%
11 41 0.925 web1=80.1%; d1=10.9%; fs=8.9%
12 41 0.925 web1=80.1%; d1=10.9%; fs=8.9%
13 52 0.120 web1=98.4%; d1=1.6%
13 52 0.120 web1=98.4%; d1=1.6%

(rows omitted for brevity)
28 115 0.132 web1=98.2%; d1=1.8%
29 120 0.126 web1=98.3%; d1=1.7%
30 123 0.145 web1=97.9%; d1=2.1%
31 127 0.130 web1=98.2%; d1=1.8%

(rows omitted for brevity)
54 212 0.168 web1=97.5%; d1=2.5%
55 221 0.133 web1=98.2%; d1=1.8%
56 222 0.129 web1=98.2%; d1=1.8%

Table 8.8: Results of scenario 5 without correlation detection: web server 1 is slow when re-
quests com from dispatcher 1.
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Time (s) Requests Entropy Main candidates
1 3 3.168 db+c4=12.7%; db+d1=12.7%; db+web1=12.7%; db=12.7%; c4+d1=12.7%; c4+web1=12.7%; c4=12.7%

2 8 2.894 db+c4=19.3%; c4+d1=19.3%; c4+web1=19.3%; c4=19.3%; db+d1=6.5%; db+web1=3.7%; db=3.7%

3 11 3.127 db+c4=20.0%; c4+web1=20.0%; c4+d1=11.4%; c4=11.4%; db+d1=8.2%; db+web1=6.4%; db=6.4%

4 15 3.089 db+c4=20.6%; c4+web1=20.6%; c4+d1=11.7%; c4=11.7%; db+d1=8.5%; db+web1=6.6%; db=5.4%

5 20 3.011 db+c4=22.0%; c4+web1=22.0%; c4+d1=12.5%; c4=12.5%; db+web1=7.1%; db+d1=5.8 db=4.3%

6 24 1.902 c4+web1=48.8%; c4+d1=21.4%; c4=21.4%
7 27 1.430 c4+web1=73.0%; c4+d1=7.7%; c4=7.7%
8 31 2.119 d1+web1=63.2%; web1=14.8%
9 31 2.119 d1+web1=63.2%; web1=14.8%

(rows omitted for brevity)
28 97 0.905 d1+web1=80.4%; web1=17.0%
29 100 0.818 d1+web1=83.8%; web1=13.5%
30 104 0.865 d1+web1=82.1%; web1=15.2%

(rows omitted for brevity)
57 220 0.095 d1+web1=98.9%; web1=0.9%
58 223 0.094 d1+web1=99.0%; web1=0.9%
59 223 0.094 d1+web1=99.0%; web1=0.9%
60 227 0.103 d1+web1=98.8%; web1=1.0%

(rows omitted for brevity)
85 328 0.024 d1+web1=99.8%; web1=0.2%
86 332 0.012 d1+web1=99.9%; web1=0.1%
87 337 0.012 d1+web1=99.9%; web1=0.1%
88 343 0.012 d1+web1=99.9%; web1=0.1%
89 344 0.012 d1+web1=99.9%; web1=0.1%
90 350 0.010 d1+web1=99.9%
91 356 0.009 d1+web1=99.9%

Table 8.9: Results of scenario 5 with correlation detection: web server 1 is slow when requests
com from dispatcher 1.
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The evaluation of the scenario results allow us to draw three main conclusions:
• Is possible to recognize high-level architectural transactions from lower-level events using

our recognition language;
• Entropy computation provides a good way to detect when enough information has been

collected for diagnosis;
• Correlated faults can be detected albeit at expense of some diagnosis time penalty.
The existence of diagnosis time penalty is theoretically predictable: because component com-

binations increase significantly, the number of candidates considered for fault localization in-
creases and, consequently, more data is required. The fault localization output will, as expected,
converge more slowly. However, even in this scenario, a detection with 99.9% certainty in 90s
of a web server which slows half of the requests only when used with a certain dispatcher is still
an encouraging result.

8.1.3 Samsung
Summary

The Samsung case study was done in collaboration with Samsung Electronics. Their semicon-
ductor factory control system is message-based and sometimes has failures that are difficult to
spot until the problem has become serious. Samsung wanted a system to detect when failures
happened and quickly pinpoint the source of the failure.

The work done in collaboration with Samsung demonstrates how the approach applies in a
system with significant differences from Znn:

• The system is not call-return based but event-based;
• Oracles evaluate not only correct quality attributes, such as latency, but also protocol con-

formance;
One of the major areas investigated in the Samsung work was throughput, and this relates

to our claim of scalability. The system had to be able to cope with at least 2000 messages per
second. In our terminology, this means we have 2000 low-level computations per second to be
recognized into higher-level computations. Also, in this case study, Samsung defined the failure
scenarios and the correctness criteria, supporting our claim that domain experts are capable of
defining the oracles.

In this case study, we used CALL’s architecture in its current parallel version. We measured
performance and tested the expressiveness of CALL to check protocol conformance which was
significantly more complex than in Znn.

This case study also shows interaction between our high-level autonomic diagnosis and
lower-level recovery mechanisms. This is important as it shows that CALL can cope with sys-
tems whose architecture changes over time.

Two components in the system work in active/passive mode and if the active component fails,
it is replaced by the passive one and the global computation succeeds due to the local recovery
mechanism. Our autonomic diagnosis system is capable of (1) detecting the failure of the system
and (2) detecting the success of the global computation correctly pinpointing the source of the
failure.
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The Samsung case study shows that:
• CALL can be used to define system behavior.
• Correct and incorrect behavior can be defined using CALL and the definitions are under-

standable by domain experts.
• CALL can correctly identify the source of failures.
• The runtime cost of CALL is low as the most performance-critical components do not need

to be directly monitored.
• CALL can be used to identify failures in systemic properties.
• CALL can be used with event-based systems.
• CALL can be used to verify protocol conformance.
• CALL can be used with large data volumes.
• CALL can have low monitoring overhead.

Target System

Samsung Electronics’ manufacturing system is a large-scale industrial control system responsible
for manufacturing control of semiconductors. The system controls the stages of wafer manufac-
ture, deciding to which equipment wafers are sent for processing. Furthermore, the software
tracks of not only the lots being manufactured, but also the equipment used: which equipment is
allocated, whether and what it is processing, what its output quality is, and so on.

The system is divided into subsystems, which perform specific tasks related to the manufac-
turing process. For example, the MOS (Manufacturing Operating System) subsystem controls
the stages of the manufacturing process, and the ADS (Automatic Dispatch System) subsystem
performs equipment scheduling, deciding which equipment is the best to perform a step in the
manufacturing process.

Each of these subsystems is built by multiple concurrent processes that provide various man-
ufacturing services, load distribution, and fault tolerance. These are connected through an event
bus, which mediates event exchange amongst them. A subset of the system’s architecture is ab-
stractly depicted in Figure 8.4. Due to confidentiality reasons, specific details about system im-
plementation cannot be reported. The total message throughput in all buses combined is around
2000 events per second.

The systems communicate with each other exchanging messages according to several prede-
fined protocols. One such protocol is the track-in (TKIN) protocol. This protocol is used before
a wafer lot is sent to another stage of processing. It determines what equipment the wafers
should be sent to, performs validation operations and does some housekeeping, like ensuring
that the equipment for processing the next steps are available and that no scheduling and quality
constraints are violated.

Several factors make this system complex:
1. The TKIN protocol contains more than just message exchange between components: it

also involves databases accessed through standard protocols. This means that observation
of the event bus will only yield partial information.
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Figure 8.4: High-level architectural view of the manufacturing system at Samsung Electronics.
For simplicity, only the MOS and TC systems are shown decomposed.

2. Several components of the same type exist, but only one will receive each message al-
though it is not known which. This makes tracking messages harder as we don’t know
what the destination of the message will be: all possible destinations have to monitored
and searched for a match.

3. Multiple TKIN protocols are occuring in parallel and they may be executed with different
timings. For example, the MOSmay send two BEST EQPmessages to the same ADSwhich
returns two EQP responses whose contents have to be analyzed to identify which response
matches which request.

4. More messages circulate through the bus between these components to address other pro-
tocols besides the TKIN protocol. This means that we will see spurious messages in the
bus.

Operation issues While TKIN protocols are executed correctly most of the time, once in a
while problems arise that cause failures in the system. These problems vary, but some of the
typical problems are messages being lost (or not sent at all), messages sent too late, or unexpected
messages being sent. Other problems are database performance slowdowns, which affect overall
system performance.

Such problems can have a significant impact on the manufacturing process as they can lead to
stalling lots and unneccesary equipment reservations. Given the sheer volume of messages being
exchanged it is not possible for human operators to even realize that a problem has occurred until
later when more serious consequences become visible. Also, given the independent development
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of all the systems involved, it is difficult for the system developers to figure out what the problem
is and where it is located.

Yet another difficulty is that these problems, although serious, are rare - and therefore are
difficult to diagnose. Although the system operates with around 2000 messages exchanged per
second, it generally functions correctly for many weeks in a row before any failure is detected.
This sets up a scenario in which millions of observations are performed before a single failure
can be identified.

Simulating the target system There are several barriers to developing a diagnosis system for
systems such as the Samsung Electronics’ manufacturing control systems. The criticality of such
systems makes testing on the production system unacceptable; the size of the system and its need
to work connected to factory equipment makes it impossible to run it in a different environment.
Also, the rareness and unpredictability of the faults make testing a diagnosis system difficult.

We addressed these issues by creating a simulator of Samsung Electronics’ production sys-
tem and performing diagnosis in the simulator. This simulator was engineered with the help of
Samsung Electronics to produce a TKIN protocol resembling the real one and to allow manual
control of faults for testing purposes.

The TKIN protocol is described using a message sequence diagram in Figure 8.5. The mes-
sages in the sequence diagram correspond to types of events sent: for example, BEST EQP is a
request for an equipment to process a wafer lot and EQP is the event with the ADS’s decision on
the equipment to perform the process step.

The simulated system does not, naturally, control any equipment. Rather, it generates mes-
sages that conform to the protocol, both in terms of their types and also in their timing. This
simulator allows us to develop test scenarios in which we arrange for specific faults to happen,
check whether they are diagnosed correctly, and have a credible expectation that it can be suc-
cessfully transitioned into Samsung Electronics’ production system.

The simulated system is similar to the one in Figure 8.4, but it has only two MOS components,
one event bus, and two TC components. This is in contrast with the real system which includes
more than 20 of each type. However, because the computation performed by our individual com-
ponents is much simpler than the real one, they are able to generate a much higher message rate
than their real counterparts yielding a message rate closer to the real system. Consequently, our
smaller number of components is actually simulating a higher number of real system components
from a message exchange perspective.

The system starts multiple TKIN protocols at random time intervals. Components have ran-
dom processing delays and a single TKIN protocol takes around 1 minute to complete, similar
to the TKIN protocol in the real system. The rate at which TKIN protocols are initiated can be
used to control the level of concurrency.

Both MOS components work in fault-tolerance mode: either MOS.1 or MOS.2 will receive
messages addressed to the MOS, but not both. They maintain a “keep-alive” mechanism, allowing
one to take over if the other fails to respond. The TC components work in “load-distribution”
mode: each request will be forwarded to either TC.1 or TC.2.

Implementing fault tolerance in our simulator was done by creating a synthetic component
(MOS.S) that acts like the MOS for all other components (except MOS.1 to MOS.2). It will
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UPD FAIL
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Loop 1 . . . 3 if EES failLoop 1 . . . 3 if EES fail

Figure 8.5: Simulated TKIN protocol.

forward through the event bus any message to either MOS.1 or MOS.2, depending on which
component is active. Load distribution is implemented similarly using a synthetic TC.S compo-
nent. This mimicks the way the event bus system used at Samsung handles load balancing and
fault tolerance.

Although we did not have access to the actual factory control software, we were careful to
work with Samsung Electronics engineers to ensure that the simulator we developed was faithful
to the real system in the following ways:

• event timings were designed to produce delays close to the real system;
• the protocol was designed according to Samsung Electronics’ specifications;
• the faults that were injected were typical of real problems experienced by Samsung Elec-

tronics and which are hard to locate in the real system.
We are therefore reasonably confident that the results reported in this case study will apply

when Samsung Electronics transitions our approach to the real system.
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Application of the Framework

Applying our approach to the system at Samsung Electronics required defining the behavior of
the system in terms of CALL. The main lines of our approach were:

• Each bus message was recognized to produce several messages: a message being sent by
components and one message (or more, depending on the destinations) being received at
components.

• The receive/send message pairs that contain call/return behavior, were recognized as a
single computation.
For example, the BEST EQP received at the ADS is paired with the EQP sent by the ADS
to produce a ads eqp computation.

• Each pair also produced recognizers that detect behavior failures on timeouts.
For example, ads eqp no response recognizer recognizes a BEST EQP for which no
EQP exists.

• Sequential computations were then bound together in a single computation that represents
a sequential flow. We ended up with three sequential flows: eqp prep which corresponds
to the flow until the EES decides on a pass or fail, a test pass which corresponds to the
“pass” optional section in the protocol flow and a test fail which corresponds to the
“fail” optional section in the protocol flow.
For example, the ads eqp is matched to the mos start (recognized from a BEST EQP
detected at the MOS) to yield a mos ads eqp. The mos ads eqp is matched with a
mos prep (recognized as a EQP/PREP EQP pair at the MOS) to yield a mos eqp prep
and so on.

• The alternative flow was modeled using four recognizers: one that recognizes a eqp prep
and a test pass into a eqp pass, one that recognizes a eqp prep and a test fail
into a eqp fail, one that ensures either test pass or test fail, and one that rec-
ognizes a single run from either an eqp pass or an eqp fail.

• Loops were modeled using recursion and loop limitation by placing a counter in the com-
putation.
For example, the tkin computation type has an attribute m count that specifies the run
count. A tkin can be recognized from another tkin and a single run. The newly
generated tkin has a m count which is one value higher the the previous tkin.

It is worth discussing more deeply the matching of call / return patterns within the TKIN
protocol. If the contract for the ADS is, as is the case, to always reply with an EQP to a BEST EQP
request, then receiving an EQP and not replying with a BEST EQP is a failure regardless of
whether there is any other component involved. However, if the contract for the ADS were to
only reply to some requests (for example, invalid requests would not have a response), then the
pair BEST EQP/EQP would not be enough to pinpoint a failure in the ADS component and the
call / return pattern could not be applied.

The previous discussion hints at two important aspects of our approach: (1) because behavior
is formally modeled, it reduces ambiguity in system specifications, and (2) the small pieces of
the protocols follow patterns that are reusable across multiple systems, while the large, complete
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protocols generally do not.

Metrics

To evaluate how well the diagnosis algorithm performs, we need to identify a set of appropriate
metrics. There are two main areas of metrics that are applicable in domains sharing similarities
with ours: metrics used for evaluation of classifiers and metrics used for evaluation of fault
localization algorithms.

Our algorithm has similarities with classifiers in machine learning: it will output a classifi-
cation of which components are faulty and which are not. In that sense, the classic metrics of
precision and recall, or one of its variants, seem to be relevant. However, those statistics are
applicable only in binary cases [61] and our classifier outputs a probabilistically ranked classi-
fication. Many components – maybe even all – may show up as outputs but their probability, or
rank is relevant: if the faulty component has probability of 0.99 and all the others have probabil-
ity 0.01

n´1
where n is the total number of components, this is generally seen as a good classification

although it has a low value of precision. In the presence of few faulty components, recall will
always tend to the high or low spectrum. These metrics are, therefore, not applicable.

The fault localization literature uses ranking for evaluation: the real probability attributed
to diagnosis is only relevant in comparison with the others. The rationale behind this metric is
that developers will tend, in order to correct the faults, to inspect components by rank order and,
therefore, the lower the rank of the faulty component, the more effort will be wasted. This metric
is applicable to evaluate run-time diagnosis.

However, at runtime, timing (performance) also becomes an important issue. If at design
time, the time taken for diagnosis is not relevant, at runtime it may be critical for autonomic
recovery. Also, at runtime, many diagnoses can be produced for the same system and they may
yield different values. Therefore, we introduce two metrics:

1. Failure identification time (FIT) that measures the time between when the fault is acti-
vated and when the diagnosis system presents some information that something is wrong;

2. Diagnosis stabilization time (DST) that measures the time between failure identification
and diagnosis stabilization: when the system decides on which diagnosis to consider final.

While for some systems – like the one presented in this case study – it is the sum of both
metrics that is relevant, in other circumstances each metric may have different impacts: e.g.,
if a breach in a high-security system is detected (failure identification time) we may want to
disconnect the system from the network immediately even before computing which part of the
system was breached (diagnosis stabilization time).

Evaluation

We evaluated the system by defining the computations and identifying a set of scenarios in
which the system would fail in some predicted way. These scenarios were designed to replicate
the types of real problems encountered at Samsung Electronics.

1. EES sends a FAIL message and, 3s later, sends the PASS message. Because the MOS
subsystem responds to both events, this starts two parallel flows: one for the successful
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evaluation, which ends with a TKIN, and another for the unsuccessful evaluation, which
ends with a retry of the whole process.

2. TC database is too slow to respond.

3. TC sends CHECK EQP to ADS instead of EES.

4. Active MOS fails and is later replaced by passive MOS.

5. MOS retries four or more times.

6. ADS does not issue ADB Q1.

7. The ADS database is too slow to respond.

Evaluation addressed the two main goals stated in the introduction:

1) diagnostic accuracy, and

2) diagnostic performance.

Based on our description above, we measured the accuracy of the system as the rank of the faulty
component in the diagnosis and we measured performance by computing the failure identification
time and diagnosis stabilization time.

We also computed another measure, not directly related to the diagnosis system, but of rel-
evance to Samsung Electronics: an estimate of the maximum throughput of the system. Since
every recognizer can be run in a different system, the maximum throughput of the system is
limited by the amount of time the slowest recognizer takes to perform its evaluation.

Accuracy The average result of measuring accuracy in the 7 scenarios is presented in Ta-
ble 8.10. These results show that the system was able to correctly detect a failure in all scenar-
ios except scenario 6. Because databases are a source of performance bottlenecks at Samsung
Electronics, it was not possible to determine communication between ADS and ADSDB. Conse-
quently, the diagnosis system has no way of distinguishing between the slowness of ADS and
ADSDB; each component is equally likely to be the cause of the slowness. Interestingly, we are
able to distinguish the slowness of TCDB. Because the two TC components connect to the same
database, slowness in both increases the probability of the fault being localized in the database it-
self. The fact that some faults can be accurately pinpointed and some not was discussed formally
in [19].

Performance Performance metrics evaluated in all scenarios are shown in Table 8.11. For
each evaluation scenario we ran the scenario 10 times and collected the two performance metrics
discussed above. The fault localizer outputs the results regularly (once every second).

As noted earlier, the FIT is the time between the fault being activated and a diagnosis being
produced that includes an identification of a failure. If this diagnosis result already included the
failed component ranked in the first position, then the diagnosis stabilization time (DST) is 0.
In several scenarios, a later diagnosis never placed another component in first position, meaning
that most scenarios have an instantaneous DST. In scenario 2 however, because TCDB was not
instrumented, detecting that it was the source of the failure required more data and, therefore,
DST is greater than 0.
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Scenario Component: Rank;

1: EES sends FAIL
and PASS

EES 1

2: TC database is too
slow

TCDB 1

3: TC will send mes-
sage to ADS instead of
EES

TC 1

4: MOS fails and is re-
placed by standby

MOS.1 1

5: MOS will retry 4
times

MOS.1˚ 1

6: ADS will not issue
ADS Q1

-˚˚ -˚˚

7: ADS database is too
slow

ADSDB 2˚˚˚

Table 8.10: Evaluation of performance metrics in the scenarios.
: Component where the fault was injected.
; Average rank among 10 scenarios.
˚ MOS.1 was the active MOS.
˚˚ No failure was detected by the diagnosis system in this scenario.
˚˚˚ ADS and ADSDB were both ranked with an equal probability of 0.5 in all 10 scenarios. We count as 2 as a
developer / system maintainer may want to inspect the ADS before the database. We took the most conservative
approach.
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Scenario avg FIT: std FIT:: Min FIT::: avg DST; std DST ;;

1: EES sends FAIL and PASS 5,506 319 3,000 0 0
2: TC database is too slow 13,506 3,212 5,000-15,000 436 432
3: TC will send message to ADS in-
stead of EES

17,708 309 15,000 0 0

4: MOS fails and is replaced by
standby

15,197 1,505 10,000-15,000 0 0

5: MOS will retry 4 times 2,861 0,343 0 0 0
6: ADS will not issue ADS Q1 -˚ -˚ -˚ -˚ -˚

7: ADS database is too slow 10,204 1,131 5,000-10,000 0 0

Table 8.11: Evaluation of performance metrics in the scenarios. Results in milliseconds.
: Average failure identification time. :: Standard deviation of failure identification time.
::: Theoretical minimum failure identification time. ; Average diagnosis localization time.
;; Standard deviation of diagnosis localization time. ˚ No failure was detected by the diagnosis system in this scenario.

The minimum FIT column is added for reference. It is the minimum theoretically possible
FIT that would detect the failure. In scenario 1, for example, the FAIL message is sent 3s
after the PASS message so, before that, no failure can be detected although the invalid code has
already been started. In some examples, like this one, we could have deducted the minimum
FIT from the FIT but due to scenarios in which the timing is not so predictable (like introduced
database slowness in scenarios 2 and 7) this would not be consistent.

Lessons Learned

The application of our diagnosis framework to the system at Samsung Electronics provided us
with confirmation that several of our assumptions appear to be supported in an industrial setting
and also provided us with insight into some other areas.

Decomposing computations is critical to the success of the diagnosis. As a result of the
decomposition, failures can be identified not only in the high-level computations but, sometimes,
also in lower level computations. This result allows diagnosis sometimes to be performed in a
much smaller set of components yielding a much faster response and a higher accuracy. For
example, a lack of EQP response allows inferring immediately a fault in the ADS component due
to the request / response low-level computation model.

Even with strict protocols, there are scenarios where reasoning-based diagnosis analysis
is of added value. The previously mentioned decomposition allows local detection and identi-
fication of the source of the failure in some cases. This is consistent with industrial practice in
which many instances of this reasoning – like heartbeats or timeouts – are used. However, in
some cases this is not sufficient. As seen, for example, in scenario 2 where the TC database
slows down, more complex reasoning may be required to accurately pinpoint the source of the
failure.

Behavior specifications can be built up using patterns that are reusable across systems.
The computations that comprise the behavior specification we build are defined on top of smaller
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patterns of well-known computation styles like call/return, alternative flows or loops. Therefore,
although different systems may need to specify their own idiosyncratic high-level computations,
a significant number of specification blocks may be reused across systems.

Domain experts are able to provide correctness specifications for high-level computa-
tions. Domain experts would not be able to explicitly state that within 15 seconds after a
BEST EQP message had been seen in the event bus, an EQP message from the same ADS to
the same MOS with the same lot id field should be seen in the event. This reasoning involves
a great deal of low-level detail. However, domain experts were able to state that the ADS should
respond within 15 seconds of a request for an equipment. This means high-level computations
have an abstraction level that matches the domain experts’ understanding of the system and are,
therefore, a good level to write correctness specifications.

Instrumentation design must consider a trade-off between system performance, diag-
nostic accuracy and diagnostic performance. The limitation on the observability of some
events creates uncertainties which, in some cases like scenario 2 were solved by the reasoning-
based analysis with a performance penalty. But in other cases, like scenario 7, this was not
possible. However, instrumenting the connection between the ADS and its database was not pos-
sible because it was considered by Samsung to introduce an unacceptable performance penalty.

Architecture-level autonomic diagnosis systems can work in the presence of local recov-
ery mechanisms. As shown in this case study, the failure of the active component in an active/-
passive cluster that triggers a switch to the passive component is monitored by our autonomic
diagnosis. The faulty component is correctly pinpointed even if the higher-level computation
succeeds.

8.2 Requirements Validation
Allows describing system behavior using a declarative approach. It can be seen in both case
studies the system behavior described using behavior declaration. In Znn we described what an
HTTP call is by declaring how it is constructed. In the Samsung case study, we declare the
structure of the TKIN protocol.

Allows describing what is correct and incorrect behavior also using a declarative approach.
This requirement is validated much like the former one. It can be seen in both Znn and Samsung
case studies.

Provides mapping from failures to their sources. Both case studies show this feature of
CALL. In Znn, CALL pinpoints which servers have failed and in Samsung which components
are not responding. The mapping is not always perfect nor always accurate. Both case studies
show this behavior. However, as was shown in the use cases (and formal proof discussed in their
publications), the actual source of failure is always identified. The lack of accuracy under some
circumstances means that sometimes other possible sources of failures are identified.

Allows easy code reuse between systems. CALL makes extensive use of libraries and inheri-
tance. By using widely-known reusability concepts from popular languages such as C++ or Java,
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CALL guarantees that its own constructs can be reused between projects. Both case studies
show these features by reusing definitions of patterns of computations. For example call/return
communication was used in both systems and was provided as a library that can be further reused.

Has a low runtime probing cost. Having a low runtime probing cost implies that it is possible
to reason about unobserved behavior and probe deployment, thus reducing probing requirements.
This is shown clearly in both case studies.

For example, in the Znn case study it was shown that is possible to reason about connector
health without explicitly monitoring the connectors. In the Samsung case study it was possible
to reason about the health of the databases without probing them.

Also, work made in [19] shows that it is possible to not probe components in situations where
collected traces allow inferring their presence in the computation.

Provides support for systemic system properties (i.e., quality attributes). Both case stud-
ies show support for systemic system properties. The Samsung case study shows support for
performance and dependability. The Znn case study shows support for performance.

Guarantees system coverage. System coverage is guaranteed through coverage analysis based
on the results of [19].

Systematically finds and orders failure cases. Guarantees of fault identification are the ones
provided by the choice of SFL algorithm. Barinel [3] provides several guarantees, in particular
that, in a single-fault scenario, the actual fault is never ranked below any other candidate faults,
although it may rank equally.

Determines probe adequacy. Probe adequacy is also guaranteed through consistency analysis
as described in Section 3.6.

Supports multiple localization algorithms. As shown in Section 3.1, CALL collects architecture-
level computations with correctness evaluation and feeds them to the fault localizer.

In the implementation for this thesis, the Fault Localizer was implemented using a specific
SFL algorithm: barinel [2]. However, different implementations of the Fault Localizer can be
used. Two key ideas illustrate the flexibility (and its limits) of changing localization algorithms:

• The whole Fault Localizer component can be replaced. Oracles publish computations with
their evaluation on an event bus and the Fault Localizer reads those computations from the
event bus. Therefore, a different Fault Localizer can be developed and plugged into the
event bus.

• The SFL algorithm in the Fault Localizer can be replaced. If an SFL-style approach is to
be used and the same concept of entropy used to determine the trace collection window is
to be retained, then a different algorithm other than barinel can be used. Barinel is used as
an external library and is easy to replace. For example, Tarantula [42] can be used instead.
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Allows describing systems using different styles. The two case studies show systems with
two different styles whose behavior is defined in CALL: Znn is a call/return based system and
Samsung is an event-based one. This shows that CALL can handle systems with at least two
different styles. But through analysis of CALL’s syntax and semantics we can see that there
are no style-specific constructs or concepts. Both case studies show an application of CALL’s
capabilities.

Allows describing multiple problem classes. Support for multiple problem classes is de-
ducible from the oracle classification capability. The Samsung case study provides a concrete
example of simultaneously verifying functional requirements, performance and dependability.

The dependability quality attribute in the Samsung case study is particularly relevant. The
system has a standard self-recovery mechanism built-in: there is a standby MOS that will replace
the active MOS if it fails. While CALL can be used to describe MOS behavior and identify
when it fails, it can also – as done in the case study – be used to identify that the self-recovery
mechanism is operating correctly and the standby MOS will take over the active MOS if the latter
fails.

Is agnostic to system implementation technology. Both case studies have very different tech-
nologies: Znn is a standard LAMP (Linux, Apache, PHP, MySQL) stack and Samsung is stan-
dard Java.

The independence of the monitored system’s implementation technology is ensured by using
an event bus to report events to CALL. Of course, probes themselves need to be able to commu-
nicate with the system and are specific for each technology. For example, in the Samsung case
study, we connected to the system’s own event bus to probe events. In Znn we used OS-level
system call tracing to identify calls.

But, with the exception of the actual implementation of the probes, once the computations are
detected and sent to CALL, no dependency on the system’s implementation technology exists.

Scales to systems with a large size. Given the architecture of CALL, the actual system size is
mostly irrelevant since it is the number of collected computations that affects the performance of
CALL. It is the volume of data that is relevant for CALL and that is discussed below.

Scales to systems with large data volumes. The Samsung case study shows scalability, achiev-
ing almost half of the scale of Samsung’s production system in a low-end laptop. Further scal-
ability is guaranteed by the distributed architecture of CALL, limited by CALL’s event bus’
capability of receiving and routing events.

The scalability of the Fault Localizer is dependent on the algorithm used and barinel has
shown to perform very fast.

Has low monitoring overhead. Both case studies show a low monitoring overhead, but the
Samsung one shows this very clearly, with a dual-core 2.26GHz Intel P8400 CPU can handle
around 900 events / second.
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Is practical to use. See Section 8.3

Allows incremental construction. Incremental construction can be done in CALL in three
ways: bottom-up, top-down or scope-wise. All three can be used in independent iterations or
together in the same iteration.

Bottom-up incrementality represents increasing the abstraction of computations in different
iterations. This is commonly used when building the system incrementally and was used heavily
in the case studies. For example, considering the example in Figure 3.2, in a first iteration one
could recognize the “HTTP request with IP” computation only and place an oracle that evaluates
whether this computation corresponds to correct or incorrect behavior. Then, in a second itera-
tion, a recognizer that would match a “HTTP request with IP” with an “HTTP response” would
be added and an oracle that evaluates that computation added and so on.

Top-down incrementally is used in conjunction with probe placement and is particularly use-
ful to do incremental diagnosis. For example, still with the example of Figure 3.2, one could
detect a proxied request by just putting an HTTP proxy between clients and dispatchers in the
Znn use case. However, diagnosis would be vague as no internal server components could be
diagnosed independently.

However, if a failure is detected, more probes could be added and the other recognizers be
placed so a more detailed diagnosis can be performed.

Scope-wise incrementality is used when only part of the system is monitored and, as itera-
tions progress, further parts of the system are monitored. This allows for a divide-and-conquer
approach to building the diagnosis system.

Regardless of how incrementality is used, it is not a feature of the language or the runtime
environment, but rather enabled by the language: recognizers and oracles can be added indepen-
dently of other recognizers or oracles already present, allowing bottom-up and scope incremen-
tality; probes can be added independently of other probes and recognizers can replace probes
independently of the rest of the specification, allowing top-down incrementality.

8.3 Validating Practicality
Practicality is validated by showing that CALL does not introduce any concepts that would be
unfamiliar to a standard software engineer – specifically, those found in standard programming
languages and basic set theory and logic. This means that, apart from the initial learning curve
required to learn the syntax and how to setup CALL-RE, no new fundamental concepts are
required to be learned.

Table 8.12 contains the main concepts in CALL. Many trivial concepts widely used in com-
puter software such as parameters, code comments or constants are not included. These are used
in CALL, as in mainstream computer languages.

The next four tables, Table 8.13, Table 8.14, Table 8.15 and Table 8.16 map, when possible,
the CALL concepts to those in three major programming languages (Java, C++ and SQL) and
the mathematical concepts in first-order predicate logic.
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Concept Description
Primitive types Primitive types are extensively used in CALL for multiple pur-

poses: defining data in computations, temporary variables used in
recognizers and oracles, etc.

Collections Collections (sets, lists, bags, etc.) are used to hold data just like
primitive types.

Complex data types Complex data types such as structures, typedefs and classes are
used to represent data, just like primitive types or collections, but
are also used to represent computation data.

Data invariants Invariants are used in complex data types to ensure that they can
only be in a valid state.

Immutability Many values in CALL are immutable. This facilitates implemen-
tation of the distributed model and improves its performance.

Operations Operations are used in some complex data types. They provide
algorithms associated with the types.

Inheritance Inheritance is widely used in complex data types in CALL.
Namespaces Data types in CALL are organized in namespaces to avoid naming

clashes and providing reuse.
Scopes Variables and other concepts are scoped meaning they are only

accessible in part of the code.
Libraries Libraries are collections of CALL files with definitions of data

types, recognizers and oracles. They a key element of reuse.
Computation Computations represent observed or inferred operations made by

a system. They are the fundamental reasoning element of CALL.
Stream Streams are time-based partially ordered collections of computa-

tions identified by probes or inferred by recognizers.
Event bus An event bus sits at the core of CALL-RE’s implementation. It

provides distribution of computations to recognizers and oracles.
Recognizer Recognizers are the inference mechanism in CALL. The identify

higher-level computations from lower-level computations.
Oracle Oracles are classifiers that identify computations as either correct

or incorrect.
Binding steams When setting up CALL-RE, all streams are bound to probes, rec-

ognizers and oracles to generate a runtime graph.

Table 8.12: Main concepts used in CALL.
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Concept Description
Primitive types Same concept, although java’s primitive types are different.
Collections Same concept as java’s collections. Java does have different col-

lections and no specific syntax to use them. However, very com-
mon libraries such as Google’s Guava [36] add most of the col-
lections CALL has.

Complex data types Java has classes with the same meaning as, CALL, but does not
support typedefs. Java also does not have structures, but it does
have a convention for Java Beans that perform an equivalent role.

Data invariants No mapping.
Immutability Java has limited support for immutability through the final con-

struct.
Operations Java methods.
Inheritance Java has single class inheritance and multiple interface inheri-

tance. The mechanism is less general, but essentially the same.
Namespaces Java packages.
Scopes Same concept.
Libraries Same concept.
Computation No mapping.
Stream No mapping.
Event bus The Java runtime itself has no concept of an event bus. However,

many widely used implementations exist.
Recognizer No mapping.
Oracle Java predicates.
Binding steams No mapping.

Table 8.13: Mapping CALL concepts to java.
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Concept Description
Primitive types Same concept, although the names of the types are different. C++

has more expressive primitive types.
Collections C++ has no collections in the language although the official

STL [23] has several containers. The widely used boost li-
brary [24] also provides more containers.

Complex data types C++ has classes, structures and typedefs. C++’s typedefs of prim-
itive types cannot have methods.

Data invariants No mapping.
Immutability C++ const keyword.
Operations C++ methods.
Inheritance Same concept, with C++ being more permissive than CALL.
Namespaces Same concept.
Scopes Same concept.
Libraries Same concept.
Computation No mapping.
Stream No mapping.
Event bus C++ has no concept of an event bus, although many implementa-

tions exist and there are standards in many operating systems.
Recognizer No mapping.
Oracle C++ predicates.
Binding steams No mapping.

Table 8.14: Mapping CALL concepts to C++.

Table 8.17 contains a summary of all four previous tables.

Mapping between CALL and Java Unlike CALL, Java has little built-in support for collec-
tions. Java’s standard language supports arrays and most of the collections are built from more
elementary primitives. Java has built-in support for some concepts just as Iterable to allow
language constructs like the for-each loop. However, the most important collections in CALL
are available either in standard Java or in well known libraries.

Java has no concept of invariants, in itself, although constraints on data values can be im-
plemented manually in code. It also has no built-in support for immutability of complex types,
although encapsulation and the use of final can be used to implement immutable types.

Java has no concept of computation or streams of computations. These could be implemented
with the language’s primitives, of course.

Java also has no concept of a recognizer and implementation of a recognizer is Java is not
straightforward.

Mapping between CALL and C++ C++ contains most of the features available in CALL.
The important exceptions are computations and streams (both easily implemented in C++) and
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Concept Description
Primitive types Same concept, although different primitive types.
Collections No mapping in general, although some vendor-specific exten-

sions, such as Oracle’s nested tables to allow for a similar con-
cept, although much more limited.

Complex data types Tables are similar to structures. No mapping for classes exist.
Most SQL implementations do allow some definition of user-
defined data types that are similar to typedefs.

Data invariants Constraints.
Immutability No mapping.
Operations SQL functions are a similar concept, although not associated to

tables and, therefore, not equivalent.
Inheritance No mapping.
Namespaces Schemas.
Scopes No mapping.
Libraries No mapping.
Computation Row.
Stream Table.
Event bus SQL has triggers that allow for a simple, but limited, version of

an event bus.
Recognizer View.
Oracle Predicate.
Binding steams Joins.

Table 8.15: Mapping CALL concepts to SQL.
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recognizers. Recognizers are not easy to implement in C++.

Mapping between CALL and SQL SQL is a query language designed to specify patterns of
data. SQL has very limited capabilities to describe complex data structures as its foundation is
around tables and columns. It is possible to describe complex data structures in SQL by use of
multiple tables, but that is not equivalent to describing complex data structures in CALL.

Some vendor-specific extensions allow more complex data structures to be held in tables.
Some object-relational databases allow Java classes be defined as columns, but these are not
standard nor commonly used. This means that “simple” concepts such as a class containing a list
of numbers is not mappable in SQL.

SQL has no concept of data immutability, although database management systems do have
concepts such as access permissions and read-only data. We consider that these concepts are
different and not mappable to CALL, even if they can be used to attain the same goal.

SQL also has no concepts of table inheritance or any concept of table libraries. Specific ven-
dors have extensions to the language to enable some of these features, but they are uncommon.

SQL has no event bus and, while triggers can be used to perform actions when data is inserted
into a table, they are hardly a replacement for an event bus, especially performance-wise.

Mapping between CALL and First-Order Predicate Logic There are many variants of
FOPL and many implementations of theorem provers provide their own extensions. Also, FOPL-
like specifications like Z may allow for many features like schemas and functions, but base FOPL
has no such concepts.

Recognizers and oracles do not exist in FOPL itself and cannot be directly implemented as
the concept of computation does not exist. But matching values based on predicates and logical
statements is a core feature of FOPL and so a good part of what is a recognizer and an oracle has
direct mapping to FOPL.

As can be seen from Table 8.17, all main concepts in CALL are known to any software
engineer who knows Java, C++, SQL and FOPL.
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Concept Description
Primitive types FOPL does not have an explicit concept of primitive types, al-

though all given sets can be seen as primitive types.
Collections FOPL has direct support for sets and tuples, but no direct map-

ping for other collections such as maps or lists. However, those
structures are easily built from the first ones.

Complex data types FOPL has no concept of structures or classes, although predicates
can be used to define properties of items.

Data invariants FOPL’s axioms can express invariants.
Immutability FOPL does not have a concept of mutable value, so all values are

immutable.
Operations No mapping.
Inheritance No mapping.
Namespaces No mapping.
Scopes No mapping.
Libraries FOPL itself does not have libraries, but many of the places where

it is used like theorem provers support it.
Computation No mapping.
Stream No mapping.
Event bus No mapping.
Recognizer No mapping, although the concept of defining an invariant cover-

ing more than one set is widely used in FOPL.
Oracle No mapping, although the concept of a predicate that classifies

values as either true or false is widely used.
Binding steams No mapping.

Table 8.16: Mapping CALL concepts to first-order predicate logic.
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Concept Java C++ SQL FOPL
Primitive types Y Y Y P
Collections Y Y N Y
Complex data types P Y P N
Data invariants N N Y Y
Immutability N Y N Y
Operations Y Y N N
Inheritance Y Y N N
Namespaces Y Y Y N
Scopes Y Y N N
Libraries Y Y N Y
Computation N N Y N
Stream N N Y N
Event bus Y Y Y N
Recognizer N N Y P
Oracle Y Y Y P
Binding steams N N Y N
Y means an equal or similar concept exists in the target language. P means
a concept that has similarities exists and therefore the concept is considered
to be partially covered by the target language. N means no similar concept
exists.

Table 8.17: Summary of mapping CALL concepts.
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Chapter 9

Discussion

We have presented a framework that performs failure detection and localization by analyzing pat-
terns of computations. Probed computations are usually low-level and the framework provides a
way to abstract them into higher-level computations, which can then be evaluated for correctness
and used to pinpoint failures in a running system.

We presented a language, CALL, through which computations are declared and rules for
abstraction (recognizers) and classification (oracles) are defined. We also showed how failures
could be localized based on traces of both successful and failed computations using techniques
such as spectrum-based localization.

In this section we will discuss limitations and consequences of this work. We will start by
discussing, in Section 9.1, what kind of failures can and cannot be detected.

One of the main contributions of this thesis is the language, CALL, through which computa-
tions and patterns are defined. We then discuss CALL’s features and the advantages of a domain-
specific language instead of using a standard programming language (including a database query
language) in Section 9.2.

Section 9.3 we discuss whether this work is applicable in industry and the potential limita-
tions of that application. Finally, in Section 9.4, we discuss possible evolutions of this work.

9.1 Limitations
The proposed framework alongside its declarative language, CALL, and supporting runtime,
whose architecture was described in Chapter 3, were designed to support the purposes described
in Chapter 1. As expected from a DSL and supporting runtime, they simplify the tasks they
were designed to, but have limitations that are particularly noticeable in areas outside of the
framework’s intended scope.

We split the limitations of framework into three categories: theoretical, engineering and ap-
plicability.

Theoretical limitations refer to failures that cannot be identified by this framework or that
cannot be correctly localized. These limitations are a hard bound on what can be performed
with this framework without any fundamental changes to the approach. These are discussed in
Section 9.1.1.
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Engineering limitations are implementation limitations that could be overcome with a larger
implementation effort. These are presented in Section 9.3 as they represent a cost to adoptability,
but do not represent a fundamental limitation of the approach: rather, they are a limitation of the
current implementation.

Applicability limitations arise from the framework having performance limitations making it
unsuitable for some applications. For example, it is possible to use the framework and CALL
to perform face recognition, although the cost and performance of such implementation would
be abysmal. These limitations are a consequence of the mismatch between intended use of the
framework and the problem to be solved. Section 9.1.2 discusses these limitations.

9.1.1 Theoretical Limitations
In its most abstract form, the proposed framework receives computations matched to elements in
an architecture and outputs an ordered list of locations. The first limitation to what can be done
with the framework is that it must match this structure. For example, an audio filtering system
could not be implemented with the framework: even if the actual signal processing transforma-
tions could be represented in CALL, there is no way for the framework to output a signal as it
only outputs probabilistic error localizations.

A more useful example of what cannot be done with the framework is anything that acts
on a system. While the framework fits well within the “Analyze” phase of the MAPE loop, it
cannot be used in lieu of the loop itself as it provides no mechanisms for monitoring, planning
or execution.

Another limitation of the framework are patterns of computations that cannot be recognized
and/or classified. CALL allows expression of logical statements, defined using predicate logic,
over sets of computations. But, for example, probabilistic evaluation is not possible: CALL
provides no way to write a predicate that matches computations with a certain probability rating
stating, for example, that a computation a followed by a computation b represents a high-level
computation c with probability 0.7 and high-level computation d with probability 0.3. These
scenarios could be useful to reason with incomplete information when lack of probing requires
a probabilistic matching instead of a strict matching, as imposed by CALL.

The language itself also has several limitions: (1) it supports only a limited number of data
types, and (2) it has no primitives for I/O or OS integration. This means it is impossible to define
CALL programs that read files or perform, for example, network access.

9.1.2 Applicability vs Expressiveness
While the theoretical limits of the framework and CALL discussed in Section 9.1.1 are very
general, actual use of CALL is more constrained as several constructs are theoretically possible,
but not usable in practice. In this section, we discuss the applicability and expressiveness trade-
off. For a discussion on practicality, a parallel, but independent, concept from applicability, see
Section 8.3.

Expressiveness is a measure of how straightforward it is to write a construct that can be
described with CALL. Expressiveness is dependent on the feature to describe and the features
of the language. For example, Java, without its standard library, does not have the concept of a
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set, and does not have a concept of equality, so expressing a test to see if a structure belongs to a
group is cumbersome:

1 public final class Check {
2 public static boolean contains(int[] data, int value) {
3 for (int i = 0; i < data.length; i++) {
4 if (data[i] == value) {
5 return true;
6 }
7 }
8 }
9

10 return false;
11 }

But, in CALL, this becomes simpler:
1 class check_t {
2 static bool contains(set<int32> data, int32 value) {
3 return value in data;
4 }
5 }

In this scenario, checking whether a value is part of a group, CALL is more expressive than
Java.

Expressiveness refers to how the features allow some concepts to be described. This is what
drives common statements such as “perl is better at text file processing than Java”. It is not that
Java can’t do it – it can –, but it is more cumbersome for the software developer.

Applicability refers to the degree to which declarations can be used in the real world. For
example, it is possible to compute a cryptographic SHA digest of a file using CALL, by using lists
of bytes to represent the digest and updating the digest from a list of bytes representing the file.
However, the difficulty of implementing the constructs in CALL due to lack of expressiveness
means it is not doable in practice.

Applicability and expressiveness are related: more expressiveness leads to more applicability,
but it comes with other costs in practicality and complexity of implementation of the actual
framework.

This means there are limitations in applicability of CALL that arise from some construc-
tions being too cumbersome or error-prone to write, thereby making them hard to use. These
limitations arise from expressiveness limitations in CALL. Having been designed to support the
framework proposed, CALL makes it easy to write constructions that are common when relating
behavior observations; other uses may require larger code bases or less intuitive designs. Unlike
theoretical limits, the limits for applicability that arise from limitations in CALL’s expressiveness
are not hard bounds.

For example, in a system with 5 computation types all with a property ID, recognizing all 4-
tuples of computations with the same ID requires a significant amount of engineering. Because
recognizers are strictly typed, we would need 54 “ 625 different types of recognizers. While
some constructions, like this one, require too much code to be usable, others are too complex. For
example, implementing a cryptographic algorithm, such as SHA-1, would require very complex
recognizers due to the lack of bitwise and shift operations in CALL. And others, while small and
simple, are too inefficient in execution to be used. For example, using a stream as a dictionary
and performing a lookup from values from another stream will be slow due to CALL’s lack of
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indexing and hashing.
Unfortunately, CALL also has limitations in expressiveness that make some tasks complex.

Some of these are addressed in Section 9.4. For example, CALL does not allow recognizing
sets with an arbitrary number of computations. Recognizers can only match a fixed number of
computations. So, as in the example shown in Chapter 4 where we want to match a CCR-I,
several CCR-Us and a CCR-T into a CDR, we are forced to use intermediate computation types
and recognizers whose task is to aggregate these computations.

CALL is also missing several common functions to manipulate its data types, but those are
engineering limitations (see Section 9.3). CALL also lacks a way of using existing libraries in
other languages. This makes some checks difficult to do. What if we want to verify that a captcha
returned by a web server is a valid jpeg image? There are no image manipulation functions in
CALL and there is no way to use Java’s or C++’s (see Section 9.3).

9.2 CALL vs Java and other alternatives
Given these limitations discussed in Section 9.1.2, one may question why introduce a new lan-
guage and not just implement CALL as a framework that could be used from a mainstream
programming language such as Java or C++?

For example, why declare a recognizer as:
1 recognizer foobar(f : foo, b : bar) {
2 invariant { f.id == b.id }
3 emit new foobar(f.id);
4 }

And not as:
1 class FoobarRecognizer extends Recognizer<Foobar, Foo, Bar> {
2 @Override
3 public Foobar matchAndEmit(Foo f, Bar b) {
4 if (f.getId() == b.getId()) {
5 return new Foobar(f.getId());
6 }
7
8 return null;
9 }

10 }

The quick answer is that a framework in Java or C++ is possible, but undesirable as it makes
syntax more complex and analysis more difficult. The extra burden on the syntax makes its use
by domains experts more difficult and the analysis limitations makes the framework error-prone.
If it removes some of the applicability limitations discussed in Section 9.1.2, it introduces others
as will be seen in this section.

The difficulty with using Java or C++ for the framework language is a result of concept
mismatch between the framework and mainstream languages. While possible, the syntax re-
quired when using mainstream languages is often more verbose and some concepts are difficult
to match. Some guarantees are difficult to obtain and analysis is often more difficult if not im-
possible. For example, CALL ensures all invariants in recognizers always terminate. This is not
possible to ensure in practice in Java without artificially constraining the language.

But not everything is difficult to map. Conditions, for example, exist in both languages:
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1 // CALL
2 exists i : S @ i.id == test_id

1 // Java
2 return S.stream().hasAny(i -> i.id() == test_id)
3 // or, for a pre-Java 8 syntax:
4 for (Type s : S) {
5 if (s.id() == test_id) {
6 return true;
7 }
8 }
9

10 return false;

1 // C++
2 return std::find(S.begin(), S.end(),
3 [=](const Type &s) { return s.id() == test_id; }

As illustrated, CALL is consistently more compact. Its use of predicate logic makes ex-
pressing conditions and relationships easier: CALL is declarative – and hence you don’t need an
algorithm to be specified – you can leave that to the CALL compiler.

But while the gains for some concepts are small, for others the story is different. Neither Java
nor C++ provide ways to implement invariants. To implement an equivalent of invariants in Java,
we would have to write a significant amount of tedious and error-prone code:

So, instead of:
1 computation type comp_t {
2 invariant x_non_negative { x >= 0 }
3 int32 x;
4 }

We would have to write:
1 class Comp {
2 private int x;
3 public int getX() { return x; }
4 public void setX(int x) {
5 if (x < 0) {
6 throw new IllegalArgumentException("x_non_negative");
7 }
8
9 this.x = x;

10 }
11 }

Not using CALL as a language would also make it difficult to ensure parallelism of compu-
tations, a necessary conditions for scalability. Neither Java nor C++ have a built-in mechanism
to ensure that computations can be executed in parallel without side-effects.

Again, we are discussing what can be done while maintaining applicability, as previously
described. It is possible to implement anything in Java or C++ (CALL itself is implemented in
Java). But the complexity required makes it impractical.

A different alternative to Java/C++ is using processing systems such as map/reduce. Map/re-
duce system, such as Apache Hadoop [13], provide a scalable way to process large numbers of
computations. But many of these systems (and map/reduce is a good example), there is a trade-
off between scalability, latency and expressiveness. While map/reduce is massively scalable, it
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suffers from two limitations: (1) it has too much latency for use in our use case, and (2) it is
more restricted in the computations it can perform. The increased latency is due to map/reduce
requiring a large number of elements in the map operations for it to be efficient and this means
collecting data for some significant amount of time before processing it. Map/reduce is used by
high-data companies such as Google to perform offline processing, not online processing. The
restrictions on the types of computations arise from the structure of map/reduce. Map/reduce
performs computations that fit in a two/step paradigm: mapping data to a key and then join-
ing (reducing) all values that were mapped to the same key. Only simple recognizers could be
implemented in this way.

Another, perhaps better, alternative are Complex Event Processing systems. These are similar
to CALL as they receive events use them to generate new events. If CALL had to be labeled
with a “standard” system type, it would probably be labeled as a Complex Event Processing
system. But, while Complex Event Processing systems provide fast and scalable matching, they
do not provide several features that CALL does. Specifically, Complex Event Processing systems
require fixed time windows to analyze events, are difficult for domain experts to understand and
do not provide the analysis that CALL is capable of. Complex Event Processing systems are
discussed in more detail in the Related Work chapter, in Section 7.4.

9.3 Adoptability in Industry
For the proposed framework to be adoptable by industry it needs to fulfill a few requirements:
(1) it needs to solve a problem that industry has; (2) it must solve that problem in a way com-
patible with the industry’s constraints; and (3) has to be usable by people in industry (this last
requirement is an important specialization of the previous one).

(1) and (3) are directly addressed throughout this thesis (see Chapters 1 and 2 and Section 8.3)
and should not need further discussion.

The Samsung case study shows that (2) is, at least in broad terms, fulfilled. CALL was con-
nected to an event bus that reproduced the real one in Samsung, was limited to probing constraints
Samsung had in its production systems, handled the amount of traffic required by Samsung and
used the correctness criteria provided by Samsung. However, there are some limitations of CALL
that could be overcome in a straightforward way:

Providing Common Infrastructure CALL provides ways to reuse code between implemen-
tations, but, for industry adoption, an actual repository of code to reuse needs to be written with
CALL libraries and pre-built probes.

We promise (and deliver) that CALL is modular and provides easy reuse of common patterns
of events. We demonstrate how to write them in CALL and use these patterns in some scenarios
in this thesis (see Chapter 4). But the current CALL implementation provides libraries for only
some common styles, such as call/return, but not for others, such as repository [22, 71].

Also, implementation of common protocols in CALL is currently limited to a subset of HTTP.
Other forms of IPC (shared memory, JSON/HTTP, SOAP) are not provided.

Industry adoption of CALL would require at least some more libraries to be written to provide
good coverage of commonly used styles and protocols.
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We argue that probes are system-specific and that CALL provides an architecture/OS/lan-
guage agnostic way to connect them to the framework. This allows probes to run in multiple
hardware nodes, in different operating systems and to be implemented in multiple languages.
But probes have to be developed for every system and some common ones would make CALL
more attractive. For example, probes that read logs, HTTP interceptors, J2EE filters are examples
of simple very general probes that would lower the cost of adoption.

Industry adoption of CALL would require some standard probes to be provided with CALL.

Expressiveness Increased expressiveness of CALL would make industry adoption easier. Cur-
rently, CALL has support only for types and no support for “external types” (data types whose
values are not handled by CALL, but by external code). CALL’s runtime was designed to support
these and CALL’s compiler and runtime support these.

Linking in CALL libraries that support common functions such as HTTP URL encoding/de-
coding, JSON and XML parsing/extraction, image parsing or file access would increase signifi-
cantly the range of applications CALL could be used for.

Industry adoption of CALL would require some common external types to be implemented.
CALL allows reasoning about tuples of computations in the context of streams. However, in

practice, several instances arise in which reasoning about sets of computations is needed. This
topic is discussed in more detail in Section 9.4.

Performance Recognizers keep computations in their queues until they can be discarded.
When new computations “arrive” from probes or other recognizers, they are matched against all
existing computations. CALL lacks any type of indexing in the recognizer inputs. Recognizer
performance will degrade exponentially with the number of computations not yet discarded.

There are no known ways to reduce the set of elements to match: relational databases and
complex event processing systems all suffer from this performance degradation when queries
are applied to large data sets. However, what relational database engines and complex event
processing engines do that CALL does not is indexing the elements to match so that search
is done more efficiently. In a comparison with relational database engines, CALL does the
equivalent of full table scans for every query.

There are, however, no theoretical reasons why the same optimizations performed in rela-
tional databases and complex event processing systems could not be applied to CALL. While
CALL’s structure is based on predicate logic and not relational calculus as relational databases,
the equivalence between both is well established.

Industry adoption of CALL would require indexing of recognizer buffers to be implemented.
Similar to indexing, recognizers do not support any intelligent use of the data. If indexing is

added, then use of indexes requires query planning capabilities. Just like indexing, this is not a
theoretical issue, but definitely a practical one.

Industry adoption of CALL would require query planning in recognizers be implemented.
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9.4 Future Work
This thesis proposes a framework identification and localization of failures at run-time, based on
a model of system behavior. It relies on several assumptions that can be challenged and analyzed
in future work.

Some future work has already been outlined in Section 9.3. This section will focus on future
work that is not straightforward engineering.

9.4.1 Augmenting CALL Expressiveness
Future work can be done to improve the framework’s practicality and capabilities. As seen in the
example in Section 4.2, CALL is easy to use to define recognizers that recognize a high-level
computation from a fixed number of low-level computations. This has been successfully used in
both case studies. However, as seen also in Section 4.2, recognizing a high-level computation
from an arbitrary number of low-level computations requires defining intermediate computation
types and recognizers.

Future work can also be done to make CALL easier to use, reducing the language. CALL has
several constructs that are specific to the problem domain (e.g., recognizers, oracles, matching
invariants). But CALL also has several constructs that are not domain-specific like the syntax to
create methods in classes. Better integration with programming languages would leverage better
tools and simplify CALL to the core it excels in.

9.4.2 MAPE Loop Integration
The further research paths described so far challenge some elementary mechanisms in the pro-
posed framework. But work can also be done in integrating the framework with higher-level
systems that are handling the MAPE loop.

Specifically, no work was done to show how such a framework would integrate with a MAPE-
loop adaptation framework. It was said, in the introduction, that this work fits in the analysis part
of the loop, but not how it would be used by the other parts of the loop. In particular, how
would the results of this framework change planning and execution? And vice versa? This is a
particularly rich area, where multiple evolutions can be seen.

Could uncertainty on the health status of components drive dynamic testing? If some com-
ponent has not been exercised in some time, could we forcibly exercise it to ensure it is working
and take corrective action if it isn’t? This would be an approach similar to Netflix’s Chaos Mon-
key [57].

9.4.3 Increasing Autonomy
The proposed framework relies on humans to define recognizers and, therefore, explicitly iden-
tify behavior patterns. But machine learning research and practice has proven that many pat-
terns can be inferred (or “learned”) from observing behavior. Leveraging machine learning to
define recognizers based on observed patterns is a possible path for future work. One immedi-
ate difficulty with such an approach would be handling intermediate abstractions. Recognizing
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high-level computations from low-level observations in a single step may yield very complex
recognizers and generate pattern-matching rules that are hard to understand, making such sys-
tems hard to debug. But having machine learning to identify computations with increasing levels
of abstraction is also challenging.

A similar path for future work is related to oracles. Just like for recognizers, we could
leverage machine learning to infer which computations are correct and incorrect. Supervised
machine learning seems to be a promissing path for this, but it would need further research to
understand if supervised learning could actually be simpler and/or less cumbersome than manual
definition of oracles.

We could also extend the notion of correctness to include fuzziness or certainty. This may
be a very useful extension if we introduce machine learning, but may also be useful without it.
Current oracles are binary: computations are either correct or incorrect. This limits the type of
information that can be presented to the MAPE loop. A failing server may decrease total system
response time, but the degradation may not reach a high-enough threshold to require corrective
action.

9.4.4 Sharding Support

Sharding is a form of parallelism that is different from the one currently supported by CALL-RE.
When sharding, we have a whole copy of the system dealing with a subset of the computations
and another one dealing with another subset. Sharding is more scalable than the model proposed
in this thesis because it allows almost unlimited parallelism.

Sharding introduces two difficulties: splitting the computations into groups that are indepen-
dent of each other and then joining the results.

In some limited scenarios both these problems may be solved by the structure of the system
itself. A web serving system that has two independent physical locations can monitor each
location independently. In these cases joining the results is also trivial as the components of the
system are also independent.

But if the original system structure isn’t itself sharded, identifying how can a system be
split can be more difficult. CALL has rules to combine computations so it may be possible to
determine how computations can be sharded by looking at recognizer rules.

9.4.5 Dynamic probe placement

Throughout this thesis, all examples we’ve seen have used a fixed diagnosis system. The probes,
recognizers and oracles are all fixed and the runtime architecture was fixed. But CALL allows
the architecture to change and allows the actual probes deployed to be changed. This means the
MAPE loop can not only adapt the target system, but it could adapt its own diagnosis.

By analyzing traces using the work in [19], it is possible for the MAPE loop to realize which
components can be individually diagnosed and not. This allows running a system with reduced
probing costs as long as there are no failures, and deploy additional probes when a failure is
detected. Depending on the complexity of the target system, it is possible to deploy probes in
several phases to pinpoint the source of failure iteratively.
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For certain systems with high tolerance to failures, or low likelihood of non-intermittent
faults, probes could be disabled completely and regularly deployed to test parts of the system. A
grid computing farm could use such a technique to regularly evalute the quality or performance
of its nodes without paying the cost of regular monitoring.

All these approaches would need to be evaluted in the context of a MAPE loop. It would
require research on how to balance the cost of probing, cost of deploying the probes, the time
taken to deploy and diagnose failures and the cost of failure itself.
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Appendix A

Terminology: faults, errors and failures

This section defines basic terminology that is commonly used in dependable computing. We will
commonly refer to faults, errors and failures and it is useful to provide some clarification on the
meaning of these terms, which derive from [8].

Faults are the original source of incorrect behavior. They correspond, intuitively, to incorrect
implementation of a system. For example, software bugs and hardware problems are typical
examples of faults.

Faults can only affect the system when exercised. Exercising a software bug means executing
the buggy code and exercising a hardware failure means running the faulty hardware. Faults that
do not affect the system even when they are exercised are known as dormant. Dormant faults
cannot be detected by observation of system behavior. A fault becomes active if, when exercised,
produces an error. An error is a violation of some condition in, or assumption about, the system’s
state. Errors are not directly visible in general, as the system’s state is not commonly directly
monitored. However, this corrupted state may, in turn, lead to an observable violation of the
system’s specification yielding a failure.

The distinction between these concepts is important: exercising the fault and detecting the
failure may or may not be close in time; an active fault may generate an error that manifests
itself only in a later computation. For example, consider a bug in the web server that erroneously
deletes a required image from the web server’s file system: when this fault is exercised, it will
corrupt the file system. It is only later, when the image is actually requested by a web client, that
a failure occurs as the web server performs incorrect behavior by returning an error code.

Faults that switch between being dormant and active are known as intermittent faults. For
example, an algorithm that checks whether a number is strictly positive using the formula x ě 0
will generate an error only when x “ 0. If the code is executed with x “ 1 the fault is dormant, as
it will not affect system behavior. But if the code is executed with x “ 0 then the fault will affect
system behavior. However, if the formula were x ď 0 then the fault would not be intermittent, as
it would always produce the wrong value.

An important special case of intermittent faults is correlated faults. A set of correlated faults
will manifest itself only when all faults become active simultaneously. Suppose one of the web
servers in figure 2.1 has a power failure and is incapable of processing requests. In a correct
system, the dispatchers will not send requests to the faulty web server, so this fault will not
generate failures. If a dispatcher has a bug and, as a consequence of exercising the fault, forwards
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a request to the stopped web server, these two faults, combined will yield a failure.
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Appendix B

CALL Syntax

This chapter describes, informally, the syntax of CALL. The syntax is described bottom up,
starting with the language’s more elementary concepts and moving to the higher concepts. We
start by describing data types in Section B.1, followed by expressions in Section B.2 and then
operations in Section B.3.

B.1 Data types
CALL supports data types that can be divided into the following categories:

• Primitive types (Section B.1.1);
• Enumeration types (Section B.1.2);
• Complex types (Section B.1.3);
• Structure types (Section B.1.4);
• Operable types (Section B.1.5).
Data types in CALL are all hierarchical in the object-oriented sense: inheritance means sub-

stitutability.

B.1.1 Primitive data types

CALL defines the following primitive data types:
• any. The any data type is an abstract data type and is the supertype for all types defined

in CALL.
1 any variable_name;

Listing B.1: Declaration of a variable of any data type.

• ascii. The ascii data type contains strings with only ASCII characters. From a purely
computation perspective, there is no advantage in using ascii instead of string. How-
ever, for interfaces with external systems, namely with sensors reporting events, acsii
may be much simplier to use.
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• string. The string data type contains strings containing any character that can be
encoded in UTF-8.

1 ascii ascii_var = "some text";
2 string string_var = u"some non-ascii text";

Listing B.2: Declaration with assignment of a variable of ascii and string data types.

• bool. The bool data type represnts a boolean value. It can have values true or false.
1 bool bool_true_var = true;
2 bool bool_false_var = false;

Listing B.3: Declaration with assignment of variables of bool data type.

• bytearray. The bytearray data type represents a list of bytes. CALL does not
provide many operations on bytearray. However, it is useful to allow general binary
data to be reported by sensors and processed by custom event handlers. Additionally,
custom functions may be defined to process binary data.

1 bytearray bytes_var;

Listing B.4: Declaration of variables of bytearray data type.

• float. The float data type contains a single-precision floating point number. It has the
same semantics as in the Java language.

• double. The double data type contains a double-precision floating point number. It
has the same semantics as in the Java language.

1 float floats_var = 5.6f;
2 double double_var = 5.6;

Listing B.5: Declaration and assignment of variables of float and double data types.

• int8. An int8 represents an integer number with 8 bits with values ranging from ´27

to 27 ´ 1.
• int16. An int16 represents an integer number with 16 bits with values ranging from
´215 to 215 ´ 1.

• int32. An int32 represents an integer number with 32 bits with values ranging from
´231 to 231 ´ 1.

• int64. An int64 represents an integer number with 64 bits with values ranging from
´263 to 263 ´ 1.

1 int8 var8 = 5b;
2 int16 var16 = -6h;
3 int32 var32 = 7;
4 int64 var64 = -8l;

Listing B.6: Declaration of variables of int8, int16, int32 and int64 data types.

• time. The time data type contains a timestamp measured in microseconds.
• period. The period data type contains a time span measured in microseconds.
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1 time time_instant;
2 period one_second = 1s;
3 period one_millisecond = 1ms;
4 period one_microsecond = 1us;

Listing B.7: Declaration of variables of time and period data type.

B.1.2 Enumeration data types

Enumerations provide predefined lists of values.

1 enum happiness {
2 crazy;
3 very_happy;
4 sad;
5 writing_thesis;
6 }
7
8 //
9 happiness my_happiness = writing_thesis;

Listing B.8: Declaration of enumeration data types and declaration and assignment of
enumeration variables.

B.1.3 Complex data types

CALL defines the following complex data types:
• sets. A set is an unordered collection of items where duplicate items are not allowed.

Sets are represented with a special notation to show what type of data type they contain.
All sets are subtypes of any.

• bags. A bag is an unordered collection of items where duplicate items are allowed. Bags
are represented with a special notation to state what is the data type of the values they
contain. All bags are subtypes of any.

• lists. A list is an ordered collection of items. Lists are represented with a special
notation to state what is the data type of the values the list contains. All lists are subtypes
of any.

1 set<int32> integer_set = {4, 5, 6};
2 bag<int32> integer_bag;
3 list<int32> integer_list = [1, 2, 3];

Listing B.9: Declaration and assignment of variables of set, bag and list data types.

• maps. A map is a partial function that, for some input values produces output values.
Maps are represented with a special notation stating what types are used as keys (domain
values) and values. All maps are subtypes of any.

• tuples. A tuple data type is a type containing an ordered list of types. Each instance of
a tuple contains one instance of each value in the tuple. Tuples are subtypes of any.
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1 map<int32, string> maps_integer_to_string;
2 tuple<int32,string,bool> tuple_of_3_types;

Listing B.10: Declaration of variables of map and tuple data types.

• optionals. An optional data type whose instances optionally contain values of another data
type. Optional data types are marked with a special notation and are subtypes of any.

1 int32? optional_int_with_value = 14;
2 int32? optional_int_without_value = null;
3 int32?? optional_optional_int;

Listing B.11: Declaration and assignment of variables with optional values.

B.1.4 Structure data types
Structures define complex data types where one or more data types are associated with a name.
For example, the following listing contains a declaration of a structure data type named point
that contains two fields: an integer named x and an integer named y.

1 struct point {
2 int32 x;
3 int32 y;
4 }

Listing B.12: Declaration of structure point.

By default, structures are subtypes of any. However, structures can form hierarchies and, in
that case, a structure will have the structures it inherits from as supertypes.

1 struct time_interval {
2 time start;
3 time end;
4 }
5
6 struct point_in_time : point, time_interval {
7 }

Listing B.13: Declaration of structure hierarchies.

The structure point in time will contain the four inherited fields and will be a subtype
both of point and time interval.

Structures can be declared abstract, meaning values of those types cannot be created, although
values of subtypes of those structure may be created.

1 abstract struct abstract_structure {
2 int32 value;
3 }

Listing B.14: Declaration of structure hierarchies.

B.1.5 Operable data types
Operable data types define data types that can have operations. There are two types of operable
data types: typedefs and classes.
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A typedef defines a restriction of another data type. Typedefs may include operations (the
syntax for operations is described in Section B.3) and invariants.

An invariant defines a condition that must always be true in a data value. More information
on invariants is provided in Section B.3.2.

The following listing contains an example of a typedef defining a restriction on integers:
1 typedef positive32 restricted int32 {
2 invariant negative_not_allowed { this >= 0 };
3
4 expr bool is_zero() {
5 return this == 0;
6 }
7 }

Listing B.15: Example of a typedef.

This code defines a new data type named positive32. positive32 is a new data type,
it is not an int32, although implicit conversion will happen in some scenarios as described in
Section B.2.8.

This data type is a restriction of the int32 data type. Only int32 data values that validate
the provided invariant will be allowed in the data type. Multiple invariants may be defined and
they must all be validated.

In addition to the invariant, the positive32 data type defines an operation, named is zero.
The syntax for operations is described in Section B.3.

Classes define data types that are similar to structures but, like typedefs, can contain invariants
and operations. The following listing contains an example of a class declaration:

1 class point_with_altitude : point {
2 int32 altitude;
3
4 invariant there_are_limits_for_holes { altitude >= -5000000 };
5
6 expr bool is_above_ground() {
7 return alitude >= 0;
8 }
9

10 expr bool is_same_height(point_with_altitude p) {
11 return altitude == p.altitude;
12 }
13 }

Listing B.16: Example of a class.

Classes can have other classes or structures as supertypes. However, restricting a supertype’s
value in an invariant is not allowed.1 Classes can, instead of inheriting from other classes or
structs, restrict other classes or structures. Consider the following example:

1 class timed_northern_hemisphere_point : time_interval, (point_with_altitude) {
2 invariant only_in_northern_hemisphere { x >= 0 }
3 }

Listing B.17: Example of a class with restrictions.

The timed northern hemisphere point is a subtype of time interval but not
of point with altitude. However, it contains a “copy” of the point with altitude

1This is not actually enforced in the language.
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class: it has an altitude field, a there are limits for holes invariant and a is above ground
and is same height methods. This syntax, similar to inheritance, but with the class name in
parenthesis, is called “copying”.

Copying is required when the substitutability principle is not applicable. The point with altitute
class is itself a point, a structure with fields x and y with no restrictions on their values. If
timed northern hemisphere point were a subclass of point, then it could be cast to
point and some code could use it as if it were a point. This code could then set its coordinates
to somewhere in the southern hemisphere, unexpectedly violating the class’s invariant. By copy-
ing, instead of inheriting, we do not allow casting from timed northern hemisphere point
to point.

But we do allow conversion between the two classes (see Section B.2.8 for a discussion be-
tween casting and conversion). In fact, conversion from timed northern hemisphere point
to point with altitude is done automatically:

1 void do_something(timed\_northern\_hemisphere\_point p) {
2 point pt = p; // conversion is automatic.
3 pt.y = pt.x; // no invariants to verify in point.
4
5 // This also works:
6 if (is_on_x_axis(p)) {
7 }
8 }
9

10 bool is_on_x_axis(point p) {
11 return p.y == 0;
12 }

Listing B.18: Example of a conversion with copying

B.1.6 Namespaces
Data types in CALL can be organized in namespaces, which are used as a way to avoid naming
clashes.

1 struct xpto {
2 xpto myself;
3
4 group1::xpto xpto_in_group_1;
5 ::group1::xpto also_xpto_in_group_1;
6
7 group2::xpto xpto_in_group_2;
8 ::group2::xpto also_xpto_in_group_2;
9

10 group2::sub::xpto xpto_in_group_2_sub;
11 ::group2::sub::xpto also_xpto_in_group_2_sub;
12 }
13
14 namespace group1 {
15 struct xpto {
16 xpto myself;
17 ::group1::xpto also_myself;
18
19 ::xpto outside_xpto;
20
21 ::group2::xpto xpto_in_group_2;
22
23 ::group2::sub::xpto xpto_in_group_2_sub;
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24 }
25 }
26
27 namespace group2 {
28 struct xpto {
29 xpto myself;
30 ::group2::xpto also_myself;
31
32 ::xpto outside_xpto;
33
34 ::group1::xpto xpto_in_group_1;
35
36 sub::xpto xpto_in_group_2_sub;
37 ::group2::sub::xpto also_xpto_in_group_2_sub;
38 }
39
40 namespace sub {
41 struct xpto {
42 xpto myself;
43 ::group2::sub:: xpto also_myself;
44
45 ::xpto outside_xpto;
46
47 ::group1::xpto xpto_in_group_1;
48
49 ::group2::xpto xpto_in_group_2;
50 }
51 }
52 }

Listing B.19: Example of namespaces.

B.2 Expressions
Expressions are language constructs that evaluate at runtime to a value. Expressions in CALL
are always typed (including null), meaning, every expression always results in values that can
be assigned to a specific data type.

Expressions in CALL are divided into several categories:
• Literal expressions. See Section B.2.1.
• Variable expressions. See Section B.2.2.
• Operation expressions. See Section B.2.3.
• Collection expressions. See Section B.2.4.
• Quantifier expressions. See Section B.2.5.
• Field access expressions. See Section B.2.6.
• Function and method invocation expressions. See Section B.2.7.
• Casting and conversion expressions. See Section B.2.8.

B.2.1 Literal Expressions
Literal expressions are expressions that evaluate to fixed values that can be computed at compile
time. There are literal expressions corresponding to most data types in CALL.
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The following listing contains examples of all literal expressions for primitive data types:
1 bool true_value = true;
2 bool false_value = false;
3
4 int8 byte_value = 4b;
5 int16 short_value = 5h;
6 int32 int_value = 6;
7 int64 long_value = 7l;
8
9 float float_value = 1.2f;

10 double double_value = 3.4;
11
12 period one_microsecond = 1us;
13 period one_millisecond = 1ms;
14 period one_second = 1s;
15
16 ascii ascii_text = "foo";
17 string utf8_text = u"foo";

Listing B.20: Examples of literal expressions for primitive data types.

The syntax for creating collection literals is more complex. The two simplest cases are sets
and lists, shown in the listing below.

1 set<int32> a_set = { 12, 23 };
2 list<int32> a_list = [ 34, 45 ];

Listing B.21: Examples of literal expressions for sets and lists.

The literal expression is the right-hand side of the expressions. CALL’s type inference is
(unfortunately) not very sophisticated so the type of the set or list is deduced from the types
of the items in it. The left-hand side of the assignment is not taken into consideration when
determining the set or list type. However, a common type for all items in the set or list will be
used (see Section B.2.10 for a discussion of how unification, the process of finding a common
data type, is done). This means that, for example, the following expression is valid:

1 set<int32> a_set = { 1b, 2h, 3 };

Listing B.22: Examples of literal expressions for sets and lists.

Because 1b is a int8, 2h is a int16 and 3 a int32, and because the type that results
from unifying the three is int32, the resulting right-hand side is set<int32>.

However, the type of the right-hand side may be forced using the |: syntax. This is also
empty collections can be created, since the contained data type for literal empty collections
cannot be inferred.

1 set<int32> a_set = { 1b, 2b }|:set<int32>;
2 list<period> a_list = []|:list<period>;

Listing B.23: Examples of literal expressions for sets and lists.

The same syntax is used to create literal bags. Bags are declared as a set but with the specific
bag data type:

1 bag<int32> a_bag = { 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3 }|:bag<int32>;

Listing B.24: Examples of literal expressions for sets and lists.
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In CALL, null can be used as a literal value. Unless a specific type is used using |:, null
assumes the type any?. The following examples demonstrate null literals:

1 any? default_null_type = null;
2 int32? optional_int = null |: int32;

Listing B.25: Examples of literal expressions for sets and lists.

B.2.2 Variable Expressions
Variables have been shown in several examples. Variable expressions are expressions that eval-
uate to a value. The value of variable expressions is determined at run-time, although its type is
known at compilation time. Variable expressions can be used inside collection literal expressions.

1 int32 a = 4;
2 int32 b = a;
3 set<int32> c = { a, b, 5 };

Listing B.26: Examples of literal expressions for sets and lists.

B.2.3 Operation Expressions
Operation expressions are expressions that are compose other expressions. There are three types
of operation expressions:

• Arithmetic Expressions. See Section B.2.3.
• Comparison Expressions. See Section B.2.3.
• Boolean Expressions. See Section B.2.3.

Arithmetic Expressions Arithmetic expressions are: add, subtract, multiply, divide and mod-
ulo. Table B.1 describes the operators and provides examples. Note that due to automatic data
type conversion (see Section B.2.8), in practice many more combinations of data types can be
used with these operators.

Comparison Expressions Comparison expressions are expressions that compare values and
return a boolean output. There are several type of comparison expressions in CALL: equality
(==), inequality (!=), greater (>), greater or equal (>=), lesser (<), lesser or equal (<=), is null
(is null), is not null (is not null).

With exception of the is null and is not null operators, all other comparison op-
erators can be applied to int8, int16, int32, int64, float, double, time, period,
ascii and string. In all cases, the left and right-hand sides must have the same data type.

Due to automatic casting and conversion (see Section B.2.8), these operators may be used
with different data types. For example, it is legal to write 3 != 4h. However, this is not a
comparison between an int32 and an int16. In this expression, 4h is first converted to 4 and
the comparison occurs between int32 data types.
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Operator LHS1 RHS2 Result Notes
+ int3 int int LHS and RHS must have the same type; result

has the same type as both sides.
+ float float float
+ double double double
+ period period period
+ time period time
- int int int LHS and RHS must have the same type; result

has the same type as both sides.
- float float float
- double double double
- period period period
- time period time

* int int int LHS and RHS must have the same type; result
has the same type as both sides.

* int int int LHS and RHS must have the same type; result
has the same type as both sides.

* float float float

* double double double

* period int64 period Multiplication of the period value by the
int64 value.

/ int int int LHS and RHS must have the same type; result
has the same type as both sides. Integer divi-
sion.

/ float float float
/ double double double
/ period int64 period Integer division of period value by the int64

value.
% int int int LHS and RHS must have the same type; result

has the same type as both sides.
% period period period

1 Left-hand side data type; 2 Right-hand side data type; 3 int stands for any of the four integer
data types.

Table B.1: Artithmetic operators and expressions.
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is null and is not null are unary operators applicable to optional data types. Some
examples are presented below:

1 int32? a = null |: int32;
2 int32? b = 4;
3 bool is_a_null = (a is null);
4 bool is_b_not_null = (b is not null);

Listing B.27: Examples of tests for nullability.

Boolean Expressions Boolean expressions in CALL are the standard and, or and not boolean
operations. The following listing shows some examples:

1 bool t = true;
2 bool f = false;
3 bool also_f = t and f;
4 bool also_t = t or f;
5 bool also_also_f = not t;

Listing B.28: Examples of boolean operators.

B.2.4 Collection Expressions
An operator applicable to all collection types is the count operator. This operator obtains the
number of elements in the collection The following example demonstrates the count operator:

1 set<int32> s = { 1, 2 };
2 int32 two = #s;

Listing B.29: Count operator.

Memberhip in sets and bags can be tested using the in and not in operators. The following
examples demonstrate the operators:

1 set<int32> s = { 1, 2 };
2 int32 two = 2;
3 int32 three = 3;
4 bool is_true = (two in s);
5 bool is_also_true = (three not in s);

Listing B.30: Collection membership operators.

Set operators (union, intersection and minus) can be applied to sets and bags. The following
examples demonstrate these operators:

1 set<int32> s1 = { 1, 2 };
2 set<int32> s2 = { 2, 3 };
3
4 set<int32> one_two_three = s1 union s2;
5 set<int32> two = s1 intersect s2;
6 set<int32> three = s2 \ s1;

Listing B.31: Set operators.

A useful operator for sets, lists and bags is the the one. This operator extracts the single
element in the set or bag (a runtime error will occur if more than one element are in the set or
bag or if the set or bag is empty).
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1 set<int32> set_with_one = { 1 };
2 int32 one = the_one set_with_one;

Listing B.32: Single element extraction.

CALL also supports comprehension operators. These operators can be used to create col-
lections from other collections. These are applicable to sets, lists and bags and transforming a
collection into a different one. The comprehension operator starts with the collect keyword
and the rest of definition between braces: collect{<collect contents>}. The collec-
tion contents are split into two or three sections. The first section defines the collection source,
the last the collection contents and an optional middle one, the filter.

A comprehension without a filter looks like collect{<source> @ <contents>} and
a comprehension with a filter looks like collect{<source> | <filter> @ <contents>}.
The source part defines the collection type and the elements to iterate over to build a new col-
lection. The syntax for the source part is <type> from <var> [, <var> [, ...]]
in <col> [; <var> in <col> [; ...]]. <type> is the type of the resulting col-
lection, <var> are names of variables that will be local to the comprehension (and usable in the
<contents> part). <col> are collections the values of variables are drawn from.

The filter, if it exists, is a boolean expression. The contents expression of the comprehension
operator evaluates to the target collection type.

The operator works by creating a new collection and iterating over all collections assigning
values to local variables. For each assignment, the filter, if defined, is evaluated. If the filter
returns true or if there is no filter, the contents part of the comprehension is evaluated and
the result of the valuation added to the collection. The following examples demonstrate the
comprehension operation:

1 set<int32> set1 = { 1, 2 };
2 set<int32> set2 = collect{set<int32> from a in set1 @ a + 1};
3 // set2 == { 2, 3 }
4
5 set<int32> set3 = collect{set<int32> from a, b in set1 @ a + b};
6 // set3 == { 2, 3, 4 } (1 + 1, 1 + 2, 2 + 1, 2 + 2)
7
8 bag<int32> bag1 = collect{bag<int32> from a, b in set1 @ a + b};
9 // set1 == { 2, 3, 3, 4 }

10
11 set<int32> set4 = collect{set<int32> from a in set1 | a % 2 == 0 @ a };
12 // set4 = { 2 };
13
14 list<int32> list1 = [ 1, 2, 3, 4 ];
15 list<int32> list2 = collect{list<int32> from a in list1 | a > 2 @ a - 2 };
16 // list2 == [ 2, 3 ]

Listing B.33: Comprehension operators.

B.2.5 Quantifier Expressions
A quantifier expression is an expression that evaluates to a boolean and corresponds semantically
to one of the qualifiers @ or D. Quantifier expressions start with the forall or exists keyword
and then contain a specification of bind variables as with comprehension operators, described in
Section B.2.4.
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1 set<int32> set1 = { 1, 2 };
2 set<int32> set2 = { 2, 3 };
3 bool is_true_1 = (forall i in set1 @ i < 3);
4 bool is_false_1 = (forall i in set1 @ i > 1);
5 bool is_true_2 = (exists i in set2 @ i < 3);
6 bool is_false_2 = (exists i in set2 @ i < 2);
7
8 bool is_true_3 = (forall i in set1; j in set2 @ i <= j);
9 bool is_false_3 = (exists i, j in set2 @ i == j * 2);

Listing B.34: Quantifier expressions.

B.2.6 Field Access Expressions

There are two main field access expressions. Those that access the value of a typedef, or the
current instance in a class, and those that access a field in a struct or class.

The first type of field access expressions use the this keyword.

1 typedef nonzero restricted int32 {
2 invariant zero_no_allowed { this != 0 };
3 }
4
5 class person {
6 int32 age;
7
8 expr bool is_toddler() {
9 return this.age >= 1 and this.age <= 3;

10 }
11 }

Listing B.35: Field access expression: this keyword.

The second type of field access expressions accesses a field in a struct (Section B.1.4) or
class (Section B.1.5). This is done using the . (dot) operator.

1 class person {
2 int32 age;
3
4 expr bool is_older(person p) {
5 return age > p.age;
6 }
7 }

Listing B.36: Field access expression: dot operator.

Note that in the example above, the left-hand side of the > operator is not a field access ex-
pression, but a variable expression as described in Section B.2.2. The equivalent code this.age
would have involved two field access expressions: this that accesses the current object and the
field access expression .age.

B.2.7 Function and Method Invocation Expressions

A function invocation expression is the name of a function followed by a comma-separated list
of arguments enclosed in parentheses. This expression invokes the function with the given name.
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1 class person {
2 int32 age;
3
4 expr bool age_greatereq(int32 v) {
5 return age >= v;
6 }
7
8 expr bool at_least_18() {
9 return age_greatereq(18);

10 }
11 }

Listing B.37: Function expression.

A method invocation expression is similar to a function invocation, but is preceeded by the
dot operator.

1 class person {
2 int32 age;
3
4 expr int32 my_age() {
5 return age;
6 }
7
8 expr bool older_than(person p) {
9 return age > p.my_age();

10 }
11 }

Listing B.38: Method expression.

B.2.8 Casting and conversion
A cast is a compile-time operation with run-time verification, where an expression of a given
type is re-interpreted as if it had a different type. Casting does not change the involved object in
any way.

When an expression of type A is cast into type B, it behaves as type B in all subsequent
expressions. At run-time it is checked that the cast can be performed: if the actual type of the
object is B or a sub-type of B.

Casting is done using the cast operator.
1 struct a { int32 x; }
2 struct b : a { int32 y; }
3
4 b v;
5 a w = cast<a>(v); // OK
6 a x = v; // OK, due to auto-casting.
7 b y = x; // Compilation error.
8 b z = cast<b>(x); // OK, but run-time checked.
9

10 class c {
11 expr int32 foo1(a val) {
12 return val.y; // compilation error
13 }
14
15 expr int32 foo2(a val) {
16 return cast<b>(val).y; // OK, assuming val is of type b
17 }
18 }
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Listing B.39: Casting.

Casts in CALL are only used between types and sub-types. A cast to a supertype is always
allowed and is added implicitly by the compiler. A cast to subtype is always explicit.

A conversion is performed when a data type needs to be coerced into a different type, but the
two types are not sub-types. In that case, the value of the expression itself must change and a
new value is used. Conversion happens, for example, between primitive types.

Consider the example below:
1 int32 a = 5;
2 int64 b = convert<int64>(a);
3 int64 c = a; // Same as above, works due to auto-conversion
4 int64 d = cast<int64>(a); // Does not compile

Listing B.40: Conversion.

Because a is an int32, it cannot be cast or assigned to an int64. However, CALL knows
how to convert an int32 value into an int64.

CALL will automatically convert:
• int8 to int16;
• int16 to int32;
• int32 to int64;
• int64 to float;
• float to double;
• ascii to string;
• Any type T to T?;
• Any type T to U?, if T can be converted to U (this is a more general version of the previous

rule);
• set<T> to set<U>, if T can be converted to U;
• list<T> to list<U>, if T can be converted to U;
• bag<T> to bag<U>, if T can be converted to U;
CALL will also automatically chain conversions as needed. So, for example, set<int16?>

can be automatically converted into a set<int32?>?, by converting the set of int16? into
a set of int32? and then applying optional conversion.

CALL allows explicit conversion to remove optionality from a type. This allows expressions
such as:

1 int32? a = 5; // Automatic conversion to optional
2 int32 b = convert<int32>(a); // Explicit conversion from optional

Listing B.41: Explicit optional removal.

B.2.9 Operator Precedence and Grouping
Operators in CALL have the following precedence:
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1. the one, #, cast, convert, function invocation, field access

2. *, /, %, intersect, z

3. +, -, union

4. ==, !=, <, <=, >, >=, in, not in

5. is null, is not null

6. and

7. or

8. forall, exists
Expressions can be grouped using parentheses as shown in several examples. This construct

allows overriding operator precedence.

B.2.10 Unification

Unification is the process by which the CALL compiler tries to match an expression to a specified
data type, or tries to find a common data type between two expressions. Unification is triggered
in two ways:

• Need to assign an expression to a data type. For example:

1 A foo;
2 B bar = foo; // Need to assign foo to type B

Listing B.42: Unification casting.

This type of unification requires checking whether there is an automatic path of casts and
conversions of the expression that would result in the provided type.

• Need to find a common type between expressions. For example:

1 A foo;
2 B bar;
3 C c = { foo, bar };

Listing B.43: Unification of expressions.

Here, a unification is used to find a common type of foo and bar. This type is used
for the right-hand set. If, for example, both A and B are subclasses of S, then the expres-
sion { foo, bar } would have type set<S>. Then, through unification casting, the
expression would be converted or cast into type C.

B.3 Operations

B.3.1 Operable Types

An operable type is a data type that can define operations. In CALL there are two types of opera-
ble types: typedefs and classes. An operable type contains both state and operations, much like a
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class in an object-oriented language. These were described in more detail in Section B.1.5. Op-
erable types can contain both invariants and operation, defined in Section B.3.2 and Section B.3,
respectively.

B.3.2 Invariants
An invariant is a boolean expression that must be true for a value to be a valid instance of the
type. Invariants are named to allow runtime reporting of errors, but the names are otherwise not
used.

Invariants are not held when the object is mutating, that is, when a method is being executed.
For example, consider the following typedef:

1 typedef even_set restricted int<32> {
2 invariant always_even { #this \% 2 == 0 }
3
4 void add_numbers(int32 n0, int32 n1) {
5 this = this union \{ n0 \};
6 this = this union \{ n1 \};
7 }
8 }

Listing B.44: Object mutation and invariants.

If an even set is empty and add numbers is invoked with arguments 1 and 2, then the
invariant holds before the method is invoked and after the method has been invoked. However,
in the middle, after this = this union { n0 };, we will have #this % 2 evaluating
to 1, breaking the invariant. However, this is OK because we’re in the middle of a mutation.

A mutation starts when a method is invoked on an object and ends when the method ends.
Note that nesting does not affect mutation.

B.3.3 Operations
Operations are declared as methods in an operable type. There are two types of operations:
single-expression and turing-complete. A single-expression operation consists of a single ex-
pression. It cannot have loops or conditional statements and it cannot mutate the object it is be-
ing invoke on. Single-expression operations can call other operations, but only single-expression
operations. Single-expression operations are marked with the expr keyword.

Turing-complete operations are the default. They contain none of the restrictions mentioned
above for single-expression operations.

1 typedef number restricting int32 {
2
3 // Single-expression operation
4 expr number next() {
5 return convert<number>(this + 1);
6 }
7
8 // Turing-complete operation
9 bool round_near_10() {

10 int32 remain = this % 10;
11 int32 result = this - remain;
12
13 if (remain >= 5) {
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14 result = result + 10;
15 }
16
17 this = convert<number>(result);
18 return remain == 0;
19 }
20 }

Listing B.45: Single-expression and turing-complete operations.

Operations are built with several types of statements:
• Variable declarations. These have the form type name = value; and declare a vari-

able with name name of type type and initialized to the value of expression value.
• Variable assignment. These have the form name = value; and assigns the value of

expression value to the variable with name name.
• Return statement. These have the form return value; and end the current method

returning the value defined by the expression value.
• If statement. These have the form if (bexpr) { ifcode }, where bexpr is a

boolean expression and ifcode a sequence of statements. They may also have the
form if (bexpr) { ifcode } else { elsecode } where elsecode is a se-
quence of statements.
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